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ABSTRACT

EDUCATIONAL VIDEOGAME DESIGN STRATEGIES USED
TO IMPROVE MOTIVATION IN ENGINEERING STUDENTS

Thomas Abdul Rasheed, Ph.D.
Department of Educational Technology, Research and Assessment
Northern Illinois University, 2016
Wei-Chen Hung, Director

The use of traditional textbooks in engineering education is uninspiring and unrewarding
for engineering students, resulting in many such students’ low motivation and lack of interest in
their schoolwork. In contrast, the American culture’s ubiquitous factor of computer technology
devices contributes to effective communication and entertainment. Today, computer videogames
are owned and played by 80% of American children between the ages of 8 and 18. Plus, research
studies have proven that computer videogame technology can motivate students in learning
environments. The use of videogames in education is therefore a user-centered strategy because
most youth today are familiar with the technology and also enjoy its entertainment value. The
purpose of this qualitative case study was to identify the videogame design and motivational
strategies of the educational engineering videogame Spumone. The researcher conducted two
interviews with the engineering professor who created Spumone, and also facilitated three focus
groups with a total of ten intermediate-level engineering students who had prior experience with
Spumone. The researcher organized the data findings into game categories, which provided a
structure that revealed evidence of several different design strategies. The researcher also drew
on John Keller’s ARCS (Attention, Relevance, Confidence and Satisfaction) model of
motivation, using this model to classify the engineering students’ different types of motivating

reactions while engaged in the videogame Spumone. The research data findings addressed the
four research questions as follows: (a) identifying the user-centered videogame design strategies;
(b) providing evidence of the engineering professor’s usage and application of several different
videogame design strategies; (c) enumerating different types of videogame design strategies used
to motivate students, such as relevance to engineering, captivating attention, and building
students’ confidence; and (d) providing engineering students’ descriptions of varying motivating
factors they experienced while engaged in problem-solving gameplay. This research study
provides evidence that applying user-centered videogame design strategies can successfully
motivate engineering students who can then effectively solve complex physics problems. The
study revealed the motivational effects of user-centered educational videogame design strategies
that integrate educational content with intrinsic technology and entertainment.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

Background of the Problem
Today’s adolescent and young adult learners live in a society of digital and interactive
computer technologies that drive many of their social activities. These include cell phones,
tablets, laptops, Internet communications, social networking, and videogames, to name a few.
However, when it comes to U.S. schools and colleges, Squire (2011) contends that the majority
of adolescent and young adult learners are not using computer technologies that reflect the digital
and interactive computer technology of the world in which they live.
In particular, the videogame industry of recent decades represents one of the largest
influences on American adolescent and young adult culture (Squire, 2003). As a result, within
the past 10 years educational scholars have become increasingly interested in studying and using
games for learning. Their findings indicate that 21st-century adolescent and young adult
education can be enhanced and improved with the use of interactive videogames, which is
intrinsically linked to the new 21st-century learner’s social life (Shaffer, Squire, Halverson, & Gee,
2005).
The flexibility of educational videogame technology allows learners the option to play
the game on various platforms such as cell phones, tablets, televisions, and desktop and laptop
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computers. These learning tools can foster continuous learning engagement for improving
academic achievement because they typically are available 24 hours a day, seven days a week.
The technology used in videogames allows a player to engage in interactive problem solving by
making choices and examining consequences. Traditional learning is unable to provide
engagement at this level for the students (Gee, 2014). Educational information in the technology
of videogames presents more than books by using multimedia, interactivity, and visual
engagement (Squire, 2005; Whitehead, 1929). The technology allows players to engage in
interactive problem solving by making choices and examining consequences that traditional
educational learning environments fail to provide the learner (Zimmerman & Salen, 2004).
According to Pivec and Dziabenko (2004), engaging in videogames creates an
opportunity for the player to learn by experiencing. They contend that learning by studying is not
as effective as learning through an interactive experience. The educational gaming environment
draws on the practice of facilitating learning by engaging the learner into the technology of
interactive self-growth and discovery that fosters academic achievement.
De Aguilera and Mendiz (2003) found that people who play videogames have better

intellectual problem-solving skills compared to those who do not play videogames. Educational
game designers can engage videogame players in various problem-solving scenarios that can be
targeted to their interests. Another key aspect of educational videogames is self-evaluation. This
refers to the continuous gameplay process that causes the player to strive for improvement in a
competitive environment. This promotes persistence in the learners as they pursue improved
performance to advance to different levels of achievement in the game (Shaffer et al., 2005).
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According to De Frietas (2006), educational games should use the same game strategies
and technology that have been established in commercial videogames. She also explains that the
strength of educational games is how they use visual communications, collaborative technology,
interactivity, and the element of entertainment. De Frietas thinks that game developers, visual
artists, graphic designers and instructional designers should work collectively to design effective
and motivating educational games. Squire (2011) also argued that graphic designers are
sometimes omitted from the process of educational game design. Squire explains that most
educational game designers today are led by educators or computer programmers, who failed to
see the value of visual literacy in educational game design. Gee (2003) explains that it is
important for game-based learning to be established in schools to motivate and engage students
in interactive practice, feedback, challenges, and assessments. Gee argues that successful games
are designed and developed for the player to master a skill necessary to complete the game.
Katie Salen (Zimmerman & Salen, 2004), the executive director of the Institute of Play,
explains how videogames provide 21st-century adolescent and young adult learners with skills in
problem solving and critical thinking that are essential in a world of changing technology. She
also contends that schools have a responsibility to teach and equip today’s adolescents and youth
with the ability to problem solve and learn new things daily through interactive engagement in
technology. With the financial support of the MacArthur Foundation and the Gates Foundation,
she started Quest to Play in New York City and Chicago Quest in Chicago. In these two high
school institutions, curriculum design is a collaboration of teachers, game designers, and
instructional and curriculum designers. The students are engaged in playing and designing games
in all courses, from art, math, science, history, social studies, language arts, to music.
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Epistemology is a branch of philosophy that is focused on methods used in acquiring
knowledge. Shaffer (2006) teaches educational psychology and epistemic educational videogame
design. His concept of epistemic educational videogame design strategy is to integrate the
activity of professional career practice with virtual game simulation technology. Shaffer’s
position is that epistemic educational videogames can provide meaningful problem-solving
activities that can help learners understand professional career paths such as engineering,
journalism, law, the sciences, and medicine.
Kurt Squire, co-founder of the Games, Learning and Society Group and professor at the
University of Wisconsin-Madison, researches effective learning through educational videogame
design simulation. He argues that videogames produce problem-solving skills in learners. He
also emphasizes the need for more empirical research studies on the effectiveness of videogames
as learning tools. Last, he explains how educational videogames allow learners to receive instant
feedback to improve skills and advance to higher levels of gameplay and problem-solving
(Shaffer et al., 2005).
Richard Van Eck, an associate professor at the University of North Dakota, states that
empirical studies on game-based learning can demonstrate the effectiveness of educational
games in improving student motivation and academic achievement. Van Eck argues that games
involve problem-solving activity, and believes that games are effective learning tools because the
learner engages in theoretical constructs such as cognitive psychology, behaviorism, and
constructivism. He also explains how game-based learning allows the student to develop
problem-solving and computer technology skills simultaneously. Van Eck’s position is that it is
challenging for researchers to measure complex variables and controlled conditions that are
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characteristic of game-based learning environments. He concludes that more empirical research
studies are needed to help support claims of game-based learning’s effectiveness (Van Eck,
2006).
Squire (2003) states that drill and practice educational games could easily be integrated
into schools’ and colleges’ curriculums. This would influence the educational technology field’s
research and development on the use of videogames and learning (Bowman, 1982; Malone,
1982). However, very few comprehensive empirical research studies have been produced on
historical drill and practice educational games that prove their effectiveness in learning
environments (Gredler, 1996). Instructional designers and educators have new opportunities to
develop more empirical research studies in the effectiveness of learning with educational
videogames.
Another important feature of videogames as learning tools is that they promote long-term
learning through repetition. The Greek philosopher Aristotle said, “We are what we repeatedly
do. Excellence, then, is not an act but a habit.” Educational games engage learners in mental
workouts involving competition, repetitive problem solving, and decision making. The repetitive
activity inherent in interactive educational videogames is a key principle that allows people to
retain and store information in their long-term memory (Johnson, 2005).
Additionally, educational videogames have the ability to assess learners’ performance
instantaneously while they are engaged in the game’s activities. This creates the opportunity for
the learner to improve. Additionally, videogames can be adjusted or tailored specifically to the
learning style of the game player. The activities of videogames can produce persistent learners
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who improve because of the repetitive and interactive problem-solving activities in which they
are engaged (Gee, 2004).
Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this qualitative case study was to identify and analyze educational
videogame design strategies used as learning tools to improve student academic achievement and
motivation. Many education scholars have researched the embedded learning principles found in
videogames (Coller, 2010). Educational game design strategy is a process used by designers to
develop and create educational games. The motivating learning outcomes of educational and
commercial videogames have been identified as learning principles (Gee, 2003). In order to
examine educational game design strategies that motivate students to learn complex information,
the researcher conducted a series of interviews and focus groups. An educational videogame
designer and engineering college students who engaged in educational games were the primary
participants in this research case study. The interviews and focus groups questions were used as
catalysts to identify videogame design strategies. The interviews and focus groups also revealed
evidence of the process used to integrate instructional content with interactive gameplay,
motivational factors, user-centered learning strategies, and the instant feedback assessment of
students. The researcher conducted a series of student focus groups to investigate and uncover
the learner’s response to the interactive motivational strategies in the educational engineering
video game. The focus groups consisted of three to ten engineering college students who engage
in educational videogames. The classroom student focus groups facilitator utilized a series of
discussion questions to examine students’ interaction with the educational engineering
videogame in the learning environment. The student participants in the focus groups were
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questioned about their reaction to the motivational strategies in the educational videogame. The
topics of the focus group questions focused on game instruction, educational content, game
challenges, academic performance, games rules, technology, music and sound, motivational
elements, graphic elements, gameplay activities, and learning outcomes.
This researcher analyzed the educational videogame design strategies and motivation
elements used in a college engineering course on dynamic systems and control. The outcome and
results of this study could become catalysts that inspire other college professors to design and
use educational videogames in their learning environment. They may also encourage more
educators to realize the value of using videogames as learning and motivational tools in
education.
According to Pivec and Dziabenko (2004), when one plays a videogame, it creates an
opportunity for the player to learn by experience. The authors argue that learning by engaging in
studying is not as effective as learning through an interactive experience. De Aguilera (2003)
expresses that people who are engaged in playing videogames are better skilled at intellectual
problem-solving compared with people who do not play videogames. Playing videogames allows
the learner to participate in their own process of learning through experience. Videogame players
become persistent learners in their pursuit for improving their performance to advance to
different levels of achievement in the game they are playing (Shaffer et al., 2005). This
dissertation is intended to make a contribution to the educational field by identifying and
analyzing effective motivational design strategies used to improve learning in the educational
engineering videogame Spumone.
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Significance of the Study
Educational technology is the study and ethical practice of facilitating learning and
improving academic performance by creating, using, and managing appropriate technological
processes and resources. The four most important definitions in the field of educational
technology that educational games draw upon are creating, learning, improving, and computer
technology (Squire, 2002; Steinkuehler, 2006). Games have been used in academic learning
environments throughout history, and modern videogames provide even more options than ever
before to support learning outcomes. For example, the flexibility of educational videogame
technology provides learners options in equipment use because they have the ability to be used
on cell phones, tablets, televisions, desktop or laptop computers, and others (Gee, 2003).
Also, educational videogames can be played in a virtual synchronous online environment
that facilitates learning with flexible times and locations. U.S. President Barack Obama launched
an “Educate to Innovate” campaign at the White House in 2009 to improve U.S. students’
performance in science, technology, engineering, and mathematics (STEM). President Obama
explained that the first step in improving education in the United States is to harness the power
of media, interactive videogames, and hands-on learning (The White House, 2009).
This qualitative research case study has revealed evidence of user-centered videogame
design strategies to improve engineering college students’ academic achievement and
motivation. Thus, this dissertation has an intrinsic relationship with the president’s “Educate to
Innovate” campaign because both share an interest in improving engineering students’
performance using interactive video games. This study, “Educational Videogame Design
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Strategies Used to Improve Motivation in Engineering Students,” seeks to help improve
education in the United States.
Research Questions
Many educators already recognize that videogame technologies and strategies can be
powerful motivational tools when they are merged effectively with instructional systems,
learning theories, and educational content (Bowman 1982; Bracey 1992; Driskell & Dwyer,
1984). Educational videogames have the ability to motivate learners to solve complex problems
and also captivate their attention with intrinsic graphics, animation, interactive technology,
music, and sound effects (Gee, 2003). Videogame technology can produce problem-solving
skills in learners that emulate the challenges in the real world of professional careers. The need
for more empirical research studies on the effectiveness of videogames as educational tools is
documented by many game-based learning scholars (Squire, 2011).
The research questions for this study were inspired and motivated by the systems of
design strategies, rules, play, and culture examined in Rules of Play: Game Design
Fundamentals (Zimmerman & Salen, 2004). In this book, the authors discuss a system of
fundamentals used in framing game design: game definition, how games work, player interactive
choices, and game player outcomes. Zimmerman and Salen’s Rules of Play influenced the
research questions of this study on identifying game design strategies, their execution, and player
interaction.

Research Question 1. What game design strategies does an engineering college professor
use when designing an educational videogame for engineering students?
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Research Question 2. How does an engineering professor apply motivational strategies
while teaching engineering students with an educational engineering videogame?

Research Question 3. How do engineering students react to the educational videogame
while engaged in problem-solving gameplay in the classroom?

Research Question 4. What motivational factors do engineering students express while
they are engaged in problem-solving gameplay challenges with the educational
videogame?
Theoretical Framework
Motivational Game Design
The theoretical framework of this research case study was the motivational strategies
used in designing educational videogames. Videogame design strategies were discussed from the
Zimmerman and Salen (2004) perspective of game design, culture, rules, and play. The design
strategies used for effective games have the power of motivation that drives the players/learners
into a passionate experience (Schell, 2015). According to Schell, game designers need to master
human motivation in order to produce effective games. Gee (2003) argues that the learning
principle of motivation found in videogames produces persistent learners when applied in
educational environments.
The following game motivational theories were reviewed and examined in this theoretical
framework: Maslow’s theory of human motivation, Malone and Lepper’s motivation theory, the
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ARCS model of motivational design, and Reiss’s 16 basic desires of human behavior. All four of
these theories focus on factors that are used to motivate learners in the educational environment
to improve academic achievements and motivation.
Game Design
In Zimmerman and Salen’s Rules of Play (2004), the authors compare successful digital
and non-digital games and what they have in common. The book’s focus is on game design and
how to design and develop effective games. It does not cover computer programming of games.
The book examines games design systems, interactive design patterns, and the design of
meaningful play. The book’s targeted users are practicing game designers, students, and
educators. Throughout the book, the authors reflect on their experience as game designers, game
players, and professors of game design. The authors have divided the book into four different
units: core design, rules, play, and culture.
Core Game Design
The first unit in Rules of Play (2004) focuses on core game design concepts. Zimmerman
and Salen explain that core game design concepts are applied in both commercial and
educational games. According to the authors, these two game categories share many fundamental
goals and design principles of meaningful interactivity gameplay. Also, many learning
techniques are used in digital games, such as practice, feedback, learning by doing, learning from
mistakes, cooperative learning, and situated learning, among others (Prensky, 2001).
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Rules
The authors continue by explaining how the rules unit is the game design structure and
organization element. The rules of the game are guidelines that describe the function of the game
system. The rules of a game are predicated on the interactive activity path of the player. When
engaged in developing educational games it is important to understand how game rules can be
used to motivate players and measure their learning outcomes. According Zimmerman and Salen
(2004), game rules are designed to accommodate different levels of players by not being too easy
or difficult for the player to engage in gameplay. The elements of conflict and challenges of
game rules create an educational environment of persistent learners who struggle to advance to
different game levels (Shaffer et al., 2005).
Play
Zimmerman and Salen (2004) explain the play unit as the formal structure of the game
that focuses on the players’ limits, shared action, fixed action, and repetitive game challenge
experiences. The gameplay is the realization of the player’s experience of engagement in the
rules of the game. The effectiveness of gameplay is realized when the player is motivated and
excited about the challenges of the game. Schell (2015) argues that the player could become
excited by having fun and may forget about the learning that is taking place. Squire (2003)
explains how motivating the learner in this way is a great principle that can be utilized in
developing educational games because students can enjoy a fun activity and simultaneously
produce learning outcomes. Commercial videogame players’ activities are excellent models of
play and learning that can be used to design educational learning environments (Gee, 2007).
Culture
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Culture is another useful component of game design that lends itself to tailoring
educational games to specific groups of students (Zimmerman & Salen, 2004). According to the
authors, the cultural unit is the large environment or inhibited system that houses the game.
Many games are designed to target a culture that celebrates a particular idea, such as military
games, sports games, hip-hop games, music games, racing games, and other genres. As an
example, educational games could be designed to target K-12 learners who have problems in
math and come from an urban setting that is influenced by hip-hop music and culture. Schell
(2015) argues that in order to design effective games, one must understand the broader context of
the cultural environment in which the game is situated. He continues by explaining how online
communities are an important part of multiplayer Internet-based games. It is important that game
designers understand the culture and the user influences such as music, fashion, graphics,
education, etc. Squire (2011) explains how the use of intrinsic graphics and music in the design
of educational games targeted toward learners who come from a hip-hop culture could be a
motivational tool in a game’s design and development. Game elements and play intrinsically
linked to the user are the most important concepts of game design, according to Zimmerman and
Salen (2004).
Maslow’s Human Motivation Theories
Maslow (1943) article “A Theory of Human Motivation” proposed a five-step hierarchy
of human motivation: 1) Self-Actualization, 2) Self-Esteem Achievement, 3) Belonging and
Love, 4) Safety and Security, 5) Physiological: Food, Water, Shelter and Warmth. Maslow’s
motivational theories are found in many videogame activities of today, according to Schell
(2015). He explains that a good example is the videogame Minecraft. All five of Maslow’s
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human motivation theories have been integrated into the Minecraft game. The top three levels of
Maslow’s theories focus on self-actualization, self-esteem achievement, belonging and love.
Minecraft players emulate Maslow’s theories by engaging in independent creativity, multi-player
cooperation, and the physical realization of achievements of creating products and receiving
game rewards. Maslow’s two bottom-level theories of safety, security and physiological needs of
food and water are also incorporated in the Minecraft game. Players have to design and
constructing safe living environments that protect them from ongoing attacking zombie intruders.
Players also need to provide food and water to survive in the game environment (Schell, 2015).
Table 1 shows a comparison of Maslow’s theories and Minecraft.

Table 1
Maslow’s Human Motivation Theories and the Minecraft Videogame

Maslow Human Motivation Theories

Minecraft Videogame

1) Self-Actualization

Engaging in Independent Creativity

2) Self-Esteem Achievement

Achievements of Creating Products

3) Belonging and Love

Multi-Players Cooperation

4) Safety and Security

Constructing Safe Living Environments

5) Physiological: Food, Water, Shelter
and Warmth

Provide Food and Water to Survive in the
Game Environment
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Motivation is primarily defined as a person whose directive behavior is aroused by an
intrinsic or extrinsic planned catalyst. The design strategies of motivation are an appropriate
framework for this study because videogames are also one of the major motivational factors of
21st-century learners today (Gee, 2014; Squire, 2011). Videogames motivate learners by
catching their attention with exciting interactive technology, stimulating graphics, animation,
video, competitiveness, and challenging problem-solving choices (Reiss, 2002).


According to Schell (2015), the goal of game design is to create an interesting experience
that captivates the player’s focus for a desired period of time. When a game player has
focused on a task for a long period of time without distractions this state of concentrated
focus is called “flow.” Csikszentmihalyi (1997) argues that flow can also be defined as an
activity that produces the state of focus of pleasure, enjoyment and fulfillment. Schell
(2015) explains that some of Csikszentmihalyi’s key components for creating a game
activity that promotes flow are the following:Clear Goals: The activity goal is clear to
produce a clear focus



No Distractions: Distractions can take away the focus of the activity



Direct Feedback: Immediate feedback can keep the player’s focus on the activity or task



Continuous Challenging: The activity challenge should be balanced, not too difficult to
frustrate the player and not too easy to bore the player. Csikszentmihalyi calls this state
“flow channel” that exists between boredom and frustration.
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Malone and Lepper’s Motivation Theory
Malone and Lepper (1987) argue that videogames motivate players to engage in complex
problem solving because of the intrinsic interactive factors of self-directed learning. They have
identified four individual intrinsic motivating factors in learning: challenge, curiosity, control,
and fantasy. The challenge focuses on engaging the learner in activities with clear instructions
and performance feedback in order to increase the confidence of the learner. Malone and Lepper
also explain how the challenging problem-solving activities should have future benefits to the
learner. The next motivating factor, curiosity, represents a surprise, which can captivate the
learner’s attention by utilizing technology to create stimulating graphics, video, music, and
animation. Control is the third motivating factor in videogames that gives the learner a sense of
supremacy and empowerment when engaged in an interactive learning environment. The control
factor motivates the learner to make choices in order to be successful in the problem-solving
activity. The last factor is fantasy, which Malone and Lepper also relate to the simulation, virtual
worlds, and role playing found in videogames. The learner can be motivated by engaging in
complex problem solving as a fantasy character in a virtual world of his or her choice.
According to Cordova and Lepper (1996), videogames demonstrate intrinsic motivation
through competition, challenges, curiosity, and control. The results of videogames placed in a
learning environment create and increase the player’s desire to develop new skills (Gee, 2005;
Shaffer, 2004). Interactive videogame technologies are motivational learning tools that many
psychologists acknowledge because they play important roles in developing new skills and
generating new ideas in the learning environment (Piaget, 1962; Vygotsky, 1978).
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The ARCS Model of Motivational Design
ARCS is an acronym for Attention, Relevance, Confidence, and Satisfaction. John Keller
(1979), its originator, contends that the ARCS motivational model can promote and maintain
motivation in the learning environment. According to Keller, the ARCS model of motivation was
developed to identify an instructional system for understanding the major influences that
motivate learners. Keller suggests that instructional content may not be as effective if the learner
does not find it appealing, stimulating, and captivating.
The first category is Attention. Captivating the learner’s attention with interactive
computer technology, video, music, and exciting digital graphics can stimulate the learner’s
problem-solving initiative in active participation. Keller (1979) argues that because of students’
different learning styles such as visual, tactile, and auditory, the utilization of varied methods of
instructional strategies will accommodate the diversity of learners. He also explains how
incorporating entertainment and humor in the instructional activity can be stimulating factors to
increase student motivation and anticipation.
The second category in Keller’s ARCS model is Relevance, which represents six learnercentered strategies that can be used as intrinsic motivation factors.
1) Experience, utilizing the learner’s existing knowledge and skills by integrating them
with the new instructional content, can improve the process of acquiring knowledge.
2) Present Worth, engaging the learner in applying the new instructional knowledge and
skills in their current career, motivates their perception of learning as a valuable
functional asset.
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3) Future Usefulness demonstrates to the learner that the new skills and knowledge they
will acquire has future career applications.
4) Needs Matching identifies the learners’ goals and matches those future achievements
with the instructional content.
5) Modeling: the instructor should represent and demonstrate a successful model or
example of the new instructional content knowledge and skills.
6) Choice: the learner is allowed to choose different methods to engage in the
instructional content.
The third category in the ARCS model is Confidence, which focuses on giving the
learner a clear understanding of their path to success by designing a step-by-step plan with
required prerequisites, support, feedback, objectives, and evaluations. The fourth category in the
ARCS motivational model is Satisfaction, which consists of developing instructional
performance rewards, learner feedback, and tutorial demonstrations of the instructional content.
Reiss’s 16 Basic Desires of Human Behavior
Steve Reiss (2002) has identified 16 basic desires that motivate human behavior. He
identified them after spending five years conducting research studies in human motivation. His
studies consisted of 6,000 participants. Reiss argues that by analyzing and understanding the
basic desires of human beings, society will gain insight into motivating individuals in learning
environments. Reiss explains how the mechanics of videogame design strategies echo the
intrinsic needs of the game player and improve their motivation and game experience. The
following list and definitions of Reiss’s 16 basic desires are founded in videogames to improve
motivation and learning.
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Power, the desire to persuade and influence others to act or respond.



Independence, the ability to rely on oneself to complete a problem-solving task.



Curiosity, the desire to explore knowledge and learning.



Acceptance, the desire to be approved by others.



Order, the desire to arrange things in the structure of balance and harmony.



Saving, the desire to gather and collect things.



Honor, the desire to be respected and praised.



Idealism, the desire to be protected by rules and laws.



Social Contact, the desire to communicate, cooperate, and interact with others.



Family, the desire to have relationships with groups.



Status, the desire to be honored and respected by others.



Vengeance, the desire to get revenge on one’s enemy.



Romance, the desire to have a loving and caring relationship.



Eating, the desire to consume and digest food.



Physical Activity, the desire to engage in a repetitive activity to improve the physical
body.

•

Tranquility, the desire to be in a peaceful state of being.
Definition of Terms

The following terms and definitions are used for communication in the educational
computer videogame industry. These terms have been simplified and summarized.
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Avatar: An avatar is a 2-D or 3-D character representation of a human, animal, creature,
or live element that interacts in a virtual world of games and movies. The avatar in a computer
videogame is manipulated by the person using the computer technology. The avatar in an
animated movie is created and follows a predetermined script of activities such as talking,
walking, running, and interacting with other avatar characters.
Cognitive: The process or act of reasoning used in acquiring knowledge.
Competitive Environment: The competitive environment as related to a videogame is
when two or more players’ goal is to advance to higher levels of skills to win the game.
Computer Programmer: The person who designs a sequence of computer instructions in a
programming code language, such as C++ or Java, to engage in solving a specific problem.
Constructivism: A learning theory in the field of education that argues that one can only
acquire or achieve true knowledge through a self-directed interactive experience.
Digital: Information produced by electronic components of computer software.
Drill and Practice Software: The interactive term “drill and practice” refers to an activity
of a game in which the player is engaged in repetitive problem solving. The drill and practice
activity of a game creates persistent learners.
Educational Game: A strategically designed activity used for improving student learning
outcomes and motivation. Educational games are tools for game-based learning environments.
Empirical Research: Obtaining knowledge by engaging in an observation or experiment,
which is analyzed using qualitative or quantitative methods to obtain useful data.
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Epistemic Educational Games: Epistemology is the study of how one acquires
knowledge. Epistemic games are interactive games in which the player engages in a real-world
problem-solving activity in a simulated world.
Game Simulation Technology: Technology that attempts to produce a realistic
interpretation of characters, vehicles, props, and environments that the game player engages
within different interactive game challenges.
Game-Based Learning: Educational learning environments that include game activity are
considered game-based learning. Game-based learning environments challenge the learner with
interactivity gameplay that is fun and exciting and motivates the learner with challenging
problem solving.
Gameplay: The interactivity strategies of rules and challenges the game players interact
with in the game-playing environment.
Graphic Designer: A graphic designer is one who plans strategies to persuade and
influence a targeted audience to buy a product, attend an event, or obtain information by using
images and typography to visually communicate.
Instructional Designer: The practice of designing educational instructional material by
using a strategic plan that analyzes the needs of the learner, defines the instructional goals,
design development, implementing strategies with evaluations, and computer technology.
Interaction Design: The concept of interaction based on a problem-solving task for
learners to engage in to motivate their academic development. Interaction is used in videogame
technology to keep the game player focused on completing a specific task.
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Interface (n.): The interface of a videogame is the interactive navigational tools used by
the game player to manipulate the computer software to achieve results or outcomes.
Intrinsic Motivation: Intrinsic motivation is based on using a theme or topic of interest
that is targeted to a group of people to persuade them in learning by means of a product or
entertainment.
Life-simulation Games: A simulated game is a virtual environment that emulates the real
world with 2-D or 3-D avatar characters, architecture, nature, vehicles, animals, and other
elements with real-world problem solving, gameplay activities, and adventures.
Persistent Learner: The learner who is engaged in a constant and repetitive pursuit of a
problem-solving activity to achieve high academic outcomes.
Storyboard: A sequence of graphic images presented for the visualization of a proposed
TV commercial, video, movie, or computer videogame production. Storyboards may also contain
a written script of text that describes and directs the graphic images.
Videogame: An interactive digital computer game of competition with 2-D or 3-D
rendered characters and environments. The game player or user is challenged with problemsolving activities, sound effects, music, animation, and visual feedback.
Visual Artists: These artists are engaged in the expression of ideas in ceramics, games,
drawings, paintings, sculpture design, music, print making, animation, and photography.
Visual Communication: The use of communication with images and type to persuade
and influence a targeted audience to read information, buy or use a product, or go to an event.

CHAPTER 2
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
The primary focus of this chapter is based on the examination of five main areas related
to games and the educational field: game definitions and genres, game motivation and learning,
games in K-12 schools, educational game models, and games empirical research. In the first area
I will explore the viewpoints on the definitions of games by various game designers and gamebased learning scholars. The second area of focus will be predicated on a discussion of scholars
on motivational and learning factors that are used in the development of effective games. The
third area will review and discuss educational games in the K-12 schools learning environments.
An educational game model will be reviewed in the fourth area of focus in this literature review.
The fifth and final area will consist of a discussion of empirical research of educational games.
Game Definitions and Genres
Game Definitions
The following definitions of games are from game design scholars and practitioners of
the 21st-century period of the modern world. Greg Costikyan (2008) is a multi-genre, awardwinning game designer who is also a science fiction writer. His definition of a game is an art
form with players participating in decision-making choices to manage the pursuit of a goal. Chris
Crawford (2003) is a writer and videogame designer who is known for his passion of the art form
of game design. He is also the founder of the Journal of Computer Game Design and the annual
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conference of Computer Game Developers. Crawford (1982) defines a game as a goal-oriented
device that consists of interactive play by different agents who actively interfere and compete
with each other to acquire money or a quantitative value. Katie Salen and Eric Zimmerman
(2004) are both game design educators, game designers, and co-authors of the textbook Rules of
Play: Game Design Fundamentals. Their definition of a game is an artificial competitive conflict
system that engages players with rules that leads to an outcome of quantitative value.
Game Genres
The different families or categories of videogames and non- videogames are generally
known as genres. These families of games are grouped together by similarities in gameplay
strategies, rules, competition, and techniques, according to Squire (2011). Most videogames
today are grouped into the following categories: action games, shooter games, adventure games,
role-playing games, sports games, educational games, puzzlers, fighting games, board games,
strategy games, and card games (Wolf, 2001). Squire (2011) discusses the next generation of
game genres, which represent a cluster of games that share similarities. He has identified these
two emerging new game genres as role-playing and sandbox/open world. The role-playing game
is a videogame based on the game player taking on the role of a character who could be fictional
or nonfictional in a chosen virtual-world environment. The character will interact with other
characters in the environment and is challenged by different tasks to accomplish. (Example:
World of Warcraft.) The sandbox game/open world is also a videogame where the player does
not take on a character. However, the player can move freely around in a virtual world and build
environments, purchase items, fight enemies and create his or her own challenge. (Example:
Minecraft.)
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Game Motivation and Learning
Game Motivation
Thomas W. Malone, founder and director of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Center for Collective Intelligence, posits that educational games motivate the learner to improve
because of the enjoyment of playing the game (Malone, 1981). He supports Gee’s (2003)
position that a game player cannot advance to the next level of play until he or she masters a
specific skill. Malone has developed a taxonomy of intrinsic motivation which consists of four
factors: 1) Challenge with clear goals; 2) performance feedback; 3) curiosity as an element of
surprise; and 4) control given to the users to make decisions by creating their own characters and
environments that can produce consequences. Also, according to Malone, effective educational
game designs use intrinsic motivations that integrate fun and excitement with learning content
(Malone, 1981).
Sivasailam Thiagarajan, former president of the North American Simulation and Gaming
Association, argues that two important rules support the use of games in effective learning
(Jasinski & Thiagarajan, 2000). First, when emotions such as happiness, passion, or excitement
are linked to learning, students become motivated to learn. Second, games use intrinsic
technology such as visual arts, music, animation, video, and interactivity to engage the learner in
competitive activities of practice and feedback.
Based on surface observation, many educators today view educational videogames as
having the potential to motivate learners with interactive computer technology. Educational
videogames engage learners in intrinsic problem solving, which has been proven to produce
effective student learning outcomes such as academic achievement and motivation (Bowman,
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1982; Bracey, 1992; Driskell & Dwyer, 1984). Additionally, the use of multimedia, sound,
music, videos, animation, interactivity, and visual effects in these educational games can increase
the learner’s motivation to play them (Squire, 2005; Whitehead, 1929).
Motivation of Games
In their article “Brain Points: A Growth Mindset Incentive Structure Boosts Persistence
in an Educational Game” (O'Rourke, Haimovitz, Ballwebber, Dweck, & Popović, 2014),
O’Rourke et al. describe how videogames have the ability to motivate the players to solve
complex problems and challenges during gameplay activities. They continue by explaining how
92% of children between ages 2 and 17 play videogames an average of 33 minutes per day. The
reward incentive and instant feedback given to successful players is a motivating element of
videogame technology. Consequently, educational researchers and scholars today have a
growing interest in utilizing these motivating factors of videogames in the learning environment.
The learners’ fixed mindset and growth mindset are explained as being very different according
to psychologists, say O’Rourke et al. (2014). When a student is praised for their inherent ability,
the fixed mindset is promoted as an unchangeable intellectual state. However, when a learner’s
problem-solving on a particular assignment is praised or rewarded it promotes the growth
mindset. This is the mindset where the learner is motivated and sees opportunities to improve his
or her knowledge and intelligence. Videogame technology rewards and feedback promote the
player/learner’s growth mindset because of the encouragement and the clear path to success and
improvement. The article also discusses how educational games can improve learning and the
growth mindset by utilizing a system of different incentives when the learner completes different
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challenges. This system is called “brain points,” and it motivates learners with incentives based
on their efforts to develop a growth mindset behavior.
A research study was conducted with 15,000 children with low and high performing
academics. The study’s results reveal that when students receive incentives and feedback, these
become a positive motivational tool that influences their behavior. The results of this research
study experimental group (growth mindset) revealed the children were engaged in playing longer
hours and completed the more challenging levels of activities. The control group (fixed mindset)
lacked motivation and did not complete the higher levels of game challenges because of the short
period of time of their engagement with different challenges. O’Rourke et al.’s article concludes
by explaining that the results of instant feedback and incentives increase the learners’ persistence
and performance while they are engaged in educational gameplay challenges.
Games and Learning
A child’s engagement in interactive play with learning devices is an essential and healthy
component for the child’s learning and development (Ginsburg, 2007). videogames can stimulate
the imagination through simulated environments and can be catalysts for thinking,
understanding, and preparing for interactive engagement (Gee, 2003). Games use failure as a
motivational learning tool that encourages players to be persistent and repetitive in completing
the task so that they can advance to the next level of play (Gee, 2009; Salen, Osterweil, &
Klopfer, 2009). Immediate feedback is a very important component in videogames because such
feedback enables players to alter and improve their gameplay performance to accomplish the
game’s goal (Dickey, 2005).
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Adolescents and young adults in the 21st century live in a society of interactive computer
technology. These modern learners engage in a daily social life of cell phones, tablets, laptops,
Internet communications, social networks, videogames, and more. However, the majority of U.S.
learning institutions today do not provide interactive computer learning technologies that
emulate the adolescent and young adults’ lifestyle, such as interactive software or educational
games (Gee, 2007). Consequently, many adolescents and young adults today in the U.S.
education system have found going to school to be boring and uninteresting. Videogames in U.S.
culture have become one of the biggest influences in the lifestyle of adolescent and young adults
(Squire, 2007). Thus, it is apparent that there is an opportunity for the use of today’s videogame
technology and interactive software to motivate and improve learning for students in U.S.
schools.
Some argue, however, that many educational games today seem to be lacking in several
crucial aspects that would make them more effective as learning tools. These include the use of
modern interactive technology, content that meets core educational standards, the use of learning
theories, pre- and post-assessment, exciting gameplay, and modern visual effects (Squire, 2008).
The need for more empirical research on educational game design strategies is apparent by the
absence of this topic in scholarly journals and the lack of books on the subject. According to
Squire (2011), many educational games today are designed by non-educators and non-creative
computer programmers who contribute to the unsuccessful design of educational videogames.
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Gee’s Learning Principles in Videogames
Gee (2004) explains that motivational techniques should be integrated into educational
videogame design to create an exciting experience for the game player. He argues that
videogame technology can empower the learner with problem-solving abilities and
understanding. He has identified 13 learning principles that exist in videogames that may be able
to improve learning. They fall into the following three categories:


Empowered Learner: Learning takes place because of the person’s interests and values.



Problem Solving: The interactive challenges that take place in a videogame.



Deep Understanding: Obtaining knowledge and skills, which enable a person to master
and develop beyond memorizing information.
Gee (2004) identified the following 13 learning principles found in videogames that he

argues empower learners with problem-solving skills:
1) Co-design: Represents the idea of the game players becoming partners in the game
design because of the creative decision-making they become engaged in with
gameplay activities.
2) Customize: Videogames offer the opportunity of accommodating the learner with a
variety of learning styles such as visual learning, tactile learning, and audio learning.
Today’s traditional learning environments do not offer different learning styles as
videogame technologies do.
3) Identity: Videogames can give a learner an intrinsic interactive experience in a roleplaying game. The role-playing videogame provides the player with an opportunity to
obtain a deeper knowledge of the subject by engaging in problem-solving activities as
a virtual-world character in a learning environment.
4) Manipulation and Distributed Knowledge: Human beings become empowered when
they engage in problem-solving activities with powerful interactive computer tools
that enable them to gain new knowledge and skills.
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5) Well-Ordered Problems: When designing a learning environment, the most
challenging problems should not come first because in order for learning to be
effective, it should be well ordered from the beginning to the end.
6) Pleasantly Frustrating: Challenging interactive videogames can be very motivating to
the learner. However, if the problem solving is too complicated and unattainable by
the learner or the problems are too easy, the learner could quickly lose interest.
Effective videogames have a balance of problem-solving activities that are both
challenging and non-challenging.
7) Cycles of Expertise: Videogames can create a cycle of repetitive learning that
introduces a new challenge at the appropriate time in order to motivate the learner’s
interests and engagement.
8) Information “On Demand” and “Just in Time:” Effective videogame design can be
tailored and targeted for the player’s convenience to achieve a more user-centered
learning environment.
9) Fish Tanks: These environments have variables and their interactions. These same
important factors are found in videogames that engage the players in an experience of
interactive learning with variables.
10) Sandboxes: The sandbox represents a model of real-world experience and active
learning. Videogames are environments with the capacity to emulate the problemsolving activities of the real world with the use of virtual environments.
11) Skills as Strategies: For learning to take place, the learner needs to be motivated to
engage in the repetitive practice of skills and knowledge. Persistent learners who
consistently practice their skill with repetitive gameplay are characteristics of a
typical videogame player.
12) System Thinking: Games are systems of learning with educational value that can be
utilized in the classroom and not merely looked upon as play and fun toys.
13) Meaning as Action Image: Learning, knowledge, and skills are acquired through
active experiences and not through memorizing dictionary definitions or rules.
Gee also states that computer videogames have the ability to engage players to solve
complex problems while having fun doing so. He explains how interactive computer videogames
make players smarter because their constant challenges encourage them to learn. Gee contends
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that effective commercial computer videogames require players to experience and develop skills,
knowledge, and problem-solving abilities. The experience and development of these skills are
produced through the players’ engagement in the manipulation of a virtual avatar character in the
game play activity (Gee, 2005). He also explains that many educational game designers feel that
they cannot compete on the level of commercial computer videogames because of the incredible
cost of producing computer videogames. Gee has shown that commercial computer videogame
designers establish theories of learning to keep the players motivated to play and purchase these
videogames.
Games in K-12 Schools
Halverson (2005) explains that most primary and secondary education systems refuse to
study or implement videogame learning technology in mainstream K-12 educational institutions
because of the videogames’ reputation of being violent. However, Halverson argues that current
research has proven that commercial videogame motivational strategies have the potential to
improve learning in K-12 educational environments. Halverson’s position is similar to Gee
(2004), who argues that commercial videogames are predicated on social, cognitive, and learning
principles that produce motivating videogames. Gee and Halverson explain how the value of
learning principles found in commercial videogames has escaped the majority of the K-12
educational leadership and learning environment.
Hoffman and Nadelson (2009) have conducted empirical research that identifies
motivational factors associated with playing videogames. Their research focused on two groups,
the first being a qualitative study of 189 videogame players. They interviewed them and used
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coded analysis on the interviews, which were about the students’ goals, needs, perceptions, and
engagement.
The second group consisted of 25 participants who were interviewed on their perception
and motivation for playing videogames. Many of the players explained that videogames are a
social activity that is fun, captivating, challenging, and relaxing, even when they experienced
unsuccessful results. Videogame players have been described in many ways, such as goal-driven,
intrinsically motivated, focus-oriented, and intense (Malone, 1981). In Hoffman and Nadelson’s
qualitative research study, some of the gamers claimed that videogames seemed to be more
engaging than the real world.
Shaffer (2006) examined how educators are teaching the same way today as they taught
hundreds of years ago. He argues that this is ironic because the culture has changed since then,
with 21st-century learners being surrounded by and engaged in interactive computer technology.
Many learners today view their school environment as slow, resulting in boredom and loss of
interest in traditional passive learning.
Shaffer states that the K-12 educational system is not preparing students to be innovators,
high tech experts, medical doctors, urban planners, or other professionals because of the lack of
interactive computer technology in the classroom. This is because of the limited computer
equipment and training available for the majority of students in today’s U.S. educational system.
The author explains that K-12 education should be engaging students in developing interactive
problem-solving skills as opposed to teaching facts and the memorization of information.
Shaffer’s epistemic game concept allows students to manipulate an avatar character who
simulates real-world professional careers such as engineers, urban planners, scientists, and other
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professions. These avatars are manipulated by the player or learner to experience solving
complex problems in the corporate or professional work environment. The students who play
these epistemic games are able to experience the problem solving and skill development that take
place in the real professional world. The learner uses an avatar character of a profession to
emulate typical problem solving by using game simulation techniques. The players of epistemic
games also gain experience in cooperative learning by playing the game with others and sharing
skills and problem solving. Shaffer also discusses how Dewey (1915) argued that we learn by
doing, and deeper learning occurs when students are engaged in activities that solve meaningful
problems. He explains how epistemic games use simulation of professional careers to emulate
the practice of internships that already exist in the fields of medicine, law, engineering, and other
professions.
According to Shaffer et al. (2005), computers are changing our work, shopping,
entertainment, social life, communications, politics, healthcare, and other aspects of modern life.
A good example, the authors explain, are videogames, because they have the ability to create
communities of social and cooperative learning. They found that videogames have the power to
emulate real-world environments for learning by engaging thousands of multiple players
simultaneously online with business, politics, educational, urban planning, and cultural issues.
A current example of an epistemic game is Madison 2200, in which the player has the
role of a real urban planner and plans board meetings. Shaffer et al. (2005) assert that the point of
epistemic videogames is to encourage learners to gain knowledge in exploring and expressing
ideas with social boundaries. They describe how videogames have proven to be a strong and
successful vehicle for learning.
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One of the strongest influences in young people’s lives today is the commercial
videogame industry. Squire and Jenkins (2003) explain how researchers and scholars today have
discovered that videogames may have the power to affect the educational learning experience.
Squire and Jenkins examined an MIT (Massachusetts Institute of Technology) survey that was
conducted with 650 college freshmen. The study revealed how many college students were
turned off by educational videogames because of the low quality that exists in its graphics,
gameplay, and interactive software. Squire used the videogame Civilization III to motivate
minority and low-income students to learn about history. Civilization III is a simulator game that
allows players to create civilizations and guide their development throughout history, sometimes
alongside real-life historical events. First, many students were uninterested in playing this game:
however, when they discovered that African or Native American civilizations could actually win
the game they became motivated to play it. Most of the students were African American and the
intrinsic culture link of African or Native American civilizations was a motivating factor for
them to play the game. This article also discusses how games are not simply puzzles but
environments of learning in which students experience interactive problem solving. In
conclusion, this article is focused on how games are a unique form of learning with rules,
choices, consequences, simulated outcomes, assessments, and challenges.
Squire discusses how the best outcome of creating game-based learning environments
will be the collaboration of educators and game designers. He continues by explaining how
leaders in education have abandoned new computer technologies because videogames have a bad
reputation as being violent. Squire also thinks that the high production cost of videogames
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contributes to the reluctance of many educators and administrators to bring videogame
technology into the K-12 learning environment.
Chicago Quest: An Intermediate and Secondary Charter School
Chicago Quest is a charter school located in the Near North Side neighborhood of
Chicago. The school services 6th- to 12th-grade students and was created out of the vision of its
founder, Katie Salen, a DePaul University game design professor. The school was opened in
2009 as a new model for improving public school children’s quality of education. Notably,
Chicago Quest is America’s first school that utilizes principles of game design as a system for
learning (Salen et al., 2009). Its learner-centered educational environment engages students in
interactive gameplay integrated with academic core standards. The John D. and Catherine T.
MacArthur Foundation and the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation are the primary financial
supporters of Chicago Quest.
The curriculum utilizes commercial game design strategies and technology as a rulebased system to improve learning. Chicago Quest consists of students, teachers, commercial
game designers, and curriculum and instructional designers. The curriculum also uses game
design principles to create meaningful experiences through discovery learning (Gee, 2014).
Students are engaged in complex problem solving with the integration of academic core
standards, game design principles, simulated virtual avatars, devices, and environments. Chicago
Quest’s utilization of videogame technology enables students to solve problems as 3D virtual
avatars of mathematicians, historians, writers, inventors, doctors, lawyers, teachers, scholars and
scientists, (Squire, 2011). This epistemic approach to learning produces memorable learning
experiences, deeper understanding, and knowledge of the instructional content.
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Students receive motivation through dynamic feedback and reinforcement as they are
engaged in different levels of problem solving challenges (Shaffer et al., 2005). This game-based
learning environment applies motivational tools such as cooperative learning of peers, teacher
sharing, critical thinking, innovative ideas, creative design and instant feedback assessments. The
following are a series of quotes from the Chicago Quest faculty. These quotes were transcribed
from the Chicago Quest online video (https://vimeo.com/78000421):
Patrick Hoover, curriculum specialist, explains while sitting in his office, “The big skill
set that we want our students to come away with is systems thinking. This skill set allows
students to adapt their understanding of different concepts through the learning
architecture of games.”
Don Labonte, teacher, begins to explain the Minecraft videogame assignment. “What the
students are doing is creating a model digestive system in Minecraft using the statue of a
human body. This will allow students to travel through the mouth and into the body to
see the process of digestion from start to finish.”
John Murphy, game designer, explains his role in Chicago Quest as he sits in his office.
“What I do basically is work with teachers and curriculum designers to find ways to
make the curriculum more like a game.”
The Chicago Quest school is a unique learning environment that supports and connects
learning opportunities with students’ life, online resources, interactive gameplay, and the real
world. The school seeks to empower students to develop skills and abilities so they can create
their own opportunities.
Educational Game Model
According to Amory and Seagram (2003), the design of educational games should
incorporate educational theories and game play. They have developed three models for
educational game development: the Game Object Model (GOM), the Personal Outlining Model
(POM), and the Game Achievement Model (GAM). GOM contains a visualization space
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component that has a storyline interface that engages the learner in critical thinking, discovery,
goal formation, goal completion, and practice. POM focuses on the interactive computer system
of the game that consists of four elements: 1) user-centered interaction with the game; 2) user
activity on problem solving; 3) user support by the computer software; and 4) the computer
technology used in the game. In GAM, learning objectives are developed with the storyline to
produce an exciting and intrinsically motivational experience for the player. The game objectives
consist of probing questions that are stimulating and create active learning for the player in the
game.
These game models use fun activities, intrinsic graphics, sound, and computer technology
in the gameplay to motivate the learners. The use of intrinsic motivation can keep the learner
focused and engaged in the task of problem solving, according to Shaffer et al. (2005). Gee
explains how the constructivism learning theory is rooted in interactive gameplay and problem
solving of videogame software technology. Malone and Lepper (1987) agree with Amory and
Seagram’s (2003) educational game model strategy. They contend that effective educational
videogames should use intrinsic motivation to engage players in complex problem solving and
self-directed learning.
Pivec and Dziabenko (2004) explain that game-based learning represents an integrated
educational paradigm that creates opportunities to apply knowledge in a virtual world that
facilitates learning. According to Davidson and Associates (1997), the demand for interactive
educational game learning materials has increased substantially. Using games for learning
supports many aspects of the learning process: Learners are engaged in combining knowledge,
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exploring different solutions, making decisions, obtaining feedback, learning cooperatively, and
developing social skills, according to Squire (2003).
The Garris game-based learning model (Garris, Ahlers, & Driskell, 2002) can be used as
an outline for developing educational games (see Figure 1).

Figure 1. Model of game-based learning. (Garris et al., 2002)

It starts with the three main components of input, process, and outcome. The input
represents instructional content and game characters. The process is a game cycle of judgments,
debriefing, interactive behavior, and system feedback. The outcome refers to the results of the
learner’s experience after engaging in the interactive game process, which begins with the input
of instructional content, game cycle feedback, judgment, and then the learning outcome of
results. The activities of videogames can produce persistent learners who improve because of the
repetitive play, feedback, and interactive problem-solving activities in which they are engaged
(Gee, 2003).
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The authors use an example of an adventure game to explain the model. They describe
how the character solves problems and only proceeds to a higher level of play after the problems
are solved. This is an example of intrinsic motivation, in which the player continues when
questions are answered. The extrinsic motivation is represented by answering the correct
question and being rewarded. According to Malone (1981), the videogame player is presented
with opportunities to make choices and is forced to become persistent in the pursuit of solutions
to advance in the game.
Games Empirical Research
Van Eck (2006) expresses that more empirical research is needed in K-12 learning
environments to support the argument of the effectiveness of game-based learning. Lai and
Wang’s (2011) empirical research study investigated learning outcomes of fourth graders using
toys and games in science instruction. Four classes were chosen in this quasi-experimental
research study, all from the Taipei Primary Schools of the Republic of China, and consisted of
122 students (N=122). The experimental group was engaged in five weeks of science education
instructional activities with toys, games, and competition. The control group was engaged in
traditional science education instruction of achievement testing, a scientific attitudes skill, and a
study questionnaire.
The final results of this research demonstrated that the experimental group that was
engaged in interactive science games, toys, and competition resulted in higher learning outcomes
than the control group that was engaged in traditional learning. The technology used in
videogames allows a player to engage in interactive problem solving by making choices and
examining consequences. Traditional learning is unable to provide engagement at this level for
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the students (Games, Learning & Society Group, 2005; Zimmerman & Salen, 2004). Also, 90
percent of the students in the experimental group were very positive about using educational
games, toys, and competition activities to learn science. The students in the experimental group
requested educational science games and competition in the future for classroom activities...
Empirical Research on Game Motivation
The limited amount of empirical research predicated on the negative and positive
consequences of utilizing a reward system to motivate students creates an opportunity for new
research studies to take place. Consequently, an empirical research study on the motivation of the
Quest Atlantis educational videogame was conducted, Filsecker and Hickey, (2014). The
researchers observed fifth-grade students’ reactions to external rewards while engaged in
videogame problem-solving activities. The primary investigation studied the motivation,
engagement, and learning effects of external rewards integrated into the Quest Atlantis
educational videogame for fifth grade students. The method used in this research study was a
quasi-experiment consisting of an External Reward Group (n = 50), compared to a Control
Group (n = 56).
According to Cameron and Pierce (2002, p27. “external rewards are those that come
from outside the person and are usually arranged by other people.” Cognitive theorists argue that
rewards are detrimental to learners because they weaken their competent perception and weaken
their motivation (Deci, Koestner, and Ryan, 1999). However, Cameron (2005) contends that the
effectiveness of rewards may depend on factors such as the type of reward, reward contingency,
and the allocation of reward in the context of applying the reward.
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The rich interactive environment of videogames with instant feedback and reflection
gives the player an opportunity to improve (Filsecker & Hickey, 2014). Videogame problemsolving strategies provide learning principles that engage the player with rewards and feedback
that become motivational tools in this interactive learning environment (Gee, 2003). Today’s
educational games also have the potential to transform instructional content standards into
interactive problem-solving learning environments (Squire, 2011).
Method
Participants
The research study was conducted in a Midwestern U.S. public elementary school. Fifth
grade European American children were the predominant subjects in the study. Students came
from families of well-educated professionals.
Materials and Procedures
The educational game used in the research study was Quest Atlantis, which was
developed using the same design strategies and technology of commercial videogames. Students
engaged in solving complex social problems by experiencing different roles as avatars with
consequences in a virtual environment. Students began by completing a pretest questionnaire of
their interests and completing a performance assessment.
Each student was ranked in categories based on his or her pretests: beginner, knowledgeable, or
wise investigator. Students received feedback as they advanced to different Quest levels of the
game. When students submitted their Quest and it was accepted, they were rewarded with badges
which were then placed on their 3D virtual avatar.
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Results
Motivation
Results showed that students in both the External Reward Group (n = 50) and the Control
Group (n = 56) exhibited the same levels of motivation while they were engaged in the
educational Quest Atlantis videogame levels of interactive gameplay challenges.
Learning
The academic achievement findings of the External Reward Group (performane
achievement reward) and the Control Group? (no reward) were very different. The External
Reward Group problem-solving assessment scores were 9.7 points, as compared to the Control
Group problem-solving assessment scores of 7.3 points. These results indicated that the students
in the External Reward Group gained a deeper knowledge of the instructional content compared
to their Control Group counterparts.
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CHAPTER 3
METHODS

Qualitative Case Study
The qualitative case study methodology allows the researcher to explore a phenomenon
in its context by the collaboration between the participants and the researcher (Yin, 2003). The
social constructivism collaboration approach enables the participants to describe their view of
reality in a way that provides the researcher a better understanding of the phenomenon (Lather,
1992). According to Yin (2003), the case study methodology is an appropriate approach when
the research questions are predicated on “how” and “why” a process of instructions is utilized in
the learning environment. This case study focuses on the strategies of “how” educational
engineering videogames are designed and “why” engineering students are motivated when they
engage in playing the educational engineering videogame. This research case study reveals
analyzed evidence of videogame design and motivational strategies used in educational
engineering videogames for college students.
Research Questions
Research Question 1. What game design strategies does an engineering college professor
use when designing an educational videogame for engineering students?
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Research Question 2. How does an engineering professor apply motivational strategies
while teaching engineering students with an educational engineering videogame?

Research Question 3. How do engineering students react to the educational videogame
while engaged in problem-solving gameplay in the classroom?

Research Question 4. What motivational factors do engineering students express while
they are engaged in problem-solving gameplay challenges with the educational
videogame?
Methodology
A qualitative case study was conducted using two methods of instrumentation: a series of
two professor interviews and a series of three student focus groups. The interviews and focus
group questions were based on game design schemas founded in the book Rules of Play: Game
Design Fundamentals by Zimmerman and Salen (2004). The authors have developed three
variables in the game design schemas called game rules, game play and game culture. These
three game design variables were used as conceptual game design tools. Zimmerman and Salen
contend that these variables can perhaps foster a better understanding of the process of game
design. These three design variables can be explained in the following way:
- The Game Rules variable focuses on the organization of the game design system. The
rules also contain the game operational elements, instructional content, communications,
application, information, and user assessment components.
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- The Game Play variable is the environment where the user experience of the game
system takes place. The play contains the engagement of the game navigational interface system,
interactivity, different game genres applications and computer software technology.
- The Game Culture variable is the humans who inhabit the game system. The culture is
predicated on the targeted game users’ or players’ characteristic identity, social behavior,
educational value, beliefs, way of life and interests.
- Game Art is an additional game design variable added by the researcher with the
Zimmerman and Salen design variables of rules, play and culture. The essential elements of art
in game design are: 2-D/3-D painting and drawing, animation, graphic design, typography,
photography, music, sound, and visual communications, (Squire, 2005; Schell, 2015).
ARCS Category
The research study interviews and focus groups discussion questions were organized
utilizing John Keller’s (1979) motivational model ARCS (attention, relevance, confidence, and
satisfaction). Keller argues that his model can promote and maintain motivation in the learning
environment. The author also suggests that instructional content may not be as effective if the
learner does not find it appealing, stimulating, and captivating.


Attention: Captivating the learner’s attention with interactive computer technology,
video, music, and exciting digital graphics can stimulate the learner’s problem solving
initiative in active participation.



Relevance: Experience, utilizing the learner’s existing knowledge and skills by
integrating them with the new instructional content can improve the process of acquiring
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knowledge. Future Usefulness, demonstrating to the learner that the new skills and
knowledge they will acquire has future career application.


Confidence: Confidence, which focuses on giving the learner a clear understanding of
their path to success by designing a step-by-step plan with required prerequisites, support,
feedback, objectives, and evaluations. The fourth category in the ARCS motivational
model is Satisfaction, which consists of developing instructional performance rewards,
learner feedback, and tutorial demonstrations of the instructional content.



Satisfaction - The fourth category in the ARCS motivational model is Satisfaction, which
consists of developing instructional performance rewards, learner feedback, and tutorial
demonstrations of the instructional content.
Organizing the Interview and Focus Group Discussion Questions
The interviews and focus group questions were based on the following game design

variables: instructional content, visual communications, animation, music and sound, learner
assessment, navigational interface, interactivity, game genres, software technology and how
these game design variables may affect the students learning motivation. These game design
variables were compiled from, (Squire, 2005; Schell, 2015).
Professor interviews: Qualitative interviews were conducted with a college-level
engineering professor who engages his students in educational engineering videogame
technology. The interview questions were based on the strategic design process he used to design
educational engineering videogames. Two audio recorded interviews of the Engineering
Professor were conducted in his College of Engineering faculty office at Midwest University.
Each interview lasted approximately one hour. Both interviews were conducted in 2015, one in
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August and the other in September. Each interview was transcribed by a professional
transcription company. See Appendix B for Engineering Professor audio interview
transcriptions.
Student focus group: Three engineering students’ focus groups with ten college-level
student participants were conducted. The student participants were engaged in question-andanswer discussion sessions about the educational engineering videogame Spumone. The focus
group discussions were held to acquire evidence and data related to student reactions to the
educational engineering videogame Spumone. The videogame Spumone was designed and
developed by the Engineering Professor to improve engineering students’ motivation and
academic achievement. Three audio recorded student focus groups were conducted with
engineering students with prior experience with the educational videogame Spumone. All of the
student focus groups lasted approximately two hours and were conducted in the spring of 2015 in
the College of Education at Midwest University. Students were also served pizza and soda
during the focus group discussions. The audio recorded focus groups were transcribed by a
professional transcription company. See Appendix C for engineering student focus group audio
transcriptions. The ARCS instructional design model on motivation by John Keller was utilized
to develop questions for the interviews and focus group discussions.
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Context of the Study
This qualitative case study of educational game design strategies was predicated on
identifying engineering students’ reactions, while engaged in the videogame Spumone. The
contextual elements and factors of this study are the college professor being interviewed, the
engineering student focus group, the engineering courses, and the educational engineering
videogames.
College Engineering Courses
The following engineering course is taught in the College of Engineering at Midwest
University: MEE 322 – Dynamic Systems and Control 1. This course is taught using the
educational engineering videogame Spumone to improve the engineering students’ performance
and their motivation, according to the Engineering Professor.
Spumone: Educational Engineering Videogame
Context: Engineering
Engineering is about designing, and inventing. The devices that engineers create obey the
laws of physics expressed in the language of mathematics. Engineers analyze and optimize their
designs to operate and work effectively. The best way to learn the difficult physics that provides
a foundation for engineering is to get lots of practice. The Spumone educational engineering
videogame is a user-centered intrinsic game for students that integrates engineering principles
with commercial videogame technology.
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Context: Courses MEE 211 – Engineering Mechanics I and MEE 322 – Dynamic Systems and
Control 1
These courses are taught using the educational engineering videogame Spumone to
improve the engineering students’ performance and motivation, according to the Engineering
Professor. Also, the goal of this course is to teach students the fundamentals of how to write
algorithms for a machine or device in order to regulate and control its navigation.
Game Activities: SpuCraft Vehicle, Challenges and Environment
The following explanation of the educational engineering videogame Spumone is an
edited transcript of the online YouTube video (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SFRxm8K7Wc). In an effort to replace some of those dull textbook exercises with active and
authentic learning experiences, the Engineering Professor designed and developed a new
educational videogame called Spumone. In Spumone, engineering students/players pilot a little
vehicle called the SpuCraft around a two-dimensional subterranean simulated world. The game
consists of many challenges enabling students to solve complex engineering problems. (See
Figures 2 and 3 screenshots of the SpuCraft from the Spumone videogame.)

Figure 2. Screenshot of the SpuCraft.

Figure 3. Screenshot of the SpuCraft.
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To pilot the SpuCraft one can use a standard gamepad; however, to successfully solve the
game’s physics challenges, physics-based engineering problem-solving, as well as programming
skills, are required. Most of the challenges have been carefully designed to be nearly impossible
to complete with one’s nimble reflexes and sharp instinct alone. For example, there’s a place in
Spumone where if you descend in the SpuCraft spaceship too slowly you crash into a closing
gate. Also, if you descend in the SpuCraft a little more quickly, you cannot bring the vehicle to a
stop soon enough and you break the legs on the landing pad; the vehicle structure breaks apart.
The window of success in this problem is exceedingly narrow. To solve it, one needs a detailed
understanding of the physics involved and to devise a strategy that can be executed with extreme
mathematical precision. The physics problems in Spumone are challenging. So how do
engineering students beat Spumone? Students beat Spumone with their knowledge and
understanding of engineering physics and programming.
The virtual world, vehicles, and elements of the videogame Spumone are almost
cartoonlike. However, the Newtonian physics (Figure 4) are realistic (Figure 5). Work-energy
and impulse-momentum principles apply, along with their associated conservation principles. In
order for engineering students to complete the challenges of Spumone successfully, they must
make engineering decisions. Students/players express their strategies mathematically and
program those equations into the built-in parser or the C++ interface.
The Spumone educational engineering videogame allows students to observe and
experiment with rigid engineering body kinetics as they engage in the game’s interactive
problem-solving challenges. The engineering theories and principles are represented in the
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SpuCraft spaceship vehicle (Figure 6). The SpuCraft has light blue arrows representing velocity
which are located on various parts of the vehicle (Coller, 2011).

Figure 4. Newtonian physics.

Figure 5. Realistic representation.

Figure 6. SpuCraft vehicle.
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Student Learning Outcomes
The Engineering Professor conducted a small comparison study on the students who were
enrolled in the engineering course MEE 322 – Dynamic Systems and Control 1. Both the control
group (Engineering students without the use of the videogame Spumone) and the experimental
group (Engineering students utilizing the videogame Spumone) used the same instructor and
textbook. According to Coller (2011), results were consistent with previous studies of
engineering students conducted by the Engineering Professor. Engineering students learning with
the videogame scored significantly better than students not utilizing the videogame.
The Engineering Professor’s findings were as follows: d = 0.56 (p < 0.01, NG = 35, NN = 42).
Also, rigid body dynamics questions: d = 1.25 (p < 0.01, NG = 35, NN =42).
Educational Engineering Videogames
This qualitative case study examined the game design strategies of the educational
engineering videogame Spumone, used to improve student motivation. The Spumone videogame
was designed and developed by the Engineering Professor of the College of Engineering at
Midwest University. The Engineering Professor’s first educational engineering videogame
design was the EduTorecs videogame. The engineering students’ task in EduTorecs was to
produce the correct C++ programming language code to control the racing car’s steering, gear
shifting, and speed (see Figure 7).
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Figure 7. The Engineering Professor’s racing videogame called EduTorecs.

The Spumone game (see Figure 8) allows players to control a spacecraft in a twodimensional virtual world. Players can navigate through the virtual world by using C++
computer codes. The vehicle in the Spumone educational engineering videogame is called the
SpuCraft. This virtual vehicle is navigated by students through a 2-D simulated world which
presents different challenges and tasks that must be accomplished to progress through the game.
At the beginning and introduction, the SpuCraft vehicle can be manipulated and navigated with
the use of a traditional videogame control. The experience of manually navigating the SpuCraft
vehicle can provide students a sense of the many challenges and obstacles that require C++
programming to be successful.
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Figure 8. Spumone engineering videogame with SpuCraft vehicle.
Participants
Qualitative Case Study Interview: The Engineering Professor
The Engineering Professor is an associate professor in the College of Engineering at
Midwest University. He has a doctorate in Theoretical and Applied Mechanics as well as a
bachelor’s degree in mechanical engineering from Cornell University. For the past nine years, he
has designed and developed educational engineering videogames to improve student motivation
and academic achievement (Coller, 2010). His educational engineering videogames have been
used in his core mechanical engineering courses (Coller, Shernoff, & Strati, 2011). Also, The
Engineering Professor is the recipient of the 2014 David W. Raymond Grant for Use of
Technology in Teaching. This award is given to the Midwest University faculty member who
exemplifies innovation in combining technology with education. The Engineering Professor
argues that the use of educational videogames can be effective in teaching mechanical
engineering (Coller & Scott, 2009). He has written several articles on designing and developing
educational engineering computer videogames by incorporating educational content with
gameplay activity (Coller, 2010; Coller & Scott, 2009; Coller et al., 2011).
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The Engineering Professor developed two educational engineering videogames used to
teach engineering students how to use C++ computer programming code. The gameplay involves
student competition of flying or racing vehicles against each other. The Engineering Professor
has utilized Open Source resources of existing racing videogames and has converted them into
educational engineering videogames.
Qualitative Case Study Focus Group: Engineering Students
This study included audio recorded classroom focus groups of intermediate-level
engineering students previously enrolled in the Engineering Professor’s MEE 322 – Dynamic
Systems and Control 1 course. These students were from various cultural backgrounds such as
Asian, Caucasian, Latino, African American, and Middle Eastern. While enrolled in The
Engineering Professor’s engineering mechanics course, these students were engaged in using his
educational engineering computer videogame Spumone. The purpose of the student focus group
was to identify, collect, and examine data findings of the professor’s engineering videogame
design and motivational strategies used in the engineering videogame Spumone.
Data Collection
A series of two qualitative case study recorded interviews were conducted with the
Engineering Professor in his office at Midwest University’s College of Education. The interview
questions were designed to obtain information about the process he uses to design and develop
educational engineering videogames. The recorded interviews were transcribed, summarized,
and analyzed. A qualitative analysis of coding key words and phrases was conducted to tease out
valuable evidence of data results from the interviews.
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Interview Questions for the Engineering Professor
As noted above, four interviews were conducted with The Engineering Professor; these
took place over multiple days. The purpose of the interviews was to obtain first-hand information
and data on the game design strategies and the motivational factors the Engineering Professor
used to develop educational videogames. The interview questions (see Table 2) have been
organized by utilizing the ARCS motivational theories into ARCS Categoryof Attention,
Relevance, Confidence, and Satisfaction. Also, the game design strategies of Schell (2015) and
Zimmerman and Salen (2004) was utilized with the Design Category of Game Culture, Game
Rules, Game Play and Game Art.
Student Classroom Focus Group Discussion Questions
The student classroom focus group discussions were audio-recorded in the College of
Engineering at Midwest University. The classroom focus groups, consisting of 3 to 13 students,
took place over multiple days. There were four two-hour audio recorded focus group questionand-answer discussions. The purpose of these engineering student focus groups was to obtain
first-hand information and data of students’ reactions and motivational factors when engaged in
the Spumone educational engineering videogame. The results of the student classroom focus
groups were transcribed, organized, and analyzed. The student focus group discussion questions
(see Table 3) were derived from game design elements of Schell (2015), and Zimmerman and
Salen (2004). Each focus group discussion question was based on an element of the ARCS
model of motivation: attention, relevance, confidence, and satisfaction. By utilizing the ARCS
model of motivation, the researcher sought to identify game design strategies in Spumone.
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Table 2
Professor Interview Questions
Design
Category
Game Culture

Game Culture

Game Rules

Game Play

ARCS
Category

Questions

Attention

What are some of the challenging activities you have designed to
captivate the engineering student’s attention in the instructional
content of the educational engineering videogame Spumone?

Relevance

What relevant intrinsic activity in the instructional content is used
to motivate the learner in the educational engineering videogame
Spumone?

Confidence

What are learning elements in the videogame Spumone that
motivate confidence in the engineering students?

Satisfaction

What type of instructional activity have you designed to give the
engineering students a strong sense of satisfaction or reward after
their engagement in the engineering videogame Spumone?

Attention

What type of user-centered hierarchy design is used in the
videogame Spumone that captures the students’ attention and
enables them to navigate effectively through the game interface?

Confidence

What interface elements have you designed that motivates the
students’ confidence to navigate through the engineering videogame
Spumone?

Attention

What are the design components that get students’ attention and
focus on student assessment in the videogame Spumone?

Relevance

In the videogame Spumone how quickly can students be assessed
after they have completed a problem-solving activity?

Confidence

Explain how students’ assessments in the videogame Spumone
motivate their confidence.

Satisfaction

In the videogame Spumone what are some of the exciting elements
like music, lights, sound, and animation that take place when
students’ assessments are very high, or when students’ assessments
are low?

Attention

What are some of your motivating interactive designs that get the
students’ attention in the videogame Spumone?

Confidence

What type of interactive design element builds student confidence
in the videogame Spumone?

(Continued on the following page)
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(Table 2 continued)
Game Play

Game Play

Attention

What are some of the game genres that you have designed to
motivate students in the interactive component of the videogame
Spumone?

Relevance

What type of game genres activity have you designed that are
relevant or not relevant to engineering principles?

Confidence

What are some of the best game genres activity you designed to
build confidence in engineering students?

Relevance




Game Art

Game Art

Game Art

What videogame software have you used or designed in
designing the videogame Spumone?
Explain the Open-Source process you used in designing the
EduTorecs racing game.

Attention

What visual communication and graphic elements have you
designed to captivate students’ attention in the videogame
Spumone?

Relevance

What intrinsic graphics and game genres have you designed in the
videogame Spumone that are relevant to engineering principles?

Satisfaction

What type of motivating graphic element have you designed to
reward students’ performance in the videogame Spumone?

Attention

What type of music and sound have you designed to captivate
students’ attention in the videogame Spumone?

Relevance

What are the intrinsic music or sound elements used in the
videogame Spumone that are relevant to engineering principles?

Satisfaction

What type of music and sound do you design to reward students’
performance in the videogame Spumone?

Attention

What type of animation did you design to captivate students’
attention in the videogame Spumone?

Relevance

What relevant intrinsic animation did you design that is relevant to
engineering principles in the videogame Spumone?

Confidence

What type of animation did you design to motivate students’
confidence when engaged in playing the videogame Spumone?

Satisfaction

What type of animation did you design to reward students’
performance in the videogame Spumone?
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Table 3
Student Focus Group Discussion Questions

Game Rules

Game Play

Game Rules

Game Play

Game Play

Attention

What are some of the motivational factors that excite you
about the instructional content activity of the educational
engineering videogame Spumone?

Relevance

What instructional content activities do you feel motivates
you to directly understand principles of engineering in the
educational videogame Spumone?

Confidence

What elements in the instructional content give you
confidence in their skills and knowledge of engineering
principles in the engineering videogame Spumone?

Satisfaction

What are some of the elements of rewards that motivates your
satisfaction with the videogame Spumone?

Attention

What type of images and type of hierarchy design is used in
the videogame Spumone that captures your attention to
navigate effectively through the user interface?

Confidence

What interface elements motivate your confidence to navigate
through the engineering videogame Spumone?

Attention

What are the design components that get your attention to
focus on student assessment in the videogame Spumone?

Relevance

In the videogame Spumone how quickly are you assessed
after completing a problem-solving activity?

Satisfaction

In the videogame Spumone what do you think are the best
exciting and motivating elements like music, lights, sound,
and animation that take place when you are assessed?

Attention

What are some of the captivating interactive engineering
problem-solving in the videogame Spumone?

Confidence

What type of interactive engineering problem-solving builds
confidence in the videogame Spumone?

Attention

What are some of the game genres that captivates attention in
the videogame Spumone?

(Continued on the following page)
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(Table 3 continued)
Relevance

What type of game genres activity that are relevant or not
relevant to engineering principles in the videogame
Spumone?

Confidence

What are some of the best game genres activity that build
confidence in the videogame Spumone?

Game Play

Relevance

Is the videogame Spumone software technology relevant,
functional and motivating?

Game Art

Attention

What visual communication and graphic elements captivate
your attention in the videogame Spumone?

Relevance

What intrinsic graphics and game genres do you feel are
relevant to engineering principles in the videogame
Spumone?

Satisfaction

What type of motivating graphic elements do you feel are
used to reward performance in the videogame Spumone?

Attention

What type of music and sound do you feel captivates
attention in the videogame Spumone?

Relevance

What relevant intrinsic music or sound do you feel is relevant
to engineering principles in the videogame Spumone?

Satisfaction

What type of music and sound rewards your performance in
the videogame Spumone?

Attention

What type of animation captivates your attention in the
videogame Spumone?

Relevance

What relevant intrinsic animation do you feel is relevant to
engineering principles in the videogame Spumone?

Confidence

What type of animation motivates confidence in playing the
videogame Spumone?

Satisfaction

What type of animation rewards your performance in the
videogame Spumone?

Game Art

Game Art

CHAPTER 4
RESEARCH FINDINGS

Introduction
This qualitative research case study examines the design and motivational strategies used
in the educational engineering videogame Spumone. The results of the data collection process of
the study are organized and analyzed in the following sections: Research Questions, Data
Collection Process, and Participants, and Data Questions. The case study Data Questions
represent the instrument used to create discussion during the interviews and the students’ focus
groups. The last section of the chapter, Research Study Findings, presents the themes that
emerged related to the research questions. For each theme, an overview is provided that
describes the theme. Data quotes from the qualitative interviews and focus groups are also
presented and briefly discussed. Interpretation of the themes will be presented in detail in
Chapter 5.
Research Questions
Research Questions 1 and 2 examine the Engineering Professor’s game design strategies
developed for his educational engineering videogame. Specifically, Research Question 1 focuses
on identifying the types of game strategies the professor applies in his engineering educational
videogame Spumone. Research Question 2 also identifies the professor’s game design strategies,
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but concentrates on investigating the usage and application of these in the educational
videogame.
The reaction of the professor’s engineering students who engage the educational
engineering videogame Spumone is examined in Research Question 3: What types of responses
are the engineering students expressing when solving gameplay challenges in the videogame?
Engineering student s’ reactions to these educational game design strategies are an important
finding for this qualitative research case study. Research Question 4 is a catalyst to identify the
different motivational factors engineering students express while they engaged in gameplay
challenges in the educational videogame Spumone.
Data Collection Process
I conducted qualitative case study research with interviews and focus groups on the
campus of a Midwestern public university in the College of Engineering. The objective of the
interview questions was to acquire game design and motivational strategies the engineering
professor uses in developing his educational engineering videogame Spumone. Both one-hour
interviews took place in the professor’s faculty office located at this site. The first interview was
conducted in August 2015 and the second in September 2015. The research data was collected
from recorded qualitative interviews and student focus group sessions. The recorded interviews
and focus groups were both transcribed by Rev.com. The transcription company Rev.com is
located in San Francisco, California and provides services of transcribing audio tapes to text.
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Data Questions
The research study data findings from the professor’s interviews and students’ focus
groups questions are organized into Game Design and ARCS categories See Tables 2 and 3. The
category of Game Design is based on the book Rules of Play: Game Design Fundamentals
(Zimmerman & Salen, 2004). The game design strategies are: Game Culture, Game Rules, and
Game Play. An additional game design strategy, Game Art, was added by the researcher based
on the importance of visual arts in the design and development of educational games (Squire,
2011). The ARCS category is predicated on John Keller’s (1979) motivational theory model
(Attention, Relevance, Confidence and Satisfaction).
Participants
Engineering Professor
The Engineering Professor has tenure in the College of Engineering at a public university
in the Midwest. He has been utilizing his educational videogame Spumone to teach mechanical
engineering at the College of Engineering for the past 8 years. The Professor graduated from
Cornell University, where he received his Ph.D. in theoretical and applied mechanics. He has
work experience as an engineer with Hughes Aircraft Company (El Segundo, CA, 1989-1991),
and also worked as a consultant at United Technology Research Center (Hartford, CT, 19972002). He was recently awarded the 2015 Professor of the Year award for his outstanding
teaching and research in the field of mechanical engineering. He is considered a mechanical
engineering scholar and innovator in designing educational engineering videogames in higher
education learning environments.
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Engineering Students
All engineering student participants in this qualitative case study are former students of
the Engineering Professor in his engineering course. Student participants also have experience
with the professor’s educational engineering videogame Spumone. Three engineering student
focus groups were conducted in the College of Engineering at a public university in the Midwest.
These ten students are identified in the focus group study results by the letters A to J. The Part
One Focus Group consisted of 2 students: One Caucasian male (Student A) and 1 Caucasian
female (Student B). The Part Two Focus Group/Interview consisted of only 1 Caucasian female
(Student C). The Part Three Focus Group consisted of 7 students: 5 Caucasian males (Students
D, E, F, G and H), 1 Asian male (Student J), and 1 Caucasian female (Student I). All of the
engineering students were college juniors aged 20 to 23, all with previous commercial
videogame experience.
Research Study Findings
The data findings of this qualitative research case study are produced from the
Engineering Professor interviews and engineering students’ focus groups. The transcripts from
the audiotapes represent the raw data of the research findings which have been organized into
Data Quotes and Data Themes. The data findings have also been grouped according to game
design and ARCS motivational categories to provide evidence that will answer the research
questions of this qualitative case study.
Data Quotes
The Data Quotes are answers to the Engineering Professor’s interviews and the
engineering students’ focus group discussion questions. The research study data from the
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Engineering Professor’s interviews and his engineering student’s focus groups answers have
been organized into Game Design and ARCS Motivational Theory categories. The game design
categories are based on the book Rules of Play: Game Design Fundamentals (Zimmerman &
Salen, 2004). The game design categories are: Game Culture, Game Rules, and Game Play. An
additional game design strategy, Game Art, was added by the researcher based on the importance
of visual arts in the design and development of educational games (Squire, 2011). The ARCS
Motivational Theory categories are Attention, Relevance, Confidence and Satisfaction (Keller,
1979). This motivational model organizes the data quotes into motivational categories that
support the research questions. The answers to the Data Questions are the Data Quotes, which
have been simplified into key phrases and words. See Appendix F for the Data Quotes analysis
of key phrases and words from the interviews and focus groups.
Data Themes, Quotes, and Research Questions
Each research question has four Data Themes sentences with supportive quotes from the
Engineering Professor’s interviews and the focus groups participants. In total, there are 16 Data
Themes and 16 overviews that summarize the Data QuotesThe Data Themes direct the
discussion, and the overview explains the supportive reasoning behind the answer to the research
question. Appendix G contains the complete transcript.
Research Question 1
What game design strategies does an engineering college professor use when designing
an educational videogame for engineering students?

1.1 Theme: The professor designs user-centered strategies with culture influencing
instructional content for the educational videogame Spumone.
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The need for a user-centered instructional design strategy is realized from the
Engineering Professor’s discovery of the ineffective use of traditional engineering instructional
strategies with his engineering students. Many engineering students find traditional engineering
classes boring because they lack the use of computer technology. The Engineering Professor
argues that commercial videogames are a major influence in the social culture of young adults.
Consequently, he has designed an educational videogame called Spumone that integrates
engineering educational content with commercial videogame design and technology. According
to the Engineering Professor, he designed Spumone as a user-centered tool to teach students how
to solve complex engineering problems. The following data quotes reveal the professor’s usercentered instructional strategy used in Spumone.
The professor starts by describing his instructional motivational strategy of using a
familiar and flexible videogame interface. He continues by explaining how students’
previous videogame experience can be an encouraging factor in building confidence in
gameplay challenges.
The interface is flexible for … different types of users. An example would be to
give the students an option to use the gamepad or the keyboard to solve
different engineering problems in . . . Spumone. This also builds confidence
because of the students’ previous videogame knowledge and experience.
(Engineering Professor)
Using game-based learning builds students’ confidence. Students are motivated
because of previous experience with commercial videogames problem-solving
and challenges. (Engineering Professor)
Student D provides evidence of Spumone’s user-centered design strategy because the
inputting and controls are straightforward. Student D also reveals how prior videogame
experience and skills are needed for some game challenges.
Besides that one level that you guys were talking about, it's mostly very
straightforward with the controls and everything when you're actually getting into
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the levels, and for some levels when you input the equation it pretty much
controls itself, so in that . . . sense it’s very user-friendly, but there are those levels
like the level you guys were talking about where you would need prior videogame
experience. (Student D)
The following interview data quotes provide evidence of videogame design strategies that the
Engineering Professor uses to engage students in interactive simulation by emulating the
problem-solving process of engineers.

My engineering students are engaged in interactive computer simulation by
changing mechanical parameters. (Engineering Professor)
Students emulate the problem-solving functions of an engineer that produces usercentered learning. (Engineering Professor)
The engineering students participating in the focus group explain the Engineering
Professor’s instructional design strategy of demonstrating the gameplay challenges. Student B
describes how the professor directs students with clues and hints to achieve successful problemsolving in the videogame.
Yeah, and he actually does live examples in class, and kind of shows you (watch
out for this, pay attention to this, and if you do this, you should go [to] this), so he
gives you really good pointers along the way, and he's always available if you
have questions. He's very, very helpful. (Student B)
The students participating in the focus group revealed that one of the Engineering
Professor’s game design strategies is similar to pass or fail. In order to for students to continue
gameplay by moving to different-level challenges, they must first successfully complete the
current challenge. According to the evidence of Student A, the Spumone videogame design
strategies with different-level challenges become a motivating factor that builds persistent
learners.
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It’s really like pass or fail. You either do it or you don’t do it. When playing the
game, students want to get to the next level of the game. When students complete
a level or challenge you get a text file which has random letters and numbers. This
becomes each individual student’s code from the professor. (Student A)

1.2 Theme: The professor designs intrinsic visual communication and graphics design
strategies for the educational videogame Spumone.

Intrinsic visual communication and graphics comprise a major motivational element in
commercial videogames. In order to captivate the game player visually, the videogame needs
graphics, art, visual data displays, and a color coding system intrinsically linked to the player’s
interests. According to the Engineering Professor, engineering students have a positive reaction
to exciting visual communications, which confirms the importance of visual elements in a
videogame. The following quotes support the application of intrinsic visual communication in
the educational engineering videogame Spumone.
The development of a graphic library in the Spumone videogame enables the Engineering
Professor to design instructional strategies that require the engineering students to
manipulate images in problem-solving challenges. He continues to reveal his design
strategies by explaining how the computer data of the graphic elements are displayed on a
screen simultaneously while students are engaged in problem-solving activities.
I have built a graphic library in Spumone where I save these images as a PNG
graphic file. I can go to my graphic library and take a PNG image, scale, rotate …
and translate the physics that these objects represent. (Engineering Professor)
Another important graphic element is in the challenges that have a graph on the
screen with a data plot of velocity versus time and acceleration. (Engineering
Professor)
There is a way to actually check to see if you're doing everything correctly. If you
post all your displays on the screen, all your coding, all your data or accelerations,
and then if you do by hand and it comes up correct and it shows up [on] the
screen, then you know you're doing it right. (Student D)
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The Engineering Professor reveals a feedback instructional strategy that emulates
animated fireworks when students complete a gameplay challenge. This instructional design
strategy is motivational and gives students confidence.
There are a few graphic elements that students experience when they complete a
challenge which emulates fireworks shooting across the virtual environment.
(Engineering Professor)
The utilization of graphic elements of color coding arrows that represent velocity or acceleration
provides further evidence of the user-centered design.
Also, another graphic element that is used in the game Spumone is the color
coding system. This color coding system identifies the mathematical qualities that
allow students to identify the equations that represent velocity or acceleration by
color coded arrows. (Engineering Professor)
The game uses different colored graphic arrows to show velocity right on the
Spucraft vehicle. (Student B)
Engineering students in the focus group explain how they benefit from the professor’s
instructional strategy of visualization. Student C reveals the professor’s design strategy of
students visually seeing the results of their coding while working with engineering theories.
Just the visualization of actually seeing the results of working through the theory,
working through the problem, writing everything out, coding it properly, the
visual experience of seeing Spumone do what you're trying to make it do, I'd have
to say is definitely [helpful]. (Student C)
1.3 Theme: The professor designs intrinsic animation, music, and sound-effects design
strategies for the educational videogame Spumone.\
Effective videogames need intrinsic multimedia elements such as animation, music, and
sound effects to captivate and motivate the player dueling interactive gameplay challenges.
These multimedia elements are also intrinsically linked to young adult social life of watching
television and videos and listening to music. The educational videogame Spumone’s
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instructional design strategy uses social entertainment media as a vehicle for learning how to
solve complex engineering problems. According to the Engineering Professor, engineering
students are motivated and have a positive reaction to the animation, music, and sound effects in
the Spumone game. The following data quotes support the use of intrinsic multimedia elements
in Spumone.
Many commercial videogames have a competitive component in the design strategy. The
Engineering Professor reveals how he emulates this videogame strategy by challenging
students to collect animated snowflakes in the virtual game environment. The students are
very motivated and competitive in seeing who can collect the most snowflakes in the
allotted timeframe.
Students go around and collect falling snowflakes: that is challenging, motivating,
and competitive. (Engineering Professor)
The background music of a videogame is a very important element of the game’s
environment. The Engineering Professor chose a user-centered design strategy when he selected
the music from the videogame World of Goo. World of Goo is a popular videogame for the age
group of engineering students in his class. The music also becomes an intrinsic element and
motivational factor of the videogame.
The music that I use in the Spumone videogame came from the World of Goo
video game co-designed by Kyle Gabler. I’m able to use the music from the
World of Goo because of the educational use of the Spumone videogame.
(Engineering Professor)
Stimulating sound effects are also design strategies that are used in commercial
videogames. The Engineering Professor describes how he has created and utilized sound effects.
He explains how sound effects captivate students’ attention and give them feedback when they
are engaged in a gameplay challenge. Sound effects can also be used as a tool to direct students
toward success in completing a game play challenge.
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There are also sound effects that I make myself; [for example,] the challenge of
blowing up a balloon has sound effects. (Engineering Professor)
When a student dies in the videogame Spumone, it makes a depressing sound
effect. There is also a “laughter” sound effect when a student makes a mistake or
doesn’t complete a particular challenge. (Engineering Professor)
Also, there is a sound effect of anticipation, and then when you confirm the fact
that you have completed the challenge, you get a “cheer” sound effect.
(Engineering Professor)
The professor uses commercial videogame animation and special effects elements as an
instructional game design strategy for Spumone. The following interview quote attests to his use
of special effects to captivate students’ attention.
For elements that I put in motion, I use a little special effect of putting a blur to
emulate movement. (Engineering Professor)
The engineering student focus group data quotes provide evidence of the Engineering
Professor’s use of intrinsic music in the videogame Spumone. Student F reveals that the music
suggests motion or action, which is intrinsic to the physics of engineering. The student continues
by indicating the use of sound effects as a feedback assessment tool to alert students to their
correct or incorrect problem-solving gameplay challenges.
The music was kind of classical type that suggested movement or activ[ity]. It
was more peaceful. The videogame Spumone also has many sound effects, like
when you complete a challenge you hear cheering. Sometimes when you make a
mistake you hear laughter. (Student F)
1.4 Theme: The professor designs strategies that use different videogame genre technology
for the educational videogame Spumone.
The commercial videogame industry is a very influential entertainment element for the
majority of young adults today. Some of the popular game genres in the industry are: sports,
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shooting, adventure, simulation, puzzles, arcade, epistemic, racing, sandbox games, and
educational games. The instructional strategy of the engineering educational videogame
Spumone integrates different videogame genres technology in gameplay activities. This
instructional strategy is intrinsic to young adults’ social pastime of playing commercial
videogames. According to the professor, students confirm that using familiar videogame genres
technology to solve complex engineering problems is motivating and relevant to engineering
principles. Following is a series of qualitative interview quotes from the Engineering Professor
that support the use of different commercial videogame genres technology in the educational
engineering videogame Spumone.
Commercial videogames often focus on one particular game genre, or the game has
different game genre activities for their players. The Engineering Professor provides
evidence of utilizing different game genres as a design strategy in the videogame Spumone.
He explains several of his videogame strategies that emulate such commercial videogames
genres as car racing, dodgeball, football, basketball, and shooting. Here again are good
examples of the professor’s development of user-centered game design strategies. The
interview data quotes provide supportive evidence of his strategic design of engaging
students in familiar activities to solve complex engineering problems.

These game genres engage the learner/player, such as an activity of racing a
vehicle to see who has the best time, balancing objects by using mathematical
equation[s]. (Engineering Professor)
One of the game genre[s] in . . . Spumone is avoiding objects falling from the sky.
In this game challenge students maneuver their character to avoid being hit by
objects. This game genre is similar to a dodgeball game. (Engineering Professor)
Another game genre integrated into the videogame is to maneuver your character
from one side of the playing environment to another side. The object of the
challenge is to avoid being hit by moving objects. This challenge emulates the
sport of football. (Engineering Professor)
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. . . Spumone has another game challenge of throwing objects into different
spaces. This game challenge is similar to basketball. (Engineering Professor)
There is a shooting game challenge in Spumone. The students shoot objects that
are flying across the sky. This game challenge is similar to a commercial shooting
videogame. (Engineering Professor)
Research Question 2
How does an engineering professor apply motivational strategies while teaching
engineering students with an educational engineering videogame?
2.1 Theme: The design and application of videogame problem-solving challenges with
different levels of instructional content strategies.

Commercial videogames incorporate different challenge levels in their gameplay
strategy. Requiring the player to successfully complete a gameplay level in order to advance to
the next challenge motivates the player to continue gameplay. The educational engineering
videogame Spumone has integrated the gameplay design of using different levels of gameplay
challenges in its instructional content strategies. This instructional strategy motivates the player
to become persistent in successfully completing each gameplay challenge. According to the
Engineering Professor, students confirm that this instructional strategy of levels motivates
students and builds confidence to continue gameplay. This is another example of how the
professor integrates commercial videogame strategies into Spumone. The following data quotes
support the merits of utilizing different levels of challenges in Spumone.
Designing educational videogames with different-level challenges emulates commercial
videogame design strategies. The Engineering Professor indicates supportive evidence of
this design strategy in his interview data quotes. He reveals how students find high-level
challenges enjoyable. Spumone is designed to begin relatively easily and increase in
difficulty as the student moves to higher levels of challenges. This strategy, according to
the professor, stimulates confidence.
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My strategy is building games that have challenges with different levels in them.
(Engineering Professor)
The challenge students enjoy most in the game Spumone is SBOW, a higher level
of challenges. (Engineering Professor)
When designing the game I developed different levels of challenges [so] difficulty
increases as students move through to different levels of the game. This strategy
stimulates confidence in the student to continue gameplay. (Engineering
Professor)
The Engineering Professor describes how Spumone effectively utilizes multiple-level
challenges that are built on previous challenges. The engineering students cannot continue
gameplay problem-solving until they successfully complete the lower-level challenges. These
revealing videogame strategy data quotes support how different-level game challenges can
become a catalyst that stimulates student confidence and motivation.
Sometimes I design 4 levels in a particular challenge or problem to solve. I also
design other challenges that have 8 levels. Each challenge is built on the previous
challenge. (Engineering Professor)
Students are unable to continue to advance to higher levels of challenges until
they successfully complete the lower level of challenges. This strategy stimulates
confidence in the student to continue gameplay. (Engineering Professor)
Student A provides evidence of videogame design strategies in Spumone that emulate the
engineering practice of getting a device to work or not. Spumone’s pass/fail design strategy
motivates students to achieve excellence. Students develop persistence and build confidence in
problem-solving initiatives until the correct solution is achieved.
It’s really like pass or fail. You either do it or you don’t do it. When playing the
game, students want to get to the next level of the game. When students complete
a level or challenge [they] get a text file which has random letters and numbers.
This becomes each individual student’s code from the professor. (Student A)
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2.2 Theme: The integration of interactive problem-solving challenges with relevant
engineering principles and technology in the videogame.

According to the Engineering Professor, the interactive problem-solving challenges of a
videogame emulates many principles of engineering required to solve complex physics problems
that enable devices to work. Engineering students who are engaged in the videogame Spumone
solve engineering problems using interactive simulated videogame technology. Integrating
interactive technology with problem-solving challenges motivates students because it’s linked to
their passion and the principles of engineering. Students develop skills and experiences from
real-world-type engineering problem solving. According to the professor, students who engage
in interactive problem solving develop experience that emulates an engineer practitioner. The
following data quotes support the instructional strategy of integrating interactive problemsolving challenges in the educational engineering videogame Spumone.
The Engineering Professor reveals in his data quotes how he integrates engineering
principles in the videogame Spumone instructional design strategy. He continues by
providing evidence of how students are motivated because of their intrinsic passion for
engineering problem-solving. Spumone engages engineering students in engineering
principles of problem-solving challenges. Students are challenged to program virtual
vehicles to navigate and maneuver throughout a virtual environment by applying
engineering principles.
Students are motivated to develop their skills because the interactive elements of
the engineering games are intrinsic and relevant with engineering principles.
(Engineering Professor)
[This is ] the best way to build students’ confidence in the learning environment.
Students’ problem-solving activities in the video game technology emulate . . .
mechanical engineering principles. (Engineering Professor)
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In . . . Spumone, students are engaged in programming elements: getting
something to work by programming vehicles to move from point A to point B and
solv[ing] an engineering problem. (Engineering Professor)
The data quotes reveal that Spumone is designed in the C++ programming language,
thereby encouraging students to use their C++ programming skills in problem-solving challenges
of the videogame. Further. Spumone enables students to write their own control law by using this
computer-programming language.

The educational engineering video game Spumone is an original 2-D software that
I designed. I mainly took the library of the 2-D Boyle framework and created my
game. The Spumone videogame is designed in the C++ programming language.
(Engineering Professor)
You have to solve and then put them into C++ program that controls Spumone, so
you write your own control law and then program it in. Then . . . Spumone does
exactly what you tell it to. (Student C)
2.3 Theme: Integration of instructional content rules and strategies with commercial
videogame design technology.
Commercial videogame technology is very compelling for engineering students because
of its interactive posture related to the field of engineering. Most engineering students are
engaged in videogame technology in their social life. Therefore, integrating engineering
instructional content into a videogame format becomes a captivating intrinsic tool for students to
learn how to solve complex problems. According to the professor and his students, the
engineering videogame Spumone’s instructional content enables students to learn mechanical
engineering through the integration of education and entertainment. This educational
environment becomes very motivating based on the positive reaction of engineering students
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toward learning engineering using a videogame. The following data quotes support Spumone’s
integration of instructional content and videogame technology.
The videogame Spumone has been designed by the Engineering Professor to function
similar to a commercial videogame. The data quotes reveal rich data of game design
strategies that demonstrate the integration of engineering principles with videogame
technology, as well as a scaffolding technique which builds students’ confidence early on
before presenting them with more difficult challenges.
. . . Spumone is designed to emulate the interactive design of a commercial
videogame. The videogame also integrates engineering learning content
challenges and obstacles with gameplay. (Engineering Professor)
. . . Spumone is designed like a commercial videogame. It starts off with relatively
easy challenges to give the students success right away.
(Engineering
Professor)
That it goes from easy to hard? Actually, that might not be a horrible thing.
(Student E)
Student B provides evidence of Spumone’s game design strategy of learning from mistakes.
This design strategy emulates the trial-and-error process of designing and developing
functional devices in the field of engineering. The student continues by expressing
evidence of how trial and error can foster a strategy design of improving or making
something better.
Solving problems and learning from your mistakes, because the big part of
engineering is engineering changes, because things change all the time. There's
always a way to improve something, so you can always make it better.
(Student B)
The Engineering Professor reveals a user-centered game strategy, one that gives engineering
students a familiar navigational tool to motivate their gameplay problem solving. Students with
previous commercial videogame experience thus are confident to engage in problem-solving
challenges.
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There is interface navigation of the game that emulates a commercial video game.
Students can use a traditional gamepad navigation for gameplay. Students are
very familiar with this interface and it helps to build confidence in gameplay
challenges. (Engineering Professor)
2.4 Theme: The integration of sound effects with feedback assessment activities in the
videogame technology rules of play

Learning how to solve complex engineering challenges requires effective feedback
techniques to encourage and guide students toward successful solutions. The educational
engineering videogame Spumone utilizes the technology of instant feedback assessment of sound
effects. Engineering students engage in solving challenges with virtual devices. They
simultaneously receive positive and negative sound effect feedback that encourages them toward
a path to successful problem solving. Instant feedback can build student confidence because they
become aware of the consequences of correct and incorrect problem-solving decisions. The
following is data quotes support Spumone’s instant-feedback technology.
Sound effects are used in many commercial videogames to alert or reward the game
player. The interview data quotes reveal how the Engineer Professor has integrated
another commercial videogame design strategy into the Spumone engineering game. The
professor begins by providing evidence of using positive sound effects as an intrinsic
motivating strategy to assess the students’s decision-making consequences with feedback.
When something good happens or when the student solves a challenge, there is a
sound effect of “whoopee” that is shouted out. This is an intrinsic motivating
factor in assessment. (Engineering Professor)
Student D’s focus group quote reveals how when students complete the game’s problemsolving challenge they are also rewarded with positive sound effects of people cheering.
Student D further explains if a student does not complete the gameplay challenge, or makes
a mistake, they receive a negative sound effect of the moaning of someone dying. A
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supported data quote from the Engineering Professor indicates evidence of positive
feedback, of bells ringing and alarms sounding when a challenge is successfully completed.
When you complete the challenge you hear the sound effect of cheers. The game
has the sound effects of dying when you messed up or your solution was wrong.
(Student D)
Also, there are bells and alarms sound effects related to achieving different
gameplay challenges. (Engineering Professor)
Students may also receive a negative sound effect of laughter if they fail to complete the
problem-solving challenge. This feedback assessment is a reinforcement of identifying the
student’s mistake that needs to be corrected, according to the Engineering Professor.
There is also a “laughter” sound effect when a student makes a mistake or fail to
complete a particular challenge. (Engineering Professor)
I use sound effects as an intrinsic motivating factor in assessing student game
activity challenge[s]. (Engineering Professor)
Research Question 3
How do engineering students react to the educational videogame while engaged in
problem-solving gameplay in the classroom?
3.1 Theme: Captivate engineering students’ attention with 3-D graphics elements to keep
their attention on gameplay challenges.

Solving complex problems in engineering with interactive technology requires a high
level of focus and concentration. The study of engineering is based on physics, which
mathematical calculations can be transformed into 3-D computer graphic elements. One of the
Engineering Professor’s instructional strategies in the educational engineering videogame
Spumone is to incorporate 3-D graphic elements as a visual tool for learning. Captivating
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engineering students’ attention with 3-D graphic elements can be used to keep their focus on
interactive problem-solving gameplay. The data quotes support the utilization of 3-D graphic
elements to captivate students’ gameplay focus in Spumone.
The use of visual effects in video games has the power to keep students focused on
gameplay problem-solving. The Engineering Professor has revealed his use of captivating
color palettes for visual effects in the videogame Spumone. He also indicates evidence of
his use of graphic software to design appealing 3-D elements by applying different lighting
tools and effects. The application of a 3-D graphic look becomes an intrinsic engineering
element for devices to fly and navigate in the Spumone videogame environment.

I designed different graphic elements for the videogame Spumone
to be inviting and appealing to the engineering students. I have
designed a color palette and graphic elements that have a 3-D look
by using Adobe Photoshop and illustrator graphics software.
(Engineering Professor)
I use lighting tools that can show a light source coming from above and reflect on
different sides or corners of the graphic object. This type of graphic treatment
gives the image a 3-D type of texture. (Engineering Professor)

The Engineering Professor reveals that the Spumone interface design strategy has
instantaneous feedback assessment of the student’s gameplay. He also explains that this
design strategy allows students to view programming activities of a virtual 3-D simulated
device.
Feedback to the student is instant and built [into] the interface of the videogame
technology. The instantaneous feedback provides progress throughout the game’s
problem-solving challenges. Students have the ability to see a 3-D simulation of
what device is working correctly. (Engineering Professor)
3.2 Theme: Captivate engineering students with problem-solving challenges that emulate
the practice of engineering.
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Engineer petitioners design devices and utilize technology to make them work
effectively. Commercial videogame technology can be used to emulate the practice of
engineering by allowing players to create virtual computer devices and manipulate them with
precise physics calculations. The educational engineering videogame Spumone captivates
engineering students by engaging them in 3-D computer simulation with interactive problemsolving challenges. Following is a series of qualitative interview quotes from the Engineering
Professor and his students that support how Spumone emulates the practice of engineering.
The Engineering Professor profiles a topical engineering student by revealing that they
have a passion for building devices and getting them to work effectively. This also
represents the basic job description of an engineer. In the educational videogame
Spumone, students can create and interact with devices by programming them to conduct
different problem-solving challenges. The professor indicates evidence that game-based
learning is intrinsic to engineering because it incorporates the thinking and learning
processes required in problem solving.

An engineer’s job is to build workable devices . . . that work effective[ly]. In
terms of relevance, engineering students come to college to become engineers
because they like to build things and see their creation come to life.
(Engineering Professor)
Using game-based learning is relevant to engineering problem solving because
it’s more connected to the thinking of making things work. In other words, gamebased learning is an intrinsic environment for engineering students.
(Engineering Professor)
The Engineering Professor reveals that engineering students emulate the practice of
engineering by engaging in programming virtual devices to work in the videogame
Spumone. Student C also provides evidence of how students who use Spumone are
motivated. When students can see the engineering theory and programming applied
correctly to their virtual device, it builds confidence.
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Engineering students learn to be practitioners of the science of engineering by
putting concepts into use in order to make a device . . . work. (Engineering
Professor)
I think the biggest motivation for me is probably just seeing it work once you get
everything programmed correctly and then just being able to see the theory that
we talked about in class and gone over, see it applied to something that's a bit
more real-life applicable and see the theory actually work. (Student C)
Student H compares learning engineering dynamics from books with the videogame
Spumone. The student reveals that their experience of learning engineering from a book is
not as satisfying as with the videogame Spumone. Student H continues that the Spumone
experience gives him a better understanding of how engineering dynamics works because
he was able to program devices and then see the results in action.

I feel like it does a very good job of portraying them, because when you're
learning about dynamics from a book and nothing moves, it's not as satisfying and
doesn't—at least to me—give as much of an understanding as to how exactly it
works, whereas you can watch it work out with Spumone, so it gives you that
other level of understanding because you can see it in action. (Student H)

3.3 Theme: Engineering students gain confidence with relevant problem-solving activities
that integrate the principles of engineering.

The field of engineering is a very challenging area of study because of the high level of
physics formulas, calculations, and problem-solving principles involved. The educational
engineering videogame Spumone uses an instructional design strategy that integrates principles
of engineering in the gameplay problem-solving challenges. Engineering students gain
confidence because of the utilization of the familiar videogame environment that integrates
principles of engineering in gameplay activities. The following data quotes from interviews with
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the Engineering Professor support the integration of engineering principles with interactive
videogame challenges in Spumone.
The Engineering Professor explains that Spumone is an interactive learning tool that
engages engineering students in simulated virtual activities. He continues by indicating
that the interactive component of the videogame is complementary with engineering
principles. The professor reveals that students gain confidence because of the game’s
intrinsic links to engineering principles. He describes how animation and interactive
elements of the videogame motivate the students’ passion for engineering.
Physics interactive simulation within the Spumone videogame environment
motivates and engages the confidence of students to learn the content.
(Engineering Professor)
Students are motivated to develop their skills because [of] the interactive elements
of . . . Spumone. The students’ interactive engagement is intrinsic with learning
engineering principles. (Engineering Professor)
Student are motivated by animation because principles of engineering are used to
design animation and interactive devices. (Engineering Professor)
The Engineering Professor asserted that he has integrated into Spumone the commercial
videogame design strategy of utilizing rewards to motivate students. He continues by explaining
how rewards are given to students when they successively complete problem-solving challenges.
He also states that students are motivated when they receive rewards such as sound effects,
music, and animation.

. . . Spumone has the following reward[s] for completing challenges: sound
effects, visual effects, music, fireworks, and animation.
(Engineering Professor)
The Professor indicates evidence that Spumone utilizes the virtual simulation of animation in its
interactive gameplay design strategy. He further reveals that the physics of animated vehicles
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and characters are relevant to engineering because of the programming, calculations, and
maneuvering of these devices.

The entire game is a physical simulation of engineering. The vehicles and
characters are being animated according to their physics, which makes it relevant
to engineering. (Engineering Professor)
The interactive simulation environment of the videogame gives students confidence to
learn because of their passion for engineering. The videogame technology of animation, music,
graphics, and special effects captivates students’ attention because it’s ubiquitous in their culture.
The use of videogames as a learning tool also motivates engineering students because it’s a
familiar element in their social life. Most engineering students’ social life is engaged with
interactive devices such as cell phones, tablets, computers, and music/video players, all of which
include animation to a greater or lesser extent.
The videogame Spumone is predicated on producing devices that work from precise
physics math calculations, which makes the game relevant to engineering problem solving. The
game’s simulation of animated characters and vehicles becomes an epistemic tool for students to
acquire the skills and knowledge of engineering. Students gain confidence from the videogame’s
instructional content that emulates the engineering practitioner’s problem-solving process.

3.4 Theme: Engineering students gain confidence with relevant computer programming
challenges of flying the virtual Spucraft spaceship.

The field of engineering requires practitioners to design and develop devices and utilize
technology for them to work effectively. It is important that engineering students gain experience
with problem-solving challenges that are relevant to the work of a practitioner. The educational
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engineering videogame Spumone uses an instructional design strategy that integrates relevant
engineering computer programming challenges with the virtual Spucraft spaceship. Engineering
students gain confidence because they are engaged in using computer programming technology
to fly a virtual spaceship. The following data quotes support the incorporation of relevant
engineering computer programming challenges into the videogame Spumone.
The Engineering Professor reveals another strategy of the videogame Spumone related to
flying the Spucraft vehicle. The professor explains that students are engaged in problemsolving challenges of programming the Spucraft vehicle with mathematical codes. Students
must perform precise flying and landing maneuvers in a virtual environment. He reveals
that these mathematical codes are plotted on a graphic screen for the students to view
when engaged in gameplay. The professor describes an assessment strategy of flying the
Spucraft vehicle. For students who make a precise landing, the structure of the vehicle
remains in place. However, if the student’s landing is incorrect the Spucraft vehicle
structure falls apart. According to the professor, this assessment strategy encourages
persistent students to successfully meet the problem-solving challenge.
When the Spucraft challenge of landing is correct and precise [the] vehicle
structure remains in place. If the challenge landing the Spucraft vehicle is wrong,
the structure of the vehicle will disassemble while landing. (Engineering
Professor)
Graphically speaking, the Spucraft vehicle is a graphic element which has a
behavior controlled by computer codes. (Engineering Professor)
The professor brings up a new instructional design strategy: Engineering students can
become creative and innovative if they are allowed to design their own virtual Spucraft
vehicle in the videogame Spumone. The professor indicates evidence of this new design
strategy when he states that, in the future, his students will be able to create their own
Spucraft vehicle, graphic elements, and characters in the Spumone videogame environment.
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He adds that allowing students to create and be innovative could be a motivating factor for
gameplay activity.
I would like to allow students to create their own Spucraft vehicle: change the
look of the character, [alter] graphic elements, and change colors in the game
environment. This [display—that calculates the velocity and acceleration data of
the vehicle to assist engineering students—] will be a very motivating factor in
playing the game. (Engineering Professor)
As stated earlier, the Spucraft vehicle has a graphic display. The Professor has revealed that this
graphic display helps students solve the Spucraft vehicle flying and landing maneuver
challenges. He explains that the mathematical data calculations are plotted on this graphic
display screen, and also asserts that the mathematical data can be downloaded and analyzed by
students. Student B notes that color-coded graphic arrows are used to represent velocity on the
Spucraft vehicle.
The Spucraft vehicle data graph display of the velocity, acceleration, and
movement aids students in solving the landing challenge. The data graph
calculations can also be downloaded by students, [then] studied and analyzed,
which makes this very relevant to engineering. (Engineering Professor)
While the Spucraft is flying, moving, and rotating in the virtual environment,
important mathematical data quantities get plotted on the graphic screen for
students to view and study. (Engineering Professor)
The game uses different colored graphic arrows to show velocity right on the
Spucraft vehicle. (Student B)

Research Question 4
What motivational factors do engineering students express while they are engaged in
problem-solving gameplay challenges with the educational videogame?
4.1 Theme: Engineering students gain confidence in problem-solving challenges from clear
paths to success with step-by-step instructional content.
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Teaching in the field of engineering is very challenging because of the complex high
level of physics and effective problem-solving requirements. According to the professor,
engineering instructional design strategies should be clear and user-centered so as to motivate
students toward success. He argues the importance of engaging students in real-world
engineering problem-solving challenges. His engineering students express how they gain
confidence when they engage in a videogame simulation and see the theories working. Engineer
practitioners solve complex problems using a step-by-step process, which confirms the
professor’s instructional strategy. Students become motivated using computer simulation that
gives them instant feedback as they move through the different levels of the game challenges.
Students are required to successfully complete a gameplay level in order to advance to the next
challenge, a strategy that motivates them to continue gameplay. The following data quotes
support step-by-step instructional strategies in the educational engineering videogame Spumone.
Student F comments that playing Spumone seems like solving a puzzle. The student
continues by indicating evidence that supports step-by-step instructions to solve the game’s
problem-solving questions. Student C reveals that her biggest motivation is experiencing
the results of correctly programming a device and seeing the engineering theory working
effectively.
The game is like a puzzle because there are so many steps you have to do, but each
step of the puzzle is like an engineering question that you have to solve. (Student
F)
I think the biggest motivation for me is probably just seeing it work once you get
everything programmed correctly. Also seeing the theory that we discuss in class
applied to a real-life application and see the theory actually work. (Student C)
Student I’s data quotes support the Engineering Professor’s use of multiple ways to
approach and solve a gameplay challenge. Student F continues the conversation by
revealing that the Professor uses helpful online video tutorials. These online videos
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demonstrate different step-by-step approaches to solve a particular game play challenge.
Student F also comments how he did not understand some of the gameplay instructions
until he watched the online video tutorials.
You can find multiple different ways to approach a problem and it might be the
same answer but it might not necessarily be the same steps to get there.
(Student I)
He had some helpful videos online for different levels of Spumone, and I just didn't
understand what he was asking at all in the way it was portrayed to us until I
watched that video, which was a very close step-by-step with a similar problem,
but not the exact [one]. (Student F)
The student data quotes confirm that the Engineering Professor provides students with the
necessary elements to solve gameplay challenges in Spumone. Students also reveal that he
uses online Blackboard discussion groups and responds quickly to students’ questions:
within 20 minutes. Based on students’ data quotes, they seem to have a good understanding
of how engineers learn from their mistakes.
The instructor gives you everything you need to solve the challenge. If you still
don’t get it he has this online blackboard discussion group with him and the
students. The instructor responds to your questions within 20 minutes. (Student H)
Solving problems and learning from your mistakes is the biggest part of
developing skills to become an engineer. (Student F)
In their data quotes, engineering students express their satisfaction with the instructional
strategy of learning by trial and error with instant feedback. Students attest that they can
work on problem-solving with this method of trial and error until they produce a correct
solution. Students describe the effectiveness of the graphic math data screen, which makes
gameplay problem-solving challenges easier. Students note that the professor has an
interface button component option called “I give up.” When they select this option the
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response is, “Never give up!” This is a positive element and encourages the students to
continue gameplay challenges.

The feedback is basically instant. You can work by trial and error as many times as
you like until you figure out the correct solution, which is nice. (Student C)
The game shows a display as you are moving through the game. The math data is
showing up on your screen. You can use trial and error to solve the problem. This
makes it easier to solve the challenge problem. (Student E)
It's about persistence. It's about learning not to give up. [The professor] has an
option, like, “I give up.” And then the response is, “Never give up.” You can't give
up.... (Student B)

4.2 Theme: Engineering students express they are motivated by the videogame problemsolving performance reward component.

The Engineering Professor has designed the Spumone educational engineering videogame
with different levels of challenges and rewards. When students complete a challenge at a modest
level, they receive a modest reward (grade B). According to the Professor, students are motivated
to move to the next level to achieve a higher grade of A. Students describe how they can become
addicted to achieving the challenges once they have completed a difficult one. Completing
Spumone’s different-level challenges is very satisfying and builds students’ confidence to
anticipate more challenges. Many commercial videogame strategies require players to navigate
through different levels of challenges and receive rewards along the way. Requiring the player to
successfully complete a gameplay level in order to advance to the next level creates persistent
players/learners encouraged to continue gameplay. The following data quotes support the use of
Spumone’s problem-solving performance reward component.
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Spumone’s problem-solving performance reward evidence is revealed in the following
quote by the Engineering Professor. He explains that when the students complete their first
game challenge they only receive a “B” grade. When the students progress further and
complete higher-level challenges they receive an “A” grade. This type of reward
progression motivates students to become persistent in completing higher challenges to
receive higher grade rewards.
If the student gets through the first challenge level, they will get a “B” grade
reward. If the student goes higher into the levels of challenges, they receive the
“A” grade reward for their success. (Engineering Professor)
I guess there is some motivation because there is external reward of the grade.
(Engineering Professor)
Student B reveals that Spumone plays like a commercial videogame with different levels of
challenges. He contends that it’s very rewarding to progress to different levels of the game.
He also describes how students become addicted in anticipating the next level of game
challenges. Students’ motivation is driven by the reward and higher level of gameplay
challenges. Student J explains her satisfaction when, after completing a problem-solving
challenge, she can see the physics theory working.
When it’s working. . . .You solved the problem properly and it’s really nice to see
the physics theory in action. (Student J)
Yeah, because it's in different levels and you have to proceed for each assignment,
and it's like playing a video game. That's why people love video games, is that it's
very rewarding because you can see yourself moving up the levels. (Student B)
Achieving the challenges. Once you start with one, you're like kind of addicted
because you want to achieve the next challenge. You're like, “Oh, that feels so
good...” (Student B)
4.3 Theme: Engineering students experience videogame problem-solving challenges
assessments that guides the player toward correct solutions and success.
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Student assessment is a very motivating component in the videogame Spumone because it
is an instant feedback to the student while they are engaged in interactive problem-solving
challenges. The Engineering Professor explains how confidence is built because students can see
the consequences of their actions. Engineering is the utilization of mathematic equations to
effectively make devices work. Instant feedback is very relevant to the field of engineering
because of the instant feedback that directs trial and error problem-solving toward correct
solutions. Instant feedback is also important because it captivates the student attention and focus
on problem-solving initiatives. The following qualitative interview quotes support the use of
instant-feedback assessments in Spumone.
The Engineering Professor reveals that Spumone’s student feedback assessment strategy is
built into the game’s interface. He continues that, as the student is engaged in the problemsolving challenges, the interface assessment component calculates the accuracy of
mathematical equations. Student confidence is built because the instant feedback reveals
the consequences of correct or incorrect programming of the student’s mathematical
equations. With the correct math equations programming, the device or machine will work
effectively. However, if the math equation programming is incorrect, students will have a
chance to experiment and correct their solution.
The Spumone interface program feedback assessment calculates mathematical
equations, correctness, or incorrectness. When the mathematical equation problem
is correct, the game machine or device will work. This can build student
confidence in playing the videogame. (Engineering Professor)
Students can tweak things, experiment, and see the consequences of their actions
right away. (Engineering Professor)
Student A expressed appreciation for the instant feedback of Spumone compared to
traditional methods of writing papers and waiting for a grade. Student A continued that
engaging in a videogame with feedback makes it easier for students to learn whether their
equation is correct or not. Student J stated that another assessment component in Spumone
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is setting up your display to show value and the ability to pause as you are engaged in the
game. Student J also explained that this assessment component can be helpful in
determining whether your math equation is programmed correctly or not.

The fact that you can actually see if your work is being done right or not. But
when you plug in whatever hot key that you have to set, if it's not correct, the
game won't work. I do like that instead of having the piece of paper and just
writing my answer down the best I know it and turning that in, but . . . It's a little
bit easier having the game, so that way I can track myself against whether it's
working or not. Whether my equation was right when I put it in or not.
(Student A)
If you have your display set up in a way to show your value, you can pause and
look at the values and that might help you figure out why it's wrong, but for most
of Spumone, once the equation is done, you're along for the ride level, so it's not
much that you do, it's more you just watch or maybe you have a button to press at
a certain time, so most of the assessment is done before you start. (Student J)
Student D explains that another assessment component of the videogame is for students
to check by hand and see on the display screen if they are doing the coding correctly. The
Engineering Professor reveals that engineering students receive evidence when they have
completed the game challenges in Spumone. He notes that instant feedback motivates
engineering students and builds their confidence to continue their engagement in complex
videogame problem-solving challenges.

There is a way to actually check to see if you're doing everything correctly. If you
post all your displays on the screen, all your coding, all your data or accelerations,
and then if you do by hand and it comes up correct and it shows up the screen,
then you know you're doing it right. (Student D)
Videogames have challenges. The player is aware when they [have] completed
the goal of the game. (Engineering Professor)
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Positive feedback motivates students and gives them confidence to continue to
engage in different levels of challenges in the game. (Engineering Professor)
4.4 Theme: Engineering students are motivated by the videogame’s instant feedback
display screen with coding of interactive problem solving and gameplay challenges.

The assessment device used in the videogame Spumone is a display that calculates the
engineering students’ activities as they are engaged in problem-solving challenges. Students’
attention is captivated by this display device that guides their interactive decision-making with
instantaneous feedback. Students attest that they gain confidence and satisfaction from the
instant feedback assessment because they can see what is working and what is not. Spumone has
an instant-feedback display screen that calculates the motion of a device while students attempt
to solve a challenge. Again, this type of feedback helps to guide students toward the solution by
identifying their correct and incorrect decisions. The following data quotes support the use of
Spumone’s instant-feedback display screen with coding.
Student B provides evidence that Spumone has a map data display screen that
simultaneously shows students gameplay activity. The screen displays the accuracy of
student device navigation in incorrect or correct positioning. This instant feedback helps
students toward success in gameplay problem-solving challenges. The professor agrees
with Student B by revealing that instant feedback stimulates students’ initiative to engage
in problem-solving gameplay activities.

The screen shows you math data that displays you getting to the target too early or
overshooting it. This gives you confidence to continue the game. (Student B)
Students also spend more time engaged in learning, problem-solving, and moving
forward to different levels of intrinsic challenges. The instantaneous feedback of
video game technology stimulates problem-solving initiatives to continue
gameplay. (Engineering Professor)
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The Engineering Professor continues to explain that instant feedback produces persistent learners
by displaying math qualities of velocity and accelerations in the videogame environment.
Student G reveals another assessment component of Spumone’s interface. This interface
assessment counts the number of falling virtual flowers that each student can collect. Students
must collect 20 flowers to successfully complete the gameplay challenge.

The videogame assessment technology of instant feedback also creates persistent
learners that continue their problem-solving efforts in the videogame
environment. (Engineering Professor)
I display on the screen interface mathematical quantities that are relevant to the
problem, such as plots of velocities and accelerations. (Engineering Professor)
There is a counter screen to tell you how many flowers you have grabbed. Usually
you need to collect about 20 flowers to complete the challenge in a reasonable
time frame, which gives you confidence. (Student G)

CHAPTER 5
DISCUSSION, IMPLICATIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Overview
According to Coller and Shernoff, (2011), the use of traditional textbooks in engineering
education is unconvincing and uninspiring for engineering students. This has resulted in many
engineering students having low motivation and interest in their schoolwork. However,
educational research studies have proven the utilization of videogame technology can improve
student motivation and learning (Gee, 2005). The understanding of students’ needs, wants and
influences represents a user-centered approach to game design (Pagulayan, 2002). This strategy
can help improve student motivation and academic achievement (Squire, 2011). Based on the
findings of this qualitative case study, it has become apparent that there is a meaningful link of
how videogame design strategies are based on user-centered principles. It is important to
understand that these educational videogame strategies are supported by ARCS motivational
theories (Keller, 1984).
Identifying and organizing the data findings of the study was based on the categories of
the ARCS theory of Attention, Relevance, Confidence, and Satisfaction. The research study
findings also confirm that the Engineering Professor applied user-centered theories as a
videogame design strategy. Students’ problem-solving gameplay was motivated and their
attention was captivated by the user-centered videogame design strategy. This qualitative
research case study examined the design and motivational strategies of the educational
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engineering videogame Spumone. Specifically, the outcome of the study was to identify
Spumone design strategies that would improve student motivation and academic achievement.
The researcher conducted a series of Professor interviews and examined student focus
groups’ design and motivational strategies. The researcher also investigated and collected data
on the engineering students’ reaction to the educational videogame Spumone.
Educational Videogame Design Strategy
The educational videogame design strategies represent a plan to develop a learning
environment that integrates educational content with videogame design strategies and
technology. The Rules of Play book (Salen & Zimmerman, 2004) and game design categories of
Rules, Play and Culture have been utilized to organize the educational videogame design
strategies. The game design category Art has been additional by the researcher because of the
important role of visual arts in the design and development of videogames (Squire, 2008). Table
4 reveals the intrinsic relationships of the game design categories, ARCS Motivational Theory
(Attention, Relevance, Confidence and Satisfaction), and educational videogame principles
evidence findings revealed in this research study.
Discussion of Findings
This qualitative research case study was guided by four research questions. The following
discussion is predicated on a reflection on each research question’s relationship with the usercentered educational videogame design strategies. The ARCS motivational theory (Attention,
Relevance, Confidence and Satisfaction) is interpreted based on the research data findings from
the Engineering Professor interviews and the engineering students’ focus group.
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Table 4
Game Design Categories
Game Design
Category

ARCS

Educational Videogame
Design Principles




Users Centered
Culture Identity
Games and Learning





Instructional Design
Game Rule
Assessment & Feedback

Confidence: step-by-step plan,
feedback and evaluation
Attention: Interactive technology,
video, music, art and graphics





Game Genres
Videogame Technology
Interactive Design

Attention: Interactive technology,
video, music, art and graphics
Satisfaction: Motivation, feedback,
reward






Graphic Design
3-D Modeling
Animation
Music & Sound Effects

Culture:
Elements of intrinsic user centered
influences, motivation, targeted
tailoring user interests in Visual and
Performing Arts

Relevance: Existing and useful
knowledge/skills

Rules:
Elements of game organization,
guidelines, system and interactivity.
Measure learning, game levels,
conflict and challenges

Attention: Interactive technology,
video, music, art and graphics
Relevance: Existing and useful
knowledge/skills
Satisfaction: Motivation, feedback,
reward
Confidence: step-by-step plan,
feedback and evaluation

Play:
Elements of action, challenges, fun,
simultaneous learning, interactive,
different levels of game genres

Art:
Elements of Visual Arts, music,
sound effects, animation, video,
graphic design, typography, photos,
3-D character and environments
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Research Question 1
What game design strategies does an engineering college professor use when designing an
educational videogame for engineering students?
The confirmation of the effectiveness of the Professor’s user-centered game strategy is
expressed in the ARCS theory component Relevant. Because videogame use is ubiquitous in
American young adults’ culture, students utilize previous experience and familiar tools to solve
gameplay challenges (Bayt & Land, 2011). This game design strategy builds student confidence
and motivation in the Spumone videogame. Also, emulating engineering practices with the game
genre of virtual computer simulation is a user-centered strategy to motivate students. Engineers
solve problems by manipulating 3-D elements according to the laws of physics. When students
emulate engineering, they realize an intrinsic user-centered experience. The instructor is very
user-centered in explaining and demonstrating the instructional content of the game, giving
students pointers and hints that lead them toward successful problem-solving solutions. Students
also express their satisfaction and appreciation for the instructor’s demonstrations and
clarification of the game’s instructions.
Spumone is equipped with a graphic library with PNG images formatted to manipulate
and create special effects to captivate the students’ attention. The graphic elements’ relevance to
engineering is that their physics can be translated into math equations for display. Students can
see their data when they are engaged in the videogame. The interface graphics motivate students
and keep them focused using visual feedback such as fireworks when they complete a challenge,
(Coller, 2010). Also, the animation and sound effects can captivate the students’ attention and
stimulate problem-solving initiatives because of the feedback reward. The strategy of using a
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color coding system with arrows to quickly and effectively identify the equations of velocity or
acceleration is also motivating. Students get a sense of satisfaction in experiencing the results of
engineering theories at work. This instructional strategy is also relevant to the process used by
engineers to solve complex problems to make devices work. These high-level, competitive,
instructional challenges build confidence. Students’ attention is focused on collecting animated
falling snowflakes while simultaneously completing other tasks. Such competitive problem
solving can increase student motivation through cooperative learning.
Sound effects in a game will help keep the students’ attention during gameplay (Coller,
Shernoff, & Strati, 2011). The music for Spumone gets students’ attention because it comes from
a popular videogame called the World of Goo. The World of Goo is an award-winning physicsbased puzzle of construction games and is thus relevant to the educational engineering
videogame Spumone. Laughter or negative sound effects can also capture students’ attention
when they make a mistake or fail to complete a challenge. This instant feedback is relevant to the
process engineers experience when designing a device that doesn’t work. Negative feedback can
be a positive motivational tool to build confidence because the instant feedback can identify the
mistake and create a path toward the correct solution.
Engineering students’ attention can be captivated with an intrinsic vehicle-racing activity
linked with mathematical problem solving. This activity is also relevant to engineering principles
of physics and math. Familiar game genres integrated into the instructional content of the game
create excitement and keep the students’ attention focused on the challenges of problem-solving
gameplay. This game challenge that emulates the sports keeps students’ attention because of past
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experience and knowledge of the sport. Also, students’ confidence in problem-solving is
motivated by the fun activities of commercial videogame sports.
Research Question 2
How does an engineering professor apply motivational strategies while teaching engineering
students with an educational videogame?

The instructional strategy of building different levels of challenges promotes student
persistence and keeps the game players’ attention and interest. Students are also stimulated from
the cognitive motivational factors produced by different-level challenges. This is motivating and
develops student confidence because they acquire a sense of success as they move through the
game’s different-level challenges (Avedon, 1971). According to the Engineering Professor,
students enjoy higher-level challenges because of their passion for engineering problem-solving.
Students have an urgency to complete the challenge because they can’t move forward to the next
level of challenges until they complete the current challenge.
The intrinsic connection between the interactive problem-solving elements of the game
and engineering principles brings about relevant satisfaction of the students’ engagement. The
videogame technology is supportive to the learning environment by emulating engineering
principles. Spumone engages engineering students in using C++ programming to manipulate
virtual devices to perform precision maneuvers. The problem-solving challenges of the
videogame are relevant to engineering principles because the Engineering Professor has
integrated engineering instructional content with commercial videogame technology (Coller &
Scott, 2009). Students are engaged in solving engineering problems by utilizing physics and C++
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programming language to measure, control, and calculate the activity of matter, which emulates
the practice of engineering.
The game’s instructional content shows students how to learn from their mistakes and
how they can always improve a device. This again is predicated on the instant feedback and
direction that develop students’ confidence and satisfaction in problem-solving. The videogame
design strategy develops confidence because it starts off with easy challenges (Bogost, 2005).
Students also gain satisfaction in playing the game because of the feedback of success achieved
right away. The Spumone navigation interface is similar to the traditional commercial videogame
gamepad. Most engineering students have past experience playing video games. As noted above,
sound effects provide positive and negative student assessment feedback that has the ability to
increase their confidence. Sound effects can also help direct students toward a clear path to
success in an amusing and entertaining way. Sound effects such as bells and alarms keeps the
students’ attention focused on gameplay. During student gameplay challenges, sound effects
become relevant feedback of encouragement.
Research Question 3
How do engineering students react to the educational videogame while engaged in problemsolving gameplay in the classroom?
An example of the ARCS theory of relevance is the videogame utilization of inviting,
colorful 3-D graphics (Keller, 1984). This is relevant to engineers’ problem-solving engagement
in three-dimensional elements. According to the Professor, colorful 3-D graphics are visually
appealing to engineering students. The utilization of graphic software to produce a 3-D look,
exciting colors, and special graphic effects can captivate students’ attention. Special-effects
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lighting can also stimulate interest and attention to graphic elements. Lighting effects can cause
images to come forward with a 3-D type of texture. The instant feedback emulates the
engineering product prototype process of trial and error. Instant feedback also gives students
satisfaction and understanding of what’s working or not in the assignment challenge.
Engineers are engaged in building devices and making them work effectively. The
videogame Spumone engages students in emulating the engineering process of problem-solving
and satisfies their passion for making devices work. Student confidence is developed by
interacting with simulated devices and practicing the theories of engineering: thinking to a clear
path for success. Students are also given time limits for completing each game challenge
successfully. This strategy creates pressure on the students and emulates the real world of
engineers working on project deadlines in the industry.
The interactive simulation environment of the videogame gives students confidence to
learn because of their passion for engineering. The videogame technology of animation, music,
graphics, and special effects captivates students’ attention because it is ubiquitous in their
culture. The use of videogames as a learning tool motivates engineering students because it’s a
familiar element in their social life (Kirriemuir & McFarlane, 2004). Most engineering students’
social life is engaged in interactive devices, and animation such as that found in commercial
videogames, cell phones, music, videos and computers.
The Spucraft landing challenge uses animation to give feedback on wrong vehicle
landing. This challenge is relevant to engineering because the animated vehicle disassembles
with a wrong landing. This assessment feedback emulates a nonfunctioning device designed by
an engineer practitioner. Another Spucraft landing assessment is that the vehicle structure
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remains in place when the landing is precise and correct. These instant-feedback assessment
strategies will get the students’ attention to engage in correcting the problem.
The relevance of the graphic elements is evident in the students’ ability to control and
manipulate the Spucraft behavior with C++ computer programming codes. This is a typical
practice of engineers when developing and testing computer devices (Coller, Shernoff, & Strati,
2011). The visual effects of the animation are plotted instantaneously on a small data graph
display. Students’ confidence is built because the data feedback from the display guides them to
solving the game challenge. Students’ creative and innovative skills are developed by designing
their own spaceship and choosing colors, characters, and parts. They gain confidence with the
trial-and-error programming of building a spaceship-type vehicle to simulate flying (Garris,
Ahlers, & Driskell, 2002). The data graph display visually communicates the physics
calculations of the Spucraft vehicle. This learning strategy keeps the students’ attention focused
on engaging in the game challenges. Students’ confidence is again built by seeing the visual
results of their data input math calculations while problem-solving. Students’ ability to analyze
their physics calculations is relevant and emulates the engineering process of designing devices.
Research Question 4
What motivational factors do engineering students express while they are engaged in problemsolving gameplay challenges with the educational videogame?
The videogame Spumone keeps the students’ attention because of its step-by-step puzzlelike activities that are relevant to engineering problem-solving. Most of the students enjoy
playing commercial videogame and get satisfaction out of playing the educational engineering
videogame Spumone. Students are captivated by seeing the stages of their correct computer
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programming, working in a real-world-type application. Students’ confidence is motivated
because they can see the application of relevant engineering skills and knowledge they are
acquiring from the videogame (Dickey, 2007). The computer screen keeps the students’ attention
by giving them instant feedback as they progress though different stages of solving the complex
challenges. This instructional strategy builds students’ confidence and encourages them to
become persistent in learning through trial and error. Students and the professor are also engaged
in online discussions which are very relevant to engineering group problem-solving.
Students get a degree of satisfaction with engaging in cooperative learning as they
progress step-by-step in the videogame. The instructional strategy is relevant to engineers
because their problem-solving is learning from mistakes (Patton, 2001). This strategy also builds
students’ confidence because they can see the growth of their knowledge and skills. The
Engineering Professor has designed an option in the games interface called “I give up,” and the
response is “Never give up.” This strategy encourages and motivates students’ confidence to
continue problem-solving the gameplay challenges. Students are again motivated by the instant
feedback they receive from the math data calculations display screen. This feedback happens
when students are interactively engaged in trial-and-error problem-solving challenges.
When students complete the first challenge, they receive a modest grade reward of “B.”
This reward component strategy keeps the students’ attention focused and encourages them to
engage in higher level gameplay challenges. The incentive of a higher grade of “A” becomes a
motivational factor to increase the student’s interest and encouragement. The external reward of
giving the student a grade is a motivational element (Malone, 1982). Students’ feedback builds
confidence in solving the complex videogame challenges because they can see the visual
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results. They also gain satisfaction by experiencing their correct solutions to gameplay
challenges. They also observe the engineering theories of physics working in action. When
students achieve or complete the challenge successfully, it becomes a very motivational factor.
Students gain satisfaction to the degree that they become addicted to anticipating each
videogame challenge.
The videogame interface has a built-in instant assessment feedback that calculates math
equations for their accuracy. Instant feedback assessment motivates students and builds their
confidence because they can see the consequences of their actions from mistakes or success of
gameplay problem-solving challenges. This game assessment strategy is relevant to guiding
students toward acquiring knowledge and skills in engineering (Garris, Ahlers, & Driskell,
2002). This encourages students to continue their engagement in the videogame gameplay
challenges. Thus, learners gain an understanding of their strengths and weaknesses. Instant
feedback assessment keeps the students’ attention and focus on problem-solving initiatives.
The student’s attention is captivated by the game’s navigation interface displays. This
screen shows math data that is generated through the interactivity gameplay. Students gain
confidence by being able to see their correct or incorrect math data navigational decisions.
Students gain confidence and satisfaction from the game’s feedback component of testing their
equation to see if it is correct (Amory & Seagram, 2003). The videogame Spumone has different
levels of challenges that are relevant to engineering problem solving. Students’ gameplay
attention is captivated and encouraged with continuous instant feedback assessment. The
progression levels of game challenges are relevant as a catalyst for continued student problemsolving gameplay. The instant feedback assessment of videogame technology keeps the
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students’ attention focused on gameplay problem-solving. Students’ satisfaction from positive
and negative feedback promotes persistence in achieving success in problem-solving challenges.
Spumone’s interface has a screen with math qualities of velocity and acceleration that
display feedback for a vehicle problem-solving challenge. This particular challenge uses the
game interface display to keep the students’ attention and focus on solving the game challenge.
Student’s attention is captivated because they can visually see the work that they’re doing, and
receive feedback on what is working and what is not. Students’ confidence is motivated because
they are directed with instant feedback to continue problem-solving initiatives (Dickey, 2007).
Student feedback builds confidence in solving the complex videogame challenges because of
the visual results. They also gain satisfaction by observing and experiencing the engineering
theories of physics at work. Spumone’s interface has a screen that counts the number of flowers
students collect. This feedback strategy keeps the students’ attention and helps them understand
their progress, which can build their confidence.
Implications for Instructional Technology
According to the Association for Educational Communications and Technology the
definition of instructional technology is “The study and ethical practice of facilitating learning
and improving performance by creating, using, and managing appropriate technological
processes and resources.” Many educational scholars and studies have revealed that instructional
technology and videogames share a lot of theories and technology that can improve education. In
2011 President Barack Obama said, “I’m calling for investments in educational technology that
will help create . . . educational software that’s as compelling as the best video game”
(http://tech.ed.gov/games). According to the United States Department of Education, Office of
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Educational Technology, videogames and instructional technology are important learning tools
to improve learning for the new 21st-century learners. However, the majority of instructional
designers know little about educational games and game-based learning. Also, commercial
videogame designers know very little about instructional technology and learning theories. Many
educational scholars view videogames as powerful motivational environments that should be
integrated into instructional design and technology (Bowman, 1982; Bracey, 1992; Driskell &
Dwyer 1984). Instructional technologists and videogame designers both design interactive
learning environments that focus on improving the learner’s motivation and academic
achievement. Integrating instructional technology and learning theories with videogame design
strategies can provide effective learning environments (Reigeluth & Schwartz, 1989).
Instructional technologists can learn many creative and motivating design strategies from
videogame designers such as intrinsic graphics, sound effects, music, animation, 3-D simulation,
and instant feedback, to name a few. However, videogame designers can also learn from
instructional technology educational learning theories of behaviorism, cognitivism, and
constructivism. The integration of instructional design formative and summative assessment
strategies can also improve educational videogame design and development.
The findings of this research study are evidence that videogame design strategies and
technology can be used to motivate students and increase their academic achievement. The
research data from the interviews and focus groups provides evidence that indicates Instructional
Technology plays a critical role in making videogames potential for educational purpose. The
application of videogame technology in the classroom improves student motivation, and
academics is intrinsic and relevant with the definition of instructional technology (Gee, 2014).
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Effective educational videogame design requires an integration of many instructional technology
elements such as learning theories, multi-media, e-learning, and assessments.
Learning Theories and Educational Videogames
The educational learning theory of behaviorism focuses on the repetition and
reinforcement of learning content with a reward or punishment. When the learner’s behavior or
correct solutions to the problem-solving challenge is achieve, a reward is implemented.
However, when the learner’s behavior or problem-solving solution is incorrect, a punishment or
negative response is implemented to the learner. This learning theory is also evident in the
educational videogames environment. When the players or learners are engaged in correct
problem-solving they are rewarded with points, or the privilege to move to higher levels of
challenges. However, when the players or learners respond with an incorrect solution to the
challenge, they are punished with low scores or they cannot advance to higher levels of
gameplay problem-solving. Therefore, the behaviorism educational learning theory is integrated
in many commercial and educational videogame design strategies.
The educational learning theory that is predicated on constructing and building the
learners’ knowledge from an interactive experience is constructivism. In other words, this
learning theory is based on the notion of “learning by doing” or discovery learning. Videogame
design strategies are very intrinsic with constructivism because games are an experience and
Ilearning is the outcome. Players or learners of a videogame are engaged in a problem-solving
experience of challenges in a virtual environment. Here again is an intrinsic link of educational
learning theories and videogame design strategies.
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The mental process or method used to acquire knowledge and grow intellectually is the
learning theory of cognitivism. Some of the psychological activities of this educational learning
theory are thinking, problem-solving, remembering, learning, or planning.
Constructivism represents the way people receive instructional content, and organize or
process it in our mind intellectually. The cognitive theory also focuses on the relationship of
existing knowledge and how new knowledge is integrated with existing beliefs and
understanding. Many educational videogame design strategies utilize the idea of building one’s
knowledge from previous our existing knowledge. An example of this with educational
videogames is when a game is designed with familiar interactive tools with which the learner or
player has previous knowledge and experience.
Recommendations for Future Research
The results of this qualitative research case study on educational engineering videogames
revealed evidence that a user-centered design strategy was used consistently in the Spumone
videogame. It is important that this research is continued in the field of education. A larger
quantitative study could prove to be valuable in revealing more evidence of the effectiveness of a
user-centered approach to designing educational videogames. User-centered game design
strategies are a process used to tailor interactive game-based learning environments to a targeted
group with intrinsic elements to influence and motivate learning. The future quantitative research
study could be conducted online with a series of successful educational videogame models. The
use of 300 to 400 high school or college student participants could be effective in identifying rich
data on that identifies effective educational videogame design strategies.
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Limitations of the Study
This qualitative research case study has several limitations that prevent broad
generalizations. Eighty percent of the focus group participants were male, while 20 percent were
female, and all the participants were Caucasian. The lack of ethnic diversity and the small ratio
of females precludes conclusions regarding the positive or negative contributions that could have
been made by minority and female focus group participants. The study was also limited by the
small overall number of participants, as a larger number of participants rather than only 10 may
have produced different results. Also, the research study focused on a segmented group of
engineering students engaged in an educational engineering videogame. This further limited the
diversity of the data collection. If time permitted, this study could have been expanded into other
higher education fields of study that engage students in educational videogames, such as
computer science, life science, communication, law, business, or advertising, to name a few.
Expanding this research into different fields of study may have resulted in a richer pool of data
evidence.
My experience and skills as a graphic and game designer also raises the notion of bias
and limitation in this research study. I’m a strong advocate of improving learning through
motivation. Being the researcher in this study with more of an insider posture may have
produced biased data findings. However, there is no evidence that a researcher who was a nongamer or non-designer would have produced more effective or less effective results.
Captivating learners’ attention today requires creativity. Education begins with creative
games to engage children in learning with fun activities. Therefore, all human beings pose a
creative bias because we all started learning from creative lesson plans. Most people were
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engaged as children in coloring letters, drawing animals, playing math games, and singing our
alphabets. I assume that the best type of learning is by having fun playing games. Also, my
assumption is that some people may believe that the most qualified person to conduct this
research study is a creative person, designer, and educator such as myself. My sensitive creative
eyes and mind can identify fun activities that are integrated into complex problem solving.
My previous experience working as a teacher in secondary education and as a professor
of higher education will cause critics of this research study to question my biased position once
again. It would be interesting to compare the results of my study to results of a similar study
conducted by a non-educator and/or a person with no background in video game design. In
conclusion, I think being biased can be an advantage because it may represent a unique posture
of rich experience that may produce deeper findings of user-centered data. It is my hope that this
study will encourage more research into educational engineering videogame design and
motivational strategies for learning.
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Appendix A
Educational Game Designs Master’s Degree
This qualitative research case study on videogame design motivational strategies in
educational engineering videogames has benefits to the field of education. These findings have
the potential to be published in educational game books and journals. The data could also be
used for developing College degree programs in educational videogame designs. The following
is a model of 13 graduate-level courses for a master’s degree curriculum in Educational Game
Design. Future research for an educational game design master’s degree could include the
curriculum, course descriptions, course semester schedules, annual conference, journal
publication, student club organization, and student awards program. Based on my research, I was
unable to find any university or college with an educational game design bachelor’s or master’s
degree program. Today there is an opportunity for higher level institutions to develop an
educational game design degree program in their prospective College of Education. Such a
program could fill the need of producing more educational game designers who can develop
effective game-based learning environments.
These Educational Game Design courses have been organized and developed based on
the game design categories (Salen and Zimmerman, 2008) of game culture, game rules, game
play, and game art, developed from this research study. EGD is an acronym for Educational
Game Design that is used for the names of each course in the master’s degree program. These
fourteen courses in Educational Game Design represents a curriculum model with the potential
of development in a University’s College of Education division of Instructional Technology.
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Educational Game Design: Master Degree Courses

Educational Game Culture Courses
EGD 505 User-Centered Design
EGD 510 Culture Identity
EGD 521 Games and Learning

Educational Game Rules Courses
EGD 520 Instructional Game Design
EGD 525 Game Rules Design
EGD 528 Assessment & Feedback

Educational Game Play Courses
EGD 550 Game Genres & Principles
EGD 560 Interactive Design
EGD 562 Videogame Technology I
EGD 564 Videogame Technology II

Educational Game Art Courses
EGD 530 Graphic Design
EGD 535 3D Modeling
EGD 540 Animation Design
EGD 545 Music & Sound Effects
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Appendix B
Professor Interview Audio Transcripts 1

Rasheed: What is your view on game-based learning today?
Professor: That’s a big question. Obviously, I do it myself so I’m in favor of it. The reason I
think it is a good tool is because play itself is a good mechanism for engaging in material. Let me
put it this way. I see different alternatives to teaching engineering the standard way out of the
textbook, which is filled with problems and that are very self-contained and narrowly focused.
That’s not what engineering is about. Engineering is about doing open-end problems. When
students get here they recognize that they want to be an engineer that create things, build things
and make things work. We give them problems that are in textbooks that are nothing like that.
They’re just answering questions producing numbers that match the back of the textbook that are
really not about building, making and designing. So for me I create these games where students
can get things to work, Tinker around and explore, discover and test their hypothesis and see
what they’re working on. Games create this environment where the simulation allows them to
get this immediate feedback, evaluate their progress and get a sense of their achievements.
Students get to develop their skills so all of those are elements of games that work well with
learning, I think.
Rasheed: What are some of the main factors that motivate you to specifically engage in
designing educational games in engineering?
Professor: It happen by accident. I had this video called Mars Dead or Alive that I showed to my
students several years ago in my engineering course because it had some technology that the
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Mars Rover Team developed about these rovers that explored Mars that we were actually
learning about such as controlled theories on how to make machines do intelligent things.
Rasheed: Are you talking about, like, robots?
Professor: Yes, like machines working autonomously without a human, giving them every
single command. This video had these wonderful animations showing these landing sequences
where you had this space craft go through the Martian atmosphere and inflate these balloons that
bounced on the Martian surface and deflate and this machine would unfold itself and outcome
the rover vehile. And it was just amazing to watch, so we were learning all the mathematics
behind this technology and when I showed it to the students, they were on the edge of their seats.
They saw what they were doing put into practice in a very neat way. And as I was thinking about
it and realizing and observing the students who were so engage and then when the video was
over we were back into our routine of the normal way of doing things. Then I began to think that
these animations that NASA had developed were not real live footage because we don’t have
men on Mars, and they were basically computer animation. They are not real. What if instead of
just observing students watching this animation, make students get directly involved in perhaps
tweaking those animated simulation to do different things like trying different landing scenarios,
to change some of the parameters of the simulation. It would be really cool if students could
explore what would happen if they did these things. So I originally started out creating some
simulations using aircraft’s and then eventually started using cars.
As I was building this I realize that I was creating a video game. The students are interacting
with the simulation, changing parameters and not in the traditional engineering simulation where
you change the parameters and you see the plots change.
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Here you actually see that dynamic behavior of the system changing with these 3-D renderings
of the mechanical system respond to the user or students input. Really, the best way of engaging
students is to use this type of mechanism that is more game like as opposed to a watch a
simulation.
Rasheed: So you really got interested in games because of the motivation you observed in the
students reaction of being captivated by the Mars Dead or Alive video.
Professor: Yes, that’s exactly right. Students can tweak things and experiment with things and
they would see the consequences of their actions right away and whether the car would crash and
burn in the wall or make it successfully around the track or whether you could dramatically
improve your lap time by changing the algorithm on when you shift gears and things like that.
Rasheed: Can you explain briefly the process that you go through in designing a game?
Professor: I’ve been doing this for roughly 8 years now. My approach has evolved and I would
say I have learned a lot in doing this all these years and observing students. Seeing what types of
things are engaging and enhancing learning and what things are not. My design process these
days is built around a new game that I design called Spumone. It’s a two-dimensional simulated
world. In that framework I create games and my process is starting with the learning outcome
that I want to incorporate into a game. So I start with the learning goal first. Then I tried to figure
out a physics simulation with in the Spumone environment. This engages the student to learn the
content. Usually I also design a challenge. Engineering students learn to be practitioners of the
science of engineering by putting concepts into use to make devices work. So the challenges
have two components. One is for the students to explore the concept and content by hooking up a
gamepad to the PC like you would to an Xbox and actually use the control to fly their vehicle
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around by hand with a joystick and get a feel for that. So I display on the screen computer code
quantities that are relevant to the problem and plots of velocities and accelerations so students
can use the simulation to explore like a laboratory experiment that they can take home. And
students can explore the relationship between velocities and accelerations concepts that are
needed in the problem. Most of my game base-learning challenges start with this aspect. So they
can test things. The second challenge is carefully designed and is almost impossible to do by
hand with the joystick. I design these challenges intentionally so it would take superhuman reflex
to achieve the goal manually by hand.
Rasheed: So is this where the computer programming skills comes into play in the challenge?
Professor: Yeah, so to actually succeed in the challenge the student has to demonstrate a deeper
knowledge. Students will not just use intuition of when to push to the right or left, but to actually
use quantifiable computer knowledge to succeed in the challenge. Many cases they have to turn
on the thruster at exactly the right time to succeed and maneuver the vehicle with the exact
precision that is humanly impossible. So there is an interface where students have to
mathematically prescribe their strategies to perform different maneuvers. So it’s almost like an
automatic pilot in an aircraft that follows the programming rules to perform the maneuver at the
exact time. So if the students programming of the mathematical rules are correct then it will
work perfectly to get to the goal. So this is exactly how the science of engineering works.
Rasheed: So this is very similar to a videogame? So students can not move to the next level until
they master a particular mathematical task? So, you are creating a persistent learner.
Professor: Yeah,
Rasheed: This is the very nature of a videogame.
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Professor: Yes, this is right.
Rasheed: What are some of the student learning outcomes that you have observed when they are
engaged in the engineering games?
Professor: There are several ways of measuring different outcomes. We have been given
students standardize concept tests. We give them the concept tests at the beginning of the
semester and at the in that the semester. We have been doing this for several years with the game
base class environment and the traditional class environment. We keep the instructor and the
learning content the same in both classes. So we can make direct comparisons. We measured
dramatic improvement in the topics that were covered using the engineering video game which is
kind of interesting. The students that are engaged in the engineering games are more engaged
and like what they’re doing a whole lot better than students without the game. Students
demonstrated the same level of intellectual intensity, with both the game base learning and
without. Game-based learning is not just a lot of fun, but it’s a lot of hard work. And we asked
students does it feel like work or does it feel like play, and most students said it was both work
and play. Another thing we measured was the Control Systems course. This is generally a Junior
level course. In the mechanical engineering curriculum every student has to take this course
Control Systems. However, in their senior year students have a choice of technical electives that
they can take. Before we had the engineering game, 20% of the students who took the Control
System course would go on to take the advanced courses in their engineering major.
After the engineering games were introduced, there was an increase to 90% of the students who
took the Control System course would take the advanced courses in their engineering major.
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Rasheed: How do you see the future of game-based learning based on your experience using
games for learning in engineering?
Professor: My blanket statement is game-based learning has a tremendous promise. My own
experience tells me this. But that said, is not an easy fix for everything. My reflection of gamebased learning of my own experience is not that I just brought a game in class to teach
engineering. It took a tremendous amount of effort on my part. Me being the developer of this
engineering game I had to figure out how to use these games with learning. I feel I’ve gotten my
game to a point where I can take it out to other professors at other universities and share this with
them and help them use the game in the way they can see using this technology. And get a
dialogue going, share ideas on how these engineering games can be used for learning. I think that
there are thousands of ways to use games for learning.
Rasheed: Thank you very much Professor for allowing me to conduct this interview with you on
engineering educational video games. I wish you continued success in your development of the
educational games, teaching and research.
Professor Interview Audio Transcripts 2
The following transcript is an interview I conducted with the Engineering Professor which took
place in September 2015 in his office in the Midwest University at the College of Engineering.
Instructional Content: Attention
Rasheed: What are some of the challenging activities you have designed to captivate the
engineering student’s attention in the instructional content of the educational engineering
videogame Spumone?
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Engineering Professor: There a couple of ways to answer this question. Students have to play
the game Spumone because it’s required in the class. There is a question of persistence. Will the
students continue to play the game, once they get going? More recently, I’ve been building
games or challenges with different levels in them. If the student get through the first level they
will get a B grade. If the student go further into the levels of challenges they receive the A. I
guess there are some motivation because there is an external reward of the grade. Some students
continue to go through the different levels of challenges even though they have already achieved
an A grade on the assignment. This is because the game has gotten their attention and I find this
very interesting. The challenge, I think my students enjoy most in the game Spumone is called
SBOW, which has eight higher-level challenge after students have achieved an A grade. Students
go around and collect falling snowflakes that is challenging, motivating and competitive. In this
challenge SBOW students program this character to swing around in the environment and latch
on to different elements, then let go and swing around again and latch onto another element. The
original name for this level assignment was called Tarzan because the students program, the
character to swing around the environment like Tarzan swung around the jungle. From a physics
content perspective, students have to calculate momentum and energy. Students are challenged to
program their character to swing around at a particular angle of difficulty, to collect with the
falling snowflakes. Collecting the snowflakes is an unrewarded achievement that is very
challenging and motivating. This really represents bragging rights for the students to say that
they collected all of the snowflakes in this high level of challenge in the engineering course. I
think that this type of motivation is extrinsic because students are not getting a reward for the
snowflakes challenge, however, because of their passion for engineering. I was inspired by
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studying other commercial video games that gives the player additional challenges at higher
levels. Using game concepts of scaffolding and modeling commercial video games challenges
and strategies has assisted me in developing ideas for my educational engineering videogame
Spumone.
Instructional Content: Relevant
Rasheed: What relevant intrinsic activity in the instructional content is used to motivate the
learner in the educational engineering videogame Spumone?
Engineering Professor: Engineering textbook problems are not authentic. Because they propose
a problem with words and pictures then asked students to calculate something related to it. The
answer to the problem is either right or wrong. However, when they are doing this they are not
behaving like engineers. An engineer job is to build something, make something work and be
efficient. In terms of relevance… Engineering students come to college to become engineers
because they like to build things and see their creation come to life. They don’t really care about
getting some right answer in a textbook. In the engineering videogame Spumone students are
engaged in programming elements and get something to work by programming their vehicle to
move from point A to point B and solve an engineering problem. Using game-based learning is
relevant to engineering problem solving, because it’s more connected to the thinking of making
things work. In other words, game based learning tools is an intrinsic environment for
engineering students.
Instructional Content: Confidence
Rasheed: What are learning elements in the videogame Spumone that motivate confidence in the
engineering students?
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Engineering Professor: The game Spumone is designed like a commercial video games, it starts
off relatively easy to give the students success right away. This motivates students and give them
confidence to continue to engage in different levels of challenges in the game. Sometimes I
design four levels in a particular challenge or problem to solve. I also design other challenges
that have eight levels. Each challenge is built on the previous challenge. Students are unable to
continue to advance to a higher levels of challenges until they successfully complete each level.
When designing the game I developed different levels of challenges that difficulty increases as
students move through to different levels of the game. This strategy stimulates confidence in the
student to continue gameplay.
Interface Navigation: Attention
Rasheed: What type of user-centered hierarchy design is used in the videogame Spumone that
captures the students’ attention and enables them to navigate effectively through the game
interface?
Engineering Professor: In the videogame Spumone there are a lot of elements of the interface
navigation design. There is one part of the navigation of the game that you play like a
commercial video game using a traditional gamepad, which is a very familiar interface for
students. Most students in my engineering class are engaged in a lot of commercial video games.
As the students’ progress through the game, it becomes very difficult for them to solve the
engineering problems by just using the traditional commercial gamepad navigation. Students see
physics output from the input of the commercial gamepad navigation. As the students’ progress
in the game they have to write mathematical equations into a text file in the game Spumone. The
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game would calculate the mathematical equation, correctness or incorrectness. If the
mathematical equation is correct the machine or device will work.
Interface Navigation: Confidence
Rasheed: What interface elements have you designed that motivates the students’ confidence to
navigate through the engineering videogame Spumone?
Engineering Professor: Simplify the navigational interface will give student confidence. The
interface is flexible for a different types of users. An example would be to give the students an
option to use the gamepad, or the keyboard to solve different engineering problems in the
videogame.
Student Assessment: Attention, and Confidence
Rasheed: What are the design components that get students’ attention to focus on student
assessment in the videogame Spumone?
Engineering Professor: One of the great things about video game media is that you have these
goals and challenges in the game and you will become aware if you have completed the goal of
the game. You also will become aware if you didn’t complete the goal and the reason you didn’t.
In other words, feedback to the player or learner is built into the medium of a videogame. You
can visually see if things are working or not working. The game in itself is an assessment
according to James Gee. I have an assessment component of the game that makes me aware of
all of the problem solving efforts of each students. In other words, I have a record of all of the
activities of their game engagement. I can assess the student’s challenge and assess whether they
understand what they have done. Students also have to write a report of their hypothesis for their
challenge and the reasoning behind it. There are three types of assessments that I use on my
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students which are: reviewing the problem-solving path and solutions, that are recorded on the
computer, students written reports on their hypothesis of their project and an oral discussion of
their hypothesis.
Video games provide an instantaneous feedback of the player or learner’s progress throughout
the game problem solving challenges. Students have the ability to see if things are working
correctly or if they are solving the challenge or problem correctly in videogame technology.
Videogame process of assessment is very effective and creates a rich learning outcome. Students
also spend more time engaged in learning, problem-solving and moving forward to different
levels of challenges because of the instantaneous feedback of video game technology. The
videogame assessment technology also creates persistent learners that continue their problemsolving efforts in the videogame environment.
Student Assessment: Satisfaction
Rasheed: In the videogame Spumone what do students think are the best exciting and motivating
elements like music, lights, sound, and animation that take place when students’ assessments are
very high?
Engineering Professor: When a student dies in the videogame Spumone, it makes a sound
particular sound effect. There is also a laughter sound effect when a student makes a mistake or
doesn’t complete a particular challenge. On the other hand, when something good happens or
when the student solves a challenge there is a sound effect of whoopie that is shouted out. Also,
there is a sound effect of anticipation and then when the student confirms the fact that they have
completed the challenge they get a cheer sound effect. This is an intrinsic motivating factor in
assessment.
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Interactive Design: Attention
Rasheed: What are some of the captivating students motivating interactive engineering problemsolving in the videogame Spumone?
Engineering Professor: This type of interactive design was with the car racing game, which is a
junior senior level course. Students have to design computer algorithm programming to control
the speed of the car, steering and the acceleration as they raced their cars around the track. Using
a computer-controlled joystick the students completed different challenges like zigzagging the
car across the racetrack, making the car do an aggressive lanes change at 60 miles an hour, and
make the car go from the right side to the left side of the track very fast to fishtail the car. The
computer calculates and record the activity of the student’s subconscious brain respond to the
computer input data of the car doing all of these different maneuvers. The students would
analyze and compare the data. Then the students will write their own computer algorithm to
program the car’s maneuvering behavior around the track.
Game Genres: Attention
Rasheed: What are some of the game genres that students feel captivates their attention in the
videogame Spumone?
Engineering Professor: There are many different game genres found in the engineering
educational videogame Spumone that engages the learner/player in activities of racing virtual
cars to see who has the best time, balancing objects by using mathematical equation, avoiding
objects falling from the sky by maneuvering your character (similar to dodgeball video games),
maneuvering your character from one side of the environment to another side without being hit
by flying objects (similar to football video games), throwing objects into different spaces (similar
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to basketball video games) and shooting objects that are flying across the sky (similar to shooter
video games).
Game Genres: Relevance
Rasheed: What type of game genres activity do students feel are relevant and not relevant to
engineering principles in the videogame Spumone?
Engineering Professor: All of the videogame games genres that are used in the educational
engineering game Spumone are relevant to principles of engineering. These video game genres
represent objects that are moving, spending, rotating, balancing, racing, etc. These physical
aspects of measuring the movement of matter is the study of physics, which is a main principal
of engineering. Control strategies of physics with different challenges and learning outcomes
also makes video games relevant to the study of engineering. The definition of physics is
basically how the world responds to inputs, forces and mechanics that is observed and measured.
Software Technology: Relevance
Rasheed: Is the videogame Spumone software technology relevant, functional and motivating?
Engineering Professor: The educational engineering videogame Spumone is original 2D
software that I designed. For Spumone I had an idea of a want what I want to do. I was looking
for platform to use. I mainly took the library of the 2-D boyle framework and create my game.
The Spumone videogame is designed in the C++ programming language. In the future I plan to
utilize Coco 2-D another open source videogame platform built on a C++ framework. I will have
to modifications the code and put my game into it. Currently I’m exploring the possibilities of
transforming my Spumone videogame to run on the Macintosh and Windows operating system. I
also want to make the game available on phones and tablets.
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The first educational video game that I designed was called EduTorecs, which was built on a
number open source video game call Torecs. The open-source video game Torecs is freely
available for free use and I made significant modifications to the game.
Visual Communications: Attention
Rasheed: What visual communication and graphic elements do students feel really captivate
their attention in the videogame Spumone?
Engineering Professor: I design Spumone in 2-D. I designed different graphic elements for the
2-D videogame Spumone to be inviting and appealing to the user. I first developed a color
palette of red, yellow, blue, purple, orange and three shades of gray. So all the graphic elements
fit in a standard color palette. I have designed some of the graphic elements to have a 3-D look
by using Adobe Photoshop and illustrator graphics software. I use lighting tools that can show a
light source coming from above and reflect on different sides or corners of the graphic object.
This type of graphic treatment gives the image a 3-D type of texture. I have built a graphic
library in Spumone where I save these images as a PNG graphic file. I can go to my graphic
library and take a PNG image and scale, rotated and translate the physics that these objects
represent.
In the future of the video games Spumone, I would like to allow students to create their own
vehicles, change the look of the character, graphic elements, and change colors in the game
environment. This will can be a very motivating factor in playing the game.
Visual Communications: Relevance
Rasheed: What intrinsic graphics and game genres do students feel are relevant to engineering
principles in the videogame Spumone?
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Engineering Professor: The spacecraft in the videogame Spumone has a vehicle called the
Spucraft, which is a graphic element that has a behavior that is relevant to engineering physics.
To get through the game students have to understand the physics be able to manipulate the
Spucraft vehicle. Graphically speaking, the Spucraft vehicle is a graphic element which has a
behavior controlled by computer codes. Another important graphic element is in the challenges
that have a graphs on the screen with a data plot of velocity versus time and acceleration. While
the Spucraft is flying, moving and rotating in the virtual environment important mathematical
data quantities get plotted on the screen for students to view and study. These important
mathematical quantities that are plotted on the screen. Based on the velocity, acceleration and
movement of the Spucraft can be downloaded by students studied and analyze which makes this
very relevant to engineering. Also, another graphic element that is used in the game Spumone is
the Aral color coding system. This color coding system identifies the mathematical qualities
allow students to identify the equations that represents velocity or acceleration by color coded
arrows.
Visual Communications: Satisfaction
Rasheed: What type of motivating graphic elements do students feel are used to reward
students’ performance in the videogame Spumone?
Engineering Professor: There are a few graphic elements that students experience when they
complete a challenge which emulates fireworks shooting across the virtual environment. Also,
when the Spucraft challenge of landing is correct and precise vehicle structure remains in place.
However, if the challenge landing the Spucraft vehicle is wrong the structure of the vehicle will
come apart while landing.
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Music and Sound: Attention
Rasheed: What type of music and sound do students feel captivate their attention in the
videogame Spumone?
Engineering Professor: The music that I use in the Spumone videogame came from The World
of Goo videogame by Kyle Gabler. I’m able to use the music from The World of Goo because of
the educational use of the Spumone videogame. I also use royalty free music that is available on
Internet. These students really enjoy the music, because it comes from a popular videogame.
Music and Sound: Relevance
Rasheed: What relevant intrinsic music or sound do students feel is relevant to engineering
principles in the videogame Spumone?
Engineering Professor: The music itself sounds active and conveys motion. There are also
sound effects that I make myself like the challenge of blowing up a balloon has sound effects.
There also bells and alarms sound effects related to different activities throughout the game.
Music and Sound: Satisfaction
Rasheed: What type of music and sound do students feel reward their performance in the
videogame Spumone?
Engineering Professor: When a student dies in the videogame Spumone, it makes a sound
particular sound effect. There is also a laughter sound effect when a student makes a mistake or
doesn’t complete a particular challenge. On the other hand, when something good happens or
when the student solves a challenge there is a sound effect of whoopie that is shouted out. Also,
there is a sign effect of anticipation and then when you confirm the fact that you have completed
the challenge you get a cheer sound effect.
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Animation: Attention
Rasheed: What type of animation do students feel captivates their attention in the videogame
Spumone?
Engineering Professor: Elements that I put in motion I use a little special effect of putting a
blur to emulate movement.
Animation: Relevance
Rasheed: What relevant intrinsic animation do students feel is relevant to engineering principles
in the videogame Spumone?
Engineering Professor: The entire game is a physical simulation of engineering. The vehicles
and characters are being animated according to their physics, which makes it relevant to
engineering.

APPENDIX C
STUDENT FOCUS GROUP AUDIO TRANSCRIPTS
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Appendix C
Student Focus Group Audio Transcript 1

Speaker 1:

These are a few students that I'm interviewing right now about Spumone. The
first question I have for you guys is dealing with instructional content. What are
some of the motivational factors that excite you guys as students in activities
that this game Spumone provides? What are some of the elements that motivate
you guys to play this game? What are the things that excite you about it? When
it comes to instructional content, the way that content is delivered to you guys.
How does this motivate you?

Student A:

The fact that you can actually see if your work is being done right or not. But
when you plug in whatever hot key that you have to set, if it's not correct, the
game won't work. I do like that instead of having the piece of paper and just
writing my answer down the best I know it and turning that in, but...

Speaker 1:

Okay.

Student A:

It's a little bit easier having the game, so that way I can track myself against the...

Speaker 1:

So that component when you are trying to solve a problem, you actually seeing
the mistakes that you might be making or the good things you might be doing.
Okay.

Student A:

Yeah, whether it's working or not. Whether my equation was right when I put it
in or not, so...

Speaker 1:

And does it have things in there that actually direct you toward actually solving
the puzzle or solving the problem? Or you have to kind of have to search and
discover?

Student B:

You have to kind of start inputting things, and then you realize that doesn't work,
and then you keep trying and you put more effort into it. Then you will achieve a
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challenge, and you realize, "Oh, that's the right direction." Sometimes in these
challenges, he has things that are very simple. Sometimes it's just like zero, and it
kind of throws you for a spin because you're working forever on something, and
you're like, "Oh, it's that easy." I'd say probably achieving the challenges and
seeing it come through to fruition is the best part of it, I'd say.
Student A:

Yeah.

Speaker 1:

Okay. He has always told me that engineering attracts students who like to build
things and do things and create things.

Student b:

Yes.

Speaker 1:

And so, understanding this basic principle of engineering, what are some of the
intrinsic elements that you see relevant to those principles of engineering in
Spumone.

Student B:

Solving problems and learning from your mistakes, because the big part of
engineering is engineering changes, because things change all the time. There's
always a way to improve something, so you can always make it better.

Student A:

Yeah. I would agree with that.

Speaker 1:

Wow, that's awesome. That's awesome. Okay, next question. What elements in
the instruction of Spumone gives you confidence? What are some of the things
that build confidence in you guys to want to continue?

Student B:

Achieving the challenges. Once you start with one, you're like kind of addicted
because you want to achieve the next challenge. You're like, "Oh, that feels so
good..."

Speaker 1:

So it's the challenges are in levels.

Student B:

Yeah.

Student A:

It’s really like pass or fail. You either do it or you don’t do it. When playing
the game students want to get to the next level of the game. When students
complete a level or challenge you get a text file which has random letters and
numbers. This becomes each individual students’ code from the professor.
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Student B:

Yeah, because it's in different levels and you have to proceed for each
assignment, and it's like playing a video game. That's why people love video
games, is that it's very rewarding because you can see yourself moving up the
levels.

Student A:

Yeah.

Speaker 1:

Okay, okay. So that's the reward part that was another part of satisfaction? What
are some of the elements that reward you? Are there some rewards that you get
from playing Spumone besides accomplishing the challenge? Are there any
things that...

Student A:

Homework credit?

Student B:

Yeah, you get a good homework grade, and then I believe you will... Sometimes
they will offer extra credit from doing it.

Student A:

Yeah, [crosstalk 00:03:50] you have to do the first few challenges, but the third
one will be optional, and that's extra credit if you get that one done.

Student B:

Right. Or there's different levels of it to what you complete depends on your
grade of that homework assignment. I think if you just do it to a certain extent,
you kind of pass it. Then you can go above and beyond and get a better grade,
which is good encouragement for doing your best.

Speaker 1:

Okay, that's great. Great answer. Another question that deals with student
assessment, what are some of the design components that get your attention on
how Spumone assesses you. How are you assessed when you are actually
engaged in the game? How are you evaluated and how are you assessed? What
are some of these components? You guys said that you have one challenge, and
then you have another challenge, but you had started saying something like that.
You know that you're actually making mistakes, or you know that you're headed
in the right direction, but what are some of those components in Spumone that
… utilize that?
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Student A:

For example, for a free fall, you have a mass sign or whatever, and you put
something wrong in the equation, you actually see the thing moving differently it
effects acceleration because gravity is changing constantly every time you run it.
You have to do it in variables, then you can see if the variable is in the wrong
spot, you'll see how it affects...

Speaker 1:

So actually you have that screen with all the formulas and everything that's
showing you what's right or what's wrong about it?

Student B:

Assessment is simultaneous while you're actually playing the game. So you
can actually see how well you're doing.

Student A:

Yeah.

Student A:

And then you can see that real-time when you're playing the game.

Student A:

Yeah.

Speaker 1:

Really? [crosstalk 00:05:32]

Student B:

As he was saying...

Student A:

...instantaneous velocity or something like that as you're falling...

Student B:

Yeah, because Pokey moves on top of the crafts, depending on what information
you input from the equations that you've solved.

Speaker 1:

So can you pause it...

Student B:

Yeah, you can pause the game anytime...

Speaker 1:

...and you can get the data... Oh, really?

Student B:

Yeah, and the you can go back and change it. You can keep going. Sometimes it's
good to just keep going until you crash.

Student A:

Yeah.

Student B:

Then you just keep trying, keep trying. It's about continuing to try.

Speaker 1:

Okay.

Student B:

It's about persistence. It's about learning not to give up. He has an option, like, "I
give up." And then the response is, "Never give up." You can't give up...
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Speaker 1:

All right, wow!

Student B:

...and I think that's good encouragement, because engineering is hard. A lot of
people don't want to continue through. That's why there's so much dropout. But
I feel like people just need to keep going, and if they need to retake a class, they
just retake it.

Speaker 1:

Right.

Student B:

It's about overcoming obstacles.

Speaker 1:

Great. Great answers. This one is also dealing with student assessments and the
relevance of it. How quickly are students assessed? You're almost saying it's
while you are actually engaged. That's how quickly you are assessed. I'm talking
about how quickly are you assessed?

Student B:

Right away. Yeah.

Speaker 1:

It's simultaneous to while you're actually doing it?

Student B:

Pretty much.

Speaker 1:

So you can actually see how well you're doing? Or the ship is just flying and
you're going through all the loops, or your landing and it lands perfectly, or you
got through something...

Student B:

Yeah.

Speaker 1:

So you're being assessed right away?

Student B:

Yeah, and he actually does live examples in class, and kind of shows you, "Watch
out for this, pay attention to this, and if you do this, you should go this." So he
gives you really good pointers along the way, and he's always available if you
have questions. He's very, very helpful.

Speaker 1:

Okay, this is kind of a funny question. In the game Spumone, what are some of
the exciting motivational things that deal with music, lighting, and animation
that takes place?

Student B:

The music that he has is pretty good in there.
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Student A:

I don't have a problem with the music. I always have it on mute.

Student B:

It's simple.

Speaker 1:

What about the animation that goes on?

Student B:

Animation? It's adorable.

Student A:

I got a kick out of watching whatever his name is crash every once in a while.

Student B:

Pokey Pokey?

Student A:

Yeah, whatever.

Student B:

It's so cute.

Speaker 1:

What about lighting? Doesn't he have a lot of lighting things going on?

Student B:

Yeah, there's a lot of animations, like the flowers that will kill you.

Speaker 1:

The flowers...they told me about the flowers.

Student B:

It's really funny that the flowers kill you.

Speaker 1:

So you had to watch out for the flowers, right?

Student A:

Yeah.

Student B:

Absolutely, yeah. He has different challenges thrown in there that make it more
interesting.

Speaker 1:

Yeah, I've seen the sounds it makes when you actually crash or something like
that. At the same time, there's some sounds if you do something successful too,
right?

Student B:

Yes, yes.

Speaker 1:

You get cheers and all of that stuff in there. Sometimes you get those little
fireworks or something like that going on.

Student B:

Yes, yes. When you get done.

Speaker 1:

That's one of the animation things that happens?

Student B:

Yes, and I think those are great. It helps with the experience.

Speaker 1:

Oh, good. You guys are great. Okay, interactive design. What are some of the
captivating interactive things - and you've discussed some of those already - in
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the game Spumone? Some of the captivating interactive things you have to do?
Things you do interactivity, like when you actually engage in the actual game?
What are some of those things, if you can remember, that are very captivating
when it comes to interactivity?
Student A:

I'm not too sure, to be honest with you. I was half paying attention to the
[crosstalk 00:09:04].

Student B:

Well, probably the same as before when you achieve something, it's like, "Great
job," or "Keep up the good work," or "Try again."

Speaker 1:

Okay.

Student B:

You have instant feedback throughout the whole thing.

Student B

The screen shows you math data that displays you getting to the target too
early or overshooting it. This gives you confidence to continue the game.

Speaker 1:

Okay, okay. You kind of answered the ones about confidence. The confidence
builds because of the different levels that you go through? They call that
scaffolding in game design.

Student B:

Okay.

Speaker 1:

Scaffolding... So every time you move to another level, do you get more
confidence as you're doing that?

Student A:

Yeah, for the most part, because usually you're spending so much time on the
first level trying to figure out everything that once you get that finally done you
feel good and you have everything set up so you can go back and kind of tweak it
however it needs to be, or...

Speaker 1:

How do you feel when you have tried, and then you try again, and then you try
again, and you just can't get it done?

Student B:

It's frustrating.

Student A:

Yeah.

Student B:

I mean, to be honest, it's very frustrating, but then when you reach achievement,
it's very fulfilling, so that's why it's worth the frustration.
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Speaker 1:

Okay, that's a great answer. Game genres... Do you know what game genres is?

Student B:

Types of games?

Speaker 1:

Yes, types of games like a racing game, a shooting game, a sports of game. You
know, all kinds of different games; these are game genres. Do you guys play
games?

Student A:

I used to a lot but...

Speaker 1:

I know you don't have time now, but...

Student B:

I actually didn't play any games until Spumone. It was my first video game ever in
my life.

Speaker 1:

Get out! Are you serious?

Student B:

And now I've started playing a few other games.

Speaker 1:

Okay.

Student B:

Although I had no experience beforehand...

Speaker 1:

Okay. In some of these games that you might know about different style games...
I know you've heard about different types of games. What are some of the
different types of games or game genres that you feel you see in Spumone?

Student A:

Some of the simulation racing games kind of have a general layout. I know on
Forza or Gran Turismo you can get a layout where it shows you how, what your
tires are heated up to, or how much g-forces you're pulling, or what your power
is at that instantaneous moment. It kind of gives you that general idea when
you're in the game because you can see instantaneous what is going on in the
game.

Speaker 1:

Okay, are there any other shooting games or adventure-type things that you
[crosstalk 00:11:35].

Student B:

It's not really a shooting game.

Speaker 1:

What about puzzles?

Student B:

Puzzles?
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Student F:

The game is like a puzzle because there are so many steps you have to do, but
each step of the puzzle is like an engineering question that you have to solve.

Speaker 1:

Okay, but there's no shooting? No shooting?

Student B:

No. Not really.

Speaker 1:

No shooting? Racing though. Using of crafts...

Student B:

Racing...no.

Student A:

Not really. Yes using the craft, but just the user[crosstalk 00:11:57]

Speaker 1:

One demo that he said is like this thing is closing, and you have to race to get
through there at the right time...

Student B:

But it's more about precision, because sometimes you can go too fast, so it's not
necessarily about being fast.

Speaker 1:

Oh, okay.

Student B:

It's about being at the right medium, because too slow, you die, and too fast, you
die.

Speaker 1:

Oh, okay. Yeah.

Student B:

Timing.

Speaker 1:

So it's timing. It's timing that's critical. This one is dealing with visual
communications. In Spumone, what are some of the visuals that you really, really
like, that really get your attention and captivate you? The type of graphics that
you see? What are some of the graphic elements that you like? Because he
actually designed all of the stuff. He came up with the... Is it Spumobile or the
SpuCraft?

Student B:

SpuCraft? I think it's cute. I think Pokey is adorable, so...

Student B:

The game uses different colored graphic arrows to show velocity right on the
Spucraft vehicle.

Speaker 1:

How do you feel about this?

Student B:

I like it.

Speaker 1:

You know, someone made one for the professor as a Halloween contest...
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Student B:

I didn't know. That's so sweet.

Speaker 1:

Someone did a Halloween costume, and they gave it to him. He showed it to me.
It's in his office.

Student B:

Oh, that's so nice.

Speaker 1:

Yeah, yeah.

Student B:

Wow. I'd say it's simple, and so you're not distracted by all the graphics of it...

Student A:

Yeah, it's not high end graphics or anything.

Student B:

Yeah, it's basic and it gets the job done. I feel like that's fine for a learning space.

Speaker 1:

What about the colors? Do you like the colors?

Student B:

They're fun. They're a little dark for my preference, but most video games are
kind of dark.

Speaker 1:

Yeah.

Student B:

It's about a typical video game.

Speaker 1:

Okay, okay. Let's see. You're kind of hitting a lot of stuff here. We're almost
done, actually.

Student A:

I'm missing a test.

Student B:

You're missing a test?

Student A:

Yeah, part of a test.

Speaker 1:

Oh, you'd better [crosstalk 00:13:59]...

Student A:

No, it's fine, it's ISY 220.

Student B:

No, go take your test. Take your test. Yeah, I've got homework to do, but go take
your test.

Speaker 1:

You guys need to go now?

Student B:

Yeah, well how many questions do you have left?

Speaker 1:

It's just a couple. You are actually answering some of the questions, and I'm
having to skip over them because you're answering some of these questions.

Student B:

Nice...
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Speaker 1:

Okay, Dylan, with the instructions when you first started working on Spumone?
When you first started? The rules and instructions that you had to go through,
did you think they were very user-centered? Did you think that when you first
started... Remember that first day that you got introduced to Spumone. How
easy were the rules for you to understand what Spumone was about? How easy
was that?

Student A:

For the most part it was pretty simple, because where you put in your equations
for your hack keys, it shows you diagrams of what he's showing and what unit is
what, and the craft. So you kind of have a general idea about what is given and
what you need to find.

Student B:

He lays it out really well. He provides visuals with explanations, which is very
helpful for making connections.

Student A:

And he talks about it in class before you actually have to do it.

Student B:

Yes, and in his presentations, he goes over it very extensively.

Speaker 1:

Oh, okay. There are elements in doing anything or teaching anything that are
called user-centered. That means that the instructions are tailored to the user.
Do you feel the instructions are really tailored for engineering students or
engineers?

Student A:

Yeah, definitely, because pretty much all the charts and everything you see is
stuff that you would need to know in engineering.

Speaker 1:

Okay.

Student A:

You would need to know how to read those things, and whatever, but...

Student B:

Mm-hmm (affirmative)

Speaker 1:

Okay. You know you guys helped me knock this out.

Student B:

Home run?

Speaker 1:

Thank you so much for doing this.
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Student Focus Group Audio Transcript 2
Speaker 1:

This is another interview for students using the videogame Spumone [that the
Professor] has designed at [Midwest] University. The first question is what are
some of the motivational factors that you're excited about with videogame
Spumone?

Student C:

I think the biggest motivation for me is probably just seeing it work once you get
everything programmed correctly and then just being able to see the theory that
we talked about in class and gone over, see it applied to something that's a bit
more real life applicable and see the theory actually work.

Speaker 1:

When you say theory, you mean like engineering theories?

Student C:

Correct, right.

Speaker 1:

Okay, good at what about the instructional content? What are some of the
instructions that you get in this particular class that uses Spumone that
motivates you? The content, the instructions, like when he is- when you first
started, if you can remember when you first started using Spumone, the
instructions that he gave you, were they motivating or were they not
motivating? I mean, what parts of these things motivated you?

Student C:

Well, I first started using Spumone - it's been a while so-

Speaker 1:

It's all right, take your time.

Student C:

Let's see, I mean I think he definitely—[the Professor’s] very excited about it and
his excitement is contagious.

Speaker 1:

Okay, that's good.

Student C:

It's sometimes- Spumone kind of has a negative connotation just because it's
hard but- so people say, 'oh, you know we've got another Spumone project' but I
think that the instruction that he gives that he gives us enough so that we can
solve it but not too much so that it's easy but it's always within grasp, you know.

Speaker 1:

So it's challenging, in other words?
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Student C:

Right, very challenging.

Speaker 1:

Okay, alright, what are some of the factors in the videogame Spumone that
relates to the principles, engineering principles? You know, some of the
instructions or some of the activities and challenges that relate to principles of
engineering?

Student C:

Now, is this specific to the [inaudible 02:44] class or is it-

Speaker 1:

Well, you've had-

Student C:

I've taken them for three different classes-

Speaker 1:

They use Spumone? Yes, any one of them.

Student C:

Okay.

Speaker 1:

Any one of them, it doesn't matter.

Student C:

Well, right now I'm in dynamic systems and controls and so, for that one, we
have masses and springs connected together on cards and you have to program
in the laws that go along with the springs.

Speaker 1:

The principles?

Student C:

Right.

Speaker 1:

Okay.

Student C:

You have to solve for and then put them in to C++ program that controls
Spumone so you write your own control law and then program it in. Then the
Spumone does exactly what you tell it to. That's for that one and then also, for a
different class, 381 conversational methods, we did where it was root finding so
you have to make your program find a root and then, it will send that route to
Spumone.

Speaker 1:

What is a root? Where is the root?

Student C:

You have a sixth order polynomial and you have to find a route where-

Speaker 1:

In layman's terms, the root is it a device or is it an instrument or-

Student C:

It's a number.
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Speaker 1:

Okay.

Student C:

It's a solution to your [crosstalk 04:19].

Speaker 1:

I see what you're saying. Okay, so it's a solution?

Student C:

Right and then, that solution goes into Spumone and the purpose of this one was
to shoot a flower out of the air and so you knew the trajectory of the flower and
you found the root so that your cannon could shoot the flower out of the air.

Speaker 1:

Well, okay, that's great, great answer. Okay, what are some of the elements that
when you complete a challenge that satisfies you or some kind of reward that
you get or something that gives you satisfaction once you overcome your
challenge?

Student C:

Just the visualization of actually seeing the results of working through the theory,
working through the problem, writing everything out, coding it properly, the
visual experience of seeing Spumone do what you're trying to make it do, I'd
have to say is definitely-

Speaker 1:

It's like you results, your results and your findings are your actual ... Actually
getting something to work?

Student C:

Right.

Speaker 1:

Is that indicative of the job of an engineer?

Student C:

I mean, as far as I can tell so far.

Speaker 1:

Yes, you're absolutely right. He tells me this all the time, he says, 'students are
here because they like to do things and make things work.'

Student C:

Yes.

Speaker 1:

Okay, great.

Student C:

Problem solving.

Speaker 1:

Problems- exactly, okay. This one here is dealing with interface. What type of
images in the interface, you know the interface of using Spumone that allows
you to effectively, not effectively navigate through Spumone? I mean, is it
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difficult to use, bottom line? Just like using a recording or using your cell phone,
you had to learn how the cell phone.
Student C:

Right, sure.

Speaker 1:

When you first got your first one, okay. Are learning how to use your tablet
things- the interface is really the navigational tool so how effective is the
interface of Spumone to use?

Student C:

The first Spumone class that I ever took was Dynamics 211 and for that one, he
gave us a- I can't remember what it was called. The pilot program where you just
type in your equations and that's equivalent of, say, typing something into
MathLab or anything like that. It's very easy to use if you have an error with your
programming, Spumone will tell you where to look so yes, it's a little bit- it's notI think you have to know a little bit about computers just in general like where to
look for stuff in order to use it but it's very user-friendly. Then, once you get into
the other classes, we use C++ program to program it and that's also- I mean, as
long as you understand C++ and he gives us reference sheets, like API guides and
as long as you've got all the information that you need, then it's user-friendly.

Speaker 1:

How- did you guys learn C++ in his class or you do it before?

Student C:

Knew it before.

Speaker 1:

Okay, so you already had C++ class?

Student C:

Yes, it's not a pre-req but-

Speaker 1:

Is it prereqs?

Student C:

No, it's not but usually, you will have taken it before. You take the classes that
have- well, it was a prerequisite for one class that I took with them and then not
for another one so just- it's very user-friendly.

Speaker 1:

Okay, I'm going to have to stop right there because it's 2 o'clock and-

Student C:

You got to get in there.

Speaker 1:

Yes, we could-
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Student Focus Group Audio Transcript 3.1
Speaker 1:

Okay, this is another session with engineering students at [Midwest University],
focusing on Spumone a video educational game that [the] Professor has
designed here at [Midwest] University. First question: what are some of the
motivating factors that excite students, or not excite students, in the instructions
of the videogame Spumone, factors that have motivated you guys, not motivated
you, or bored you in the videogame Spumone? Yes sir.

Student D:

One of the things that motivated me is that everyone's really familiar with the
control system. We all played video games before, so the control's familiar so
you can relate to-

Speaker 1:

The game control system?

Student D:

Yeah. The remote, it's the same remote as other game systems.

Speaker 1:

Like the PlayStation or the Xbox?

Student D:

Yeah, so when they bust out the remotes like, "Oh yeah, that's pretty cool. We
can play some games."

Student E:

Yeah, the design layout for the controllers were very similar. I think what gets
people is that we're not just opening up a book and doing textbook problems
again. We're actually doing something, arguably, which was fun. Some of those
were challenging.

Student F:

It was fun in comparison to the other alternative.

Speaker 1:

What about what he's saying about the textbook? Have you guys before
Spumone went through the textbook with the visuals and then you have to learn
this and learn that?

Student F:

In every other class we take.

Student G:

No, not textbook.
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Student F:

Not the textbook for that class, but basically every other class that we have is
textbook.

Speaker 1:

How do you feel about that?

Student H:

For 322, there is a textbook that I feel like I need to glance at a bit here and
there. I don't feel like I have to go through and read the whole thing. Probably of
the 3 classes, 322 was my favorite with Spumone because it felt like he broke it
down piece by piece. We were learning gradually and understanding all of the
concepts as we went.

Speaker 1:

Okay, what do you feel, when the instructions were given to you from the
beginning, that made it easy for you or difficult for you to learn engineering?
Was it easier for you with the instructions, and what made it easy? If it was too
difficult, what made it too difficult?

Student I:

I think that in the majority of it, the game itself made it easier to learn. You get
to trial and error, and you get to figure out, okay let's do this [inaudible
00:03:05]. At the same time, the way you input stuff into the game wasn't
explained as well as it could've been. I think that's where most of the frustration
came from. If it was explained better, it'd probably be just fine.

Student F:

I agree with him, I don't think it was ever explained to us how you have to
multiply and add things together within it. I think when you do certain function,
you'd have to do space, symbol, space, and then continue with it. If you got it
wrong, it just flat out didn't work. There was nothing that would be like, well
you're really close. You just screwed this up, or your input's screwed up, not your
equation.

Speaker 1:

Was that more of a trial and error situation, or it was just something that was
missing that could've been included to improve it?
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Student F:

If you would've forgotten a space in a multiplication, it would tell you it's wrong
and it wouldn't run. There were certain things that even if the equation that you
put in was correct, the method in which you input it was incorrect.

Speaker 1:

Was there any mechanism that identified your mistake?

Student E:

There was the parse log error.

Student F:

Oh yeah, you could go into the log files, and it would tell you-

Student E:

Where in which input-

Student H:

It'd tell you where the problem was. [crosstalk 00:04:33]

Speaker 1:

One at a time.

Student G:

That could be communicated better than having to go into a parse file.

Student F:

I think it would be nice if it would show up on the equation, so you type in the
equation, you hit run, if you this section of the equation was wrong, that section
of the equation would turn red. Here's the issue right there. My experience with
using the log file, what she's talking about, that would tell you, you missed a
parenthesis. It wouldn't tell you this doesn't really do this. It was very vague
about what was wrong with your equation.

Speaker 1:

You had to go deep in to experience it?

Student H:

Yeah. However, when you got into 381 and 322, it got even more complex
because the only mechanism that Spumone had to show you were wrong is that
it would display wrong. In the case of 381, it wouldn't even run properly. There
was a lot of frustration with that because you're actually programming in those 2
classes. If you did something slightly wrong, you had no mechanism in Spumone
to show you that something's wrong here. That's a bigger frustration there.

Student I:

An example of a fix would be persistent formula checking. Instead of having to
physically run it then find out you failed, being able to, on that screen, whether
it's fully green or fully red, just to say this will work in the game or this won't
work in the game and go about it that way.
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Speaker 1:

Just like when you are typing something in Microsoft Word and if it's wrong, you
get a red underline. Is that what you're saying? We're going to stop right here
and get the food.

Student Focus Group Audio Transcript 3.2
Interviewer:

All right, we are back here for a continuation and the next question is what type
of element that you feel is in Spumone that gives you confidence or it doesn't
give you enough confidence. Are there elements in Spumone that gives you
confidence or are there elements that don't really give you the confidence you
struggle with? Yes?

Student J:

When it’s working. You solved the problem properly and it’s really nice to see
the physics, theory in action.

Interviewer:

Ok, next?

Student F:

I think one of the greatest things about Spumone from a student's perspective is
that we get to actually visualize what we are doing, make sure we get to visually
see on the screen, and when you see it finally work, when you finally see that all
your equations work, everything that you're inputting code and programs into it
works, it's an amazing feeling for us.
It feels like all that hard work is coming together. It's homework but it's also like
a project in a sense.

Interviewer:

Does that give you confidence?

Student F:

Yes, when I see it work.

Student G:

I was going to say it gives a lot more confidence than getting to the end of a
chapter in a book.

Student D:

I remember the one when we were doing … The parabola, right? I remember the
[end 00:01:24].

Student D:

That was fun.
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Student F:

It took a while, and I remember I went through so many iterations.

Interviewer:

Is that the Tarzan? Is that the Tarzan?

Student F:

Yeah.

Interviewer:

See, [inaudible 00:01:33] notice that.

Student H:

Yeah, I went through so many iterations of it and when I finally got it to work, it
was like the rest of the assignment took me 10 minutes to do.

Interviewer:

Really?

Student H:

Because once you got that parabola, you could aim it where you wanted to put it
and it was just finding the optimal path through it.

Student J:

I think that one was fun because you'd have to input the equations to find that
and then you had to go through the game and do it. You had to actually do
something in the game. Most of the ones, you hit one button and then it would
[run, it just took 00:02:07] all the equations, but that one had-

Student I:

You had to interact with it regularly whereas the other ones overall if you got
your equations put in right, it would do things automatically.

Interviewer:

Oh really? Oh, okay.

Student I:

At least for me with that one, I enjoyed doing it, but if it wasn't for his help
video, I don't think I ever would have figured it out without going in to ask for
help.

Interviewer:

Oh, the help video?

Student F:

He had some help videos online for different levels of Spumone, and I just didn't
understand what he was asking at all in the way it was portrayed to us until I
watched that video, which was a very close step-by-step with a similar problem,
but not the exact same.

Interviewer:

[inaudible 00:02:46] your problem?

Student F:

Oh yeah.
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Student D:

It prevented a lot of staring blankly at a screen confused after I watched that
video.

Interviewer:

Okay, next question. Are there any elements in Spumone that reward . . . you
and give . . . you satisfaction?

Student D:

When it’s working. You solved the problem properly and it’s really nice to see
the physics, theory in action.

Student G:

I was going to say there were these little flowers that you can collect that
actually were extra credit in the class, so by just getting by you get an 80%, I
think, but by collecting the flowers for each level, which if you had the equations
right you could do pretty easily-

Student G:

There is a counter screen to tell you how many flowers you have grabbed.
Usually you need to collect about 20 flowers to complete the challenge in a
reasonable time frame, which gives you confidence.

Interviewer:

Is that different from the snowflakes or is the flowers-

Student D:

Yeah, they were snowflakes.

Student D:

The flowers killed you.

Student G:

Snowflakes were good. Snowflakes you collected for extra credit.

Student I:

They were only in the one where you were doing the Tarzan.

Interviewer:

Okay, the extra credit. That was the component, would you say, that was more
satisfying when you did that?

Student G:

Yeah.

Interviewer:

Okay, now this one deals with interface navigation. Interface is like when you
first get there, the interface that you have to use to navigate through the game
itself, what type of user interface that really some of the components that
captivated you or that bored you? Yes sir?

Student I:

I think a bigger thing was while the controller itself was very manageable – you
know, it's a normal controller – I think being able to remember where things
were, I guess binded to, like, "Okay, I want to go back," well which button is
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that? There's 12 of them on this thing, so I don't know and it doesn't give any
inclination as to which one, so you have to remember, and if you picked the
wrong one you went somewhere else, so if there was a way to show on the
bottom of the screen on a menu page or something like that, showing you the
controls, that might be helpful.
Interviewer:

You think that some of the navigation was a little confusing or was
overwhelming? You guys can come over and have some pizza.

Student I:

Not overwhelming, just you have to-

Student H:

Undirected.

Student I:

Yeah, there was no direction.

Student H:

There was no key that would tell you how to get to where you were going.

Student H:

Like a little legend or something.

Interviewer:

You think that that could have been an improvement. The navigation could have
been improved, a little bit more user centered.

Student I:

Yeah.

Interviewer:

[inaudible 00:05:08]. Can somebody give me an example of that?

Student E:

When you highlight over one of the bubbles in the navigation screen, it shows
you what the level is, but you only have a small amount of time. If it's the wrong
one to get out of there, get out of the bubble before you wind up accidentally
going to the wrong level. I think if he were to display the names outside the
bubble on the navigation screen-

Interviewer:

Got to talk a little louder. Just a little louder.

Student E:

Sorry. If you were to display the titles of the levels outside the bubbles before
you're highlighted over them, it would make navigation a lot simpler, I think.

Interviewer:

Comments? Yes?

Student F:

Also on the pause menu for levels, when you're in the pause menu, they show
you a couple options of what we can do and things like that, but there's really no
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other guidance. There might be a [inaudible 00:06:03] menu option – I forgot
which ones there are exactly – but I remember continuously having to try to
guess which button is going to take me to the right place, so if there was a
legend on the bottom that says "B back" or "A next," that type of thing, there
would be a lot easier to operate.
Student E:

Same as switching between the levels, [inaudible 00:06:24] go from easy,
medium, hard. I can never figure out what button that was.

Student F:

[inaudible 00:06:29] "Select" or something.

Student D:

Yeah, it was something, because you hit the bottom button it came to the main
menu.

Student G:

Yeah, it would go back to the start of the game.

Student D:

It'd restart.

Interviewer:

Did you think that that brought about a little bit of unnecessary frustration if
design was better?

Student D:

A little bit.

Student D:

It wasn't too bad to manage, but-

Student F:

One thing that I would say, with the interface at least, is for when you put in the
equations, some people are very good at looking at equations with long strings,
but there are certain online sites like Mathway that when they do it you see
fractions as fractions and the equation gets bigger and it looks more like how
you actually write an equation as opposed to how a computer programmer
would write an equation, which, if they could somehow integrate that, it would
make it a lot easier to do that, because I know a lot of my problems were, the
math made sense. The equation came out right, but it was just finicking back and
forth with actually getting it to work with the syntax.

Interviewer:

Okay, you think that was a result of the navigation not being as tight as it could
have been, as user-friendly as it could have been.
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Student F:

I would go as far to say that, probably. At least for me.

Interviewer:

Okay. In dealing with assessments, that's the valuation of yourself or seeing
where you had, what you did wrong, what you did right, what are some design
components that got your attention that focused on assessments? How are you
assessed in this game? How quickly are you assessed? How is that working in the
whole game itself? Yes?

Student J:

I guess there was two simple methods. There was one, as soon as your attempt
was over, it gave you the few questions to the user, I forgot [inaudible 00:08:27]-

Student D:

They were just survey questions like-

Interviewer:

Was it more like fun or more like work?

Student D:

Yeah.

Student F:

Did you enjoy how paying attention were you?

Interviewer:

They asked you questions that talk about after you completed?

Student J:

Whether you completed it or you failed.

Student J:

It popped up randomly.

Student D:

Yeah.

Student H:

If you were in the middle of a level and you just completed something, but
you're trying to balance upside down something hanging over you, bam. Here
comes a survey, so as soon as you come back you just die.

Student G:

That was more for him to get feedback on how, I guess, you were-

Student D:

Engaged you were. You'd be so close and it was just like-

Interviewer:

What assessment elements though, are there or not there? Do you feel like
you're being assessed as you're going through your problem-solving or you don't
know where you are, you're lost?

Student D:

As far as problem-solving, we don't know if we're doing it right until they actually
complete the level.
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Student F:

Right, there wasn't much feedback along the way. It was pretty much only when
you fully completed it.

Student D:

[inaudible 00:09:34] failed or [inaudible 00:09:35].

Interviewer:

You would be doing stuff and you might be just asked back what's on the whole
thing and you don't find that out until at the end?

Student F:

Pretty much.

Student E:

You could complete the level, it didn't matter what you used within it, you
completed the level, but 9 times out of 10 the level was designed to where
unless you do it the way he intended you to do it, you weren't going to pass the
level.

Student E:

For example, with 322 you'll have these carts and you're designing a controller
for them and if they are not working, you'll see them not working the way you
wanted to, but you really have no limitation of where to go from there-

Interviewer:

To fix it?

Student E:

To fix it, so if you've gone through, you've done all of your mathematics, you've
plugged it in, and you feel like you did it right, but then Spumone shows you
you're not doing it correctly, that's an area where you feel like you've hit a wall
and you just don't know where to go because it won't give you an [indentation
00:10:39] of okay, this is what you need to do from here.

Student J:

Yeah, there is another assessment besides working on it yourself, you actually
make you turn in your work so if you know you did the right steps and whatnot
because sometimes there's different methods to get the right answer.

Interviewer:

But can't you pause Spumone and see your errors, or stop and see if you're doing
it right or doing it wrong?

Student J:

No, that's [inaudible 00:11:08].

Student J:

If you have your display set up in a way to show your value, you can pause and
look at the values and that might help you figure out why it's wrong, but for
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most of Spumone, once the equation is done, you're along for the ride [inaudible
00:11:23] level, so it's not much that you do, it's more just you watch or maybe
you have a button to press at a certain time, so most of the assessment is done
before you start.
Student E:

As far as fixing something mid-level, you would actually have to completely shut
the game down and then go back into its editor, fix it, and then boot the game
back up. There was no-

Student E:

[inaudible 00:11:45] level and if you actually modify all your displays and actually
input everything that you input into the coding, and if you actually do it by hand
and pause the level, get everything by hand correctly and it matches up on the
screen then you know you're [inaudible 00:11:58].

Interviewer:

Oh, okay. Okay. Can you say that again and can you scoot a little closer
[inaudible 00:12:04] this? That was-

Student D:

There is a way to actually check to see if you're doing everything correctly. If you
post all your displays on the screen, all your coding, all your data or
accelerations, and then if you do by hand and it comes up correct and it shows
up [on 00:12:23] the screen, then you know you're doing it right.

Interviewer:

Oh, okay. What are some of the elements in Spumone that is motivating that is
related to music, sound, lighting, or animation? Any elements that are very
stimulating and gets your attention or motivating that's dealing with music,
sound, animation, and lights?

Student D:

When you complete the challenge you hear the sound effect of cheers. The
game has the sound effects of dying when you messed up or your solution
was wrong.

Student H:

You'd hold the little thing that – Spumone based off [Poke 00:13:15] – would just
make a "blech" sound, like you died.

Student H:

It has the most calming background music for one of the most frustrating things
I've had to do, so it's actually-
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Interviewer:

The music is more or less classical, right? Would you say it's similar to classical?

Student H:

Yeah.

Student J:

Oh yeah.

Student G:

Yeah.

Interviewer:

Is that a good –

Student F:

The music was kind of classical type that suggested movement or active. It
was more peaceful. The videogame Spumone also has many sound effects like
when you complete a challenge you hear cheering. Sometimes when you
make a mistake you hear laughter.

Student G:

I remember liking the music a lot. [crosstalk 00:13:41]

Interviewer:

What kind of effect did the music have on you, say if it was harsh or it was heavy
metal or was something that [inaudible 00:13:49] calming, does it calm you
down? Is it intrinsically calming you down, or is it-

Student I:

I would have liked it either way because that's my kind of music, but that being
said, I feel like when you're very stressed out, sometimes you don't like the kind
of music you like. You just want to be relaxed, and it's very soothing sounds.

Student G:

Oh, okay. That's good. Yes?

Student E:

I'd say for the first half-hour of working on it it was pretty nice, and after that I
just wanted to punch the screen. [crosstalk 00:14:20]

Student I:

I fell asleep at Spumone at one point.

Student E:

It's on a repeat track.

Interviewer:

What elements actually keep you guys … What are some of the things that just
keep you interested? What is the glue that's keeping you interested in playing
the game? [inaudible 00:14:43].

Student J:

My grades.

Student G:

My grade, yeah.

Student E:

Our grades.

Interviewer:

The grades?
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Student E:

Yes.

Student G:

He would make it a part of your grade.

Student E:

Yes.

Interviewer:

So you had to go to a certain levels, like if you did one level you might get a B or
a C and it would go up and then you could get extra credit to really knock it out
of the park?

Student G:

The higher the level though, the higher grade you would get.

Student E:

Yeah.

Student H:

But each, when we – I can't talk today, I'm sorry – when he would assign the
level, each level had like three variations of itself. Say the first two that we
completed both, boom, that was our 80%, but completing the final one took an
extra little thinking push to make sure you really grasped it and once you really
grasped it and finished that last level, boom, then you would get the 100%.

Student G:

It was really the A students deserved, if they really knew what they were doing in
the class, then they can apply it to the game and-

Student H:

If you knew your stuff, Spumone was a cakewalk.

Interviewer:

What are some of the interactive things that you have to do in problem-solving,
just interactivity, that you feel builds your confidence? Is this stuff building your
confidence, and besides the grade. Of course you want to get a good grade, but
what are the other elements in this game that is building your confidence. Yes?

Student D:

Students had to design their own Spucraft spaceship vehicle. You have to
choose colors, characters and parts. Students also have to program the
vehicle to fly.

Student F:

For me, actually what it was, was I took it in the fall and then a roommate of
mine took it in the spring, and going through I remember it being one of the
most difficult parts of the class was actually figuring out those formulas
[inaudible 00:16:32] class I thought, and then when he went back through and
did it, it just seemed so simple. I don't understand why I'm having trouble with
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this, it's a simple [inaudible 00:16:42] equation formula or it's a simple force
equals MA, and just watching him struggle through it made me feel way more
confident about my abilities.
Interviewer:

Sometimes you guys are doing cooperative learning where you're helping each
other or you're learning-

Student H:

Oh yeah.

Student F:

There was an option for if you did work on it with someone else, [the Professor]
would want to know. It didn't detract from your grade or anything. He just
wanted to see if you could get it solo or if you needed that communicative
thinking power.

Interviewer:

It didn't affect your grade?

Student H:

No. If you worked with someone else, it had no effect on your grade.

Student F:

When I took 211 and I was actually using [inaudible 00:17:28], he would usually
respond within less than a half-hour [inaudible 00:17:36], so that was actually
really convenient. When I took it, my class was actually very cooperative with the
forum page, so it didn't really feel like we were working on it by ourselves, since
you were always contacting one of your students or creating a new discussion.
Everybody would pretty much solve the problem together.

Interviewer:

This question here is, do you guys, most of you, by a show of hands, how many
of you guys, before Spumone you played video games?

Student H:

Yeah.

Interviewer:

That's the majority. Okay. All right, so what types of game genres? Game genres,
you probably know, is just the styles of games, different styles of games.
Different things like shooting games, like racing games, puzzles, things like this,
these are the different types of games. Can you identify any type of genres that
you were familiar with besides the control mechanism that you saw in Spumone?
Yes?
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Student F:

Puzzle-based arcade.

Interviewer:

Okay, so puzzles. What else?

Student J:

I'd say for the very last part of Spumone there was no formula. You just had to
control it. That's almost like a shooter, because you'd use both joysticks, and I
worked with you [Sota 00:18:57] over there on it, and he just couldn't do it.

Interviewer:

Is that where you had to figure out the trajectory and stuff like that?

Student H:

No, you had to control [inaudible 00:19:06] craft to go up, over, land on
something, then go up, over, turn upside down, move something up, and then
while you're upside down move a platform over controlling it with two joysticks.
It required a lot of dexterity.

Interviewer:

Why do you say that it's related to a shooter?

Student H:

Because a shooter, you got to be able to run forward, you turn at the same time
while doing other things. You got to do a lot of things with your thumbs.

Student J:

It was more eye-hand coordination, heavy.

Student H:

Yeah, it was a lot of instinct, too. You would know as soon as you messed up that
it was game over.

Student J:

Yeah, exactly.

Interviewer:

Do you think that if you did not have that experience with games before
Spumone, do you think it would have been a little bit more challenging for you?

Student J:

Way, way. Oh yeah.

Interviewer:

Or do you think your motivation would have been lower? If you can just imagine
yourself never, ever playing a videogame and then you're sitting in this class with
this videogame Spumone.

Student F:

If I had never played games before and then having to play a game for
homework, I would have find the learning curve of learning how to play a game
would be a little distracting from-
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Interviewer:

You think the learning curve for Spumone would have been a lot higher if you
hadn't had-

Student F:

If you had no prior experience.

Interviewer:

Would all of you feel that way?

Student D:

I actually disagree. Besides that one level that you guys were talking about, it's
mostly very straightforward with the controls and everything when you're
actually getting into the levels, and for some levels when you input the equation
it pretty much controls itself, so in that sort of sense it's very user-friendly, but
there are those levels like the level you guys were talking about where you
would need prior videogame experience.

Student F:

I think that one was extra credit, too.

Student D:

It was.

Male:

It was extra credit, yeah.

Student J:

But all the other levels like how you were saying were all [inaudible 00:20:55].
You could literally create a switch for everything and it would just do itself.

Interviewer:

Oh, okay. What about – this is dealing with visual communications like graphics –
what do you guys think about the graphics that is captivating or boring in the
game Spumone? How do you feel about the graphics that he created?

Student J:

It's very colorful and fun to look at, I think. It's not boring-

Interviewer:

Why do you think it's interesting to look at?

Student H:

It reminds me of another game called World of Goo, which I think is what he got
the idea from. It's enjoyable to watch, because I know before I came to
[Midwest], one of the presentations showed Spumone, and just watching
[inaudible 00:21:49] interact with their environment and move in a dynamic way
and [inaudible 00:21:53] thing based off math was a really cool concept to me
and a very important reason for why I decided to come to [Midwest], actually.

Interviewer:

Oh really, so you knew about Spumone before you came here?
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Student H:

Yeah. It was in all the presentations that they were doing for people coming into
the engineering building. At least it was two years ago.

Student E:

[inaudible 00:22:12] kind of like a kids' game. The other thing that was funny is
that there was a student that was in my class who had kids, and when he was
doing his homework at home the kids actually also wanted to play the game.

Student H:

It's very out of this world. It's kind of like based in outer space or some other
planet, but there are so many things that are … [inaudible 00:22:40] really weird.

Interviewer:

What about the whole concept of engineering principles? Do you feel that
Spumone is a reflection of engineering principles or it's not really reflecting? Is it
intrinsic with these principles or it's not? How do you feel about that?

Student H:

I feel like it does a very good job of portraying them, because when you're
learning about dynamics from a book and nothing moves, it's not as satisfying
and doesn't – at least to me – give as much of an understanding as to how
exactly it works, whereas you can watch it work out with Spumone, so it gives
you that other level of understanding because you can see it in action.

Interviewer:

So you've experienced the textbook-type class where you're just dealing with a
textbook as opposed to-

Student G:

Because in 211, [the Professor] also gave us homework problems from the book
that didn't have anything to do with Spumone and we actually had to work
through those and I know I did some practice before the test, and you still got
the concept and you still had to solve it. It just didn't seem as rewarding, and for
some things that I'd never actually thought of before, it didn't give me as good of
an understanding of how they . . . .

Interviewer:

You think you understand deeper by the principles of Spumone being more
interactive and more engaging?

Student G:

Yes.

Interviewer:

Okay.
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Student G:

I lost my train of thought. Is he going to hear that? [Is the Professor] going to
hear this whole presentation?

Interviewer:

No.

Student G:

No? Could you make a note to tell him to get a different book for 211, please?

Student I:

Yeah, that book's a piece of garbage.

Student G:

It's literally trash.

Student G:

That book was horrible.

Student E:

You guys know he doesn't pick the book, right?

Student J:

No, I know he doesn't, and I've seen people that take the class solely off that
book and I'm sorry for them, because my friend David is in 211 and he's taking it
solely off that book without-

Student E:

Without Spumone.

Student F:

Which is just [crosstalk 00:24:35].

Student J:

Yeah, but [the Professor] doesn't pick the book.

Student F:

I know, but it's [horrible 00:24:38].

Student J:

Yeah, that book is absolute trash.

Interviewer:

I'm going to transcribe this, and I'm not going to take stuff we talk about right
now … I'm skipping over that, but I'm going to transcribe it and he will look at the
transcript, but I'm not going to mention about the book in there and stuff like
that. Some stuff we're not going to even … He's not going to actually hear this.
I'm going to erase this whole thing, but yeah. He really wanted to get some
honest feedback from you guys. He told me to tell you guys not to hold back and
just [inaudible 00:25:19].
I had one other question here. Hold on, we're almost there.

Student D:

One thing not necessarily related to a question that I think would be a nice thing
if he was able to do is since when you're using the thing and you run, you have
two different programs. You have the actual game and you have the one where
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you put the code, and you have to run this, and at least for me, I thought you
always had to exit out and start up Spumone again to do it. If they were one in
the same program, like a drop-down menu where you could go in to edit the
code and you could do it in real time or at least maybe start the level over but
not have to exit out and reopen the program.
Interviewer:

That would save you some time.

Student D:

It would save time and frustration because typing a new program, forgetting to
press run, and then doing it two more times confused as to why it didn't work,
wastes a lot of time.

Interviewer:

But aren't you actually searching and discovering more when you do that way?
As opposed to ... It's just like if I give you a puzzle, if I just drop a puzzle here as
opposed to me having part of the puzzle there-

Student D:

It's like having two books in front of you versus you have a book in front of you
and the other one's somewhere in the library and you have to go find it.

Interviewer:

It's a timesaver, in other words.

Student I:

It was a lot of switching back and forth between the two and you always had to
completely close each one before you opened the other one, pretty much.

Student D:

No educational value by separating them.

Interviewer:

I hear what you're saying, because one of the main factors for you guys, one of
the biggest challenges that you have being a student period, is your time, so if
you can get from point A to B in 20 minutes versus two hours and you get the
same experience either way, it's not like you're getting a deeper knowledge of
whatever but you're going through hoops and stuff that's wasting your time, in
other words. Is that what you're saying?

Student D:

Yeah.
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Interviewer:

The other thing I was trying to get you guys to … No, we did that, about the
genres. Any other genres that you can see in Spumone that you have identified in
other videogames that you have played?

Student D:

Adventure.

Interviewer:

Adventure?

Student G:

I can see that. I would say a little bit of simulation. It is essentially a simulation.

Interviewer:

What about racing?

Student G:

There are some levels where it's time-based, but it's not as much racing in those
levels if you have the program [right 00:27:59].

Interviewer:

Synchronizing?

Student G:

Yeah. It's not expecting you to put a best time. It is you are calculating a best
time, so you're not really racing in that sense.

Interviewer:

What about the shooting trajectory and [inaudible 00:28:13]?

Student J:

There was a level that was based around shooting projectiles, and I will be
honest. I did not complete that level. I was really confused.

Interviewer:

Why, why, why?

Student J:

It was the end of the semester and I had finals to study for and-

Interviewer:

That was extra credit?

Student J:

No, that was one of the required ones. I had a friend come and help me through
part of it. It was very late, and I just didn't understand it at all, and I wanted to
prioritize more the other studying I had, and he also released that level rather
late compared to the other ones.

Student F:

Which class was that?

Student J:

211. The last one [inaudible 00:28:45] shooting thing when it was spinning, and
maybe I just didn't update Spumone and he sent an e-mail a week beforehand.

Student F:

Oh, the very last one?

Student J:

Yeah.
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Student F:

The stupid thing where it kept on-

Student J:

Yeah, [inaudible 00:28:54].

Student F:

Yeah, I did extra credit so I didn't have to do that one.

Student J:

That's actually exactly what I went through with it. I went and got everything
else done 100% so I could avoid doing that.

Interviewer:

We're almost done guys, believe it or not. What about the animation? Was the
animation compared to … I know it doesn't compare to 3-D games, because this
is a 2-D game, but do you feel that the animation was motivating or it was not as
effective? The animation that's going on when you're doing things and when
you're not doing things. You have things going on in the background where you
have something spinning and things like that. Do you think the animation could
have been improved, or was it pretty good?

Student J:

It was pretty good for what it was. When you come to an educational game,
there's not going to be any other game that we play, and the background's really
not a big deal.

Student F:

I feel if he tries to add too much more to it, it might be more detracting than
helping with learning. It'll be more … [inaudible 00:29:58] bad thing, making it
more appealing, but it might make some people lose sense of what they should
be doing, because it's supposed to be learning with fun.

Interviewer:

Did any of you guys play the [inaudible 00:30:09], the racing game. That before
you guys came? The racing game where you had to type in a C++ program [code
00:30:20] to steer the game and to actually accelerate the game? Did you guys
[inaudible 00:30:26]?

Student F:

I've never heard of it.

Interviewer:

What?

Student D:

I was a Gran Turismo kid.
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Interviewer:

You guys must be, what, three-year students, the top three, and nobody's been
here four or five years, right?

Student D:

No.

Student D:

The [person 00:30:26] I was here four years [inaudible 00:30:38].

Interviewer:

That was his first game. That was his first game. [inaudible 00:30:42] or
something like that. He went to an open-source game – you think of these opensource games, they're free, and he opened up the hood and then he
reprogrammed it where in order to shift gears of the car you had to actually put
exact code in there. To accelerate that you had to put exact code. To actually get
the game to steer around the track, you had to type in a particular code, and the
thing that's interesting about this game was that you can design your own car.
You get a wire frame and then you can actually make your car whatever way you
want it to, so they were putting his picture on the car. It was all kinds of stuff
[inaudible 00:31:37] and he has these things, you should've asked him, but they
were racing and it was very, very competitive, but somehow another he stopped
doing that and then he did Spumone, so that's where he ended up.
I'm almost finished here. Do you feel that this game Spumone overall is user
centered or its in the middle of user centered versus not user centered? When I
say user centered, I'm talking about it's designed to make things easier for you to
understand from the interface, the interactivity, the problem-solving. Where do
you think this game falls?

Student H:

I think that it's more of not user centered in the sense that it doesn't really push
you in the right direction. He has the tutorial videos on the website and things
like that. If something like that was a little bit more incorporated into the game
versus, again, having to go somewhere else to get it-

Interviewer:

Can you give me some examples?
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Student H:

Like the parabola one where you had to launch your projectile and things like
that. You got a blank code screen and you knew how to do a parabola on that
code screen you did. If you didn't, you got to go to the website and go look at the
tutorial, so it's like there was nothing else. That's it, so if there was a way to
incorporate that in the game, give little hints, like if you don't get it right after
three times or something like that versus having to go externally, that would
help.

Student F:

I won't comment on this, but as soon as you make it three hints and then you're
not, then you turn into WileyPLUS, and everybody hates WileyPLUS.

Student H:

That's true.

Student E:

I think the whole game is user centered. That's the whole idea of the game, is
it's-

Interviewer:

Why do you feel that?

Student E:

It's designed for students to not have to just crank problems out of a book, and
yeah, it's difficult, and yeah, he could give us hints and stuff like that, but at the
end of the day, like that trajectory one, it was a trajectory equation and a
parabola equation, and it was all stuff that we did in class that then related to
that. Yeah, the format might have been a little different, but you had to learn
how to do it. The whole thing was based around learning, not around … Any
other videogame you play solely for enjoyment. That game was designed to
learn, not to enjoy.

Student J:

I feel that the concept of the game, as you said, is for learning, but I feel the
interface itself is where it just… I lost my train of thought.

Interviewer:

It's not as user-friendly?

Student J:

Thank you. That was what I was looking for. The concept of the game is meant to
be user-friendly, but the interface itself tries to be, but I think it falls short.

Interviewer:

Okay, why?
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Student J:

Specifically having to go so many different places for everything. If you were able
to consolidate it into one and make it so not as much of a steep learning curve to
use the software to play the game, to do the problem.

Interviewer:

But would that make the game easier? This is for all of you guys. Would that
make the game easier or would it just make it a little more time related?

Student D:

I feel it would not affect how hard the game is. It would make it so that if you're
wrong, you know you're wrong because you messed up on the equation, not
because you had it right and the equation just didn't get put in 100% right.

Interviewer:

I see what you're saying, I suppose.

Student D:

Yeah, it's less making it easier and more just making it less frustrating.

Interviewer:

That would be more user centered, what you're talking about.

Student D:

You have access to these resources, but they're all over the place. Having them
in more of a centralized area is better.

Interviewer:

It's just like you would rather have the toolbox right here as opposed to got to go
downstairs and get the toolbox.

Student D:

Yeah.

Student H:

It's more like there's a wrench over there, there's a hammer that way …

Interviewer:

[inaudible 00:36:00] putting them all together [inaudible 00:36:01] toolbox.

Student H:

You have to make your own toolbox for Spumone. Not as much as [inaudible
00:36:05] toolbox [inaudible 00:36:06].

Student G:

Do you remember the specs, were they called? Where they … It was like the
blueprint.

Student H:

The spec sheets?

Student G:

They could do a better job of explaining, I guess.

Interviewer:

The spec sheets?

Student H:

They give you all the information you need, but sometimes the equation that
you're told to put in, you're not 100% sure what units it's supposed to be in or
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what they're asking for it just because … For the first few, it was [inaudible
00:36:31] thrust and I just couldn't figure out what kind of equation it's supposed
to be for thrust using the variables that we were given, but that would be more
like maybe …
Because in math when you're learning how to graph something, they tell you Y
equals MX plus B, something like that, but for some of them I know it would just
give you the answer when they do that, but just some example of a way in which
you'd put the code in that makes sense, because in classInterviewer:

You think that's making it more difficult, what you're talking about? Is it make it
more difficult? Is it changing the difficulties of the game [inaudible 00:37:11]?

Student H:

That one might [inaudible 00:37:12] change it a little bit because it wouldn't
make you think necessarily as hard because it would give you a base to work off
of.

Interviewer:

I was reading an article about one of the head directors at Sony Games, and he
said that to make … They were interviewing him and they were asking him what
makes an effective game. I'm not talking about an educational game, just a
game. What makes it effective? He said it cannot be too easy and it cannot be
too hard. It has to find a middle point in there, and do you feel that Spumone is
too hard or too easy or in the middle?

Student H:

Personally, I think it bounced back and forth. Some of the-

Interviewer:

Overall, what would you say?

Student H:

It probably evens out overall.

Student H:

It evens out overall. It doesn't negate the fact that there could be some
balancing in between.

Interviewer:

You're saying so it might be in the middle.

Student H:

Yeah, overall.

Interviewer:

It was not too hard? Is it too hard?
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Student E:

Some levels are too easy, some are too hard, so when you balance out together,
it goes up and down a lot.

Student H:

It overall is right there.

Interviewer:

Is that a good thing, a bad thing?

Student E:

That it goes from easy to hard? Actually, that might not be a horrible thing.

Student G:

It's not [inaudible 00:38:36].

Student F:

I think it's good where it's at. You start giving too many hints, you start giving too
much direction and it's not a problem anymore. It's just a puzzle. It's just find the
pieces of the puzzle and put it together. The way that it's set up now, yeah, you
got to go out on the Internet, you got to look at something else, you got to look
at something else. That's learning. That's not scattering your toolbox. That's
using the knowledge that's provided to you to solve a problem.

Interviewer:

You think that's more challenging and more effective as a learning tool that way?

Student F:

The game is like a puzzle because there are so many steps you have to do, but
each step of the puzzle is like an engineering question that you have to solve.

Student J:

Yeah. You go out and get a job, somebody's not going to say, "Well, here's every
solution to this problem. Just put it all together. Make it look pretty." You start
giving too many answers and too many guidelines and, "Oh, well your equation
should look like this and it should have these parts and it should do this," all
you've done is give us an equation and say here's all the variables.

Student G:

Yeah, his videos were very helpful.

Student J:

Yeah, definitely.

Student H:

If you needed help with it, his videos were awesome and he gave a lot of
instruction in his videos and if you went to his office, he was more than happy to
help you, and that's just-

Interviewer:

One of the things I was going to ask you. On the creative side, how many of you
guys … Wait, wait [inaudible 00:40:40] know what I was going to ask.
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Student E:

This is for the previous comment. I think that real world, I guess, it helps out to
have things spread apart for the same time when it comes down to a focus group
about it proving the game. Yes, you need that mentality that you're not going to
always get everything, but if you're improving the game for the sake of
improving the game that could be something. That would be an efficiency
improver, I guess, that you would be able to use. You're not going to get
everything in one toolbox, but at the same time in a game where you're learning,
having everything in a toolbox would be helpful to learn.

Student H:

To learn what though?

Interviewer:

What videogame do you like playing?

Student J:

You can say WOW.

Interviewer:

If you have time. If you have time. If you don't have time, but what would you
consider one of your favorite videogames?

Student E:

I don't have much time.

Interviewer:

[inaudible 00:41:44] when you used to play videogames. You used to play
videogames, right?

Student E:

When I used to? Grand Theft Auto.

Interviewer:

[inaudible 00:41:49] Grand Theft Auto? All right, okay. Now, the interface of that
and your ability to get the things you need to interact with the game's challenges
or whatever versus Spumone interface. The difference between the two. The
effectiveness, not effectiveness of the two.

Student E:

I guess what I was preaching before, Spumone you have three different places
you have to go for all these things, yet the game, press start, it's all there. There's
nothing missing. It's everything.

Interviewer:

So emulating more of commercial games would help improve, which he's
thought about doing a little bit more of, so you're actually making that a reality
at something that maybe should be essentially in its plan and tweaking, because
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that's what he's looking at, trying to tweak this game, so really looking at the
interface of these commercial games and incorporating them or integrating
them in Spumone. You think that would be more effective than what you guys
are saying there?
Student J:

Yeah, like in traditional videogames, if you don't know how to perform a certain
action, just go into your option menu and boom, there's your controller layout
with what button does what. Of course, you can go online and figure out from
there.

Interviewer:

That's missing in Spumone?

Student D:

Yeah. Not having the, what, process and how to do it, boom, right there in the
game, is distracting because then you're going to need to go somewhere else
and find it.

Student E:

Just to clarify, there's [inaudible 00:43:33] place to go, but what it is that there's
missing three different windows, so why [write the name 00:43:38], there's
three different windows that are open plus [inaudible 00:43:42] four different
places and within those, one of them has a bunch of tabs you got to scroll
through just to find one thing and that tab has more tabs, so there's just a lot
going on.

Interviewer:

It's a waste of time, in other words.

Student E:

Yeah.

Interviewer:

When it could be consolidated like in [inaudible 00:43:59] games. Okay, good
answer. I have the last thing I want to discuss with you guys is creativity.
Creativity. Now, how many of you guys come from a creative background?
Creative background? You've done art stuff before coming here? Creative
background, just a couple of you guys.
Okay, so do you feel that there's a lot of creativity that's happening in Spumone
that gives you the ability to be creative? Is it giving you – let me see if I can word
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this right – is Spumone giving you an opportunity to be creative? To bring out
that creativity that's in you or that innovation inside of you? Does it do that?
Student I:

I'm going to have to say no, because for each of the challenges you have to input
this one formula exactly right. There's no deviations you can do from it. It has to
be set in stone to be able to run it, so yeah, you're going to have to develop it on
your own, but he plans it as if there's only one solution.

Interviewer:

Okay, but does it emulate engineering to a certain degree or does it not?

Student I:

You can find multiple different ways to approach a problem and it might be the
same answer but it might not necessarily be the same steps to get there.

Interviewer:

Spumone’s not giving you that. It's not giving you, is that what you're saying?

Student I:

I'm not saying that. I'm saying Spumone is showing … You are learning a certain
thing in class, and Spumone is trying to guide you through a semi-real world
example of that one way of solving it, so it's not necessarily a bad thing that it's
making you go down that road to solve it that way. It's just that there are other
ways that it can be solved other than that.

Interviewer:

The same problem.

Student I:

The same [inaudible 00:46:01] problem can be solved other ways.

Student F:

I think inherently just as the game is trying to teach you specific skills, right,
that's what its job is to do. Inherently, that limits creativity because you have this
one end goal and for example, to bring up the Grand Theft Auto game again, you
could either A, drive to someplace, fly somewhere, get a motorcycle. There's
multiple different variations of ways to get one spot, and it's whatever you
choose. It's going to get the same job done, but since that's a different type of
game, I think that what you're trying to learn limits what you can do in the sense
of creativity.

Interviewer:

Are you saying that the commercial games give you a little more freedom of
different ways to get to where you need to get to and Spumone doesn't and
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you're saying that's limiting your creative development. Is that what you're
saying?
Student F:

I feel Spumone is more of a problem-solving game than a creativity game. A lot
of times you'll be given multiple variables, but depending on which step, which
level you are in the game, you won't be able to use some of them, so you have to
come up with the way that he's pretty much designed into it to be able to use
the ones that you do have access.

Interviewer:

Is this limiting students' ability to be innovative?

Student F:

No.

Interviewer:

Why?

Student F:

Because you have to find out how to … Like what he was saying, you'll be given a
problem. You solve that problem, the next level, now solve that problem without
using this, so how long is it going to take this car to get from here to China, it's
going this fast, and then you can calculate it with an equation. Next time, this car
is going from here to China and you don't know how fast it's going. You only
know how fast one tire is spinning. How long is it going to take to get there? You
have to look at the same situation at different angles and solve it using different
criteria.

Interviewer:

It is stimulating you to be innovative.

Student F:

In some aspects.

Student H:

Driving innovation, but creativity and innovation are separate. Creativity is, I
guess, thinking outside the box, but innovation is-

Student G:

Is there a piece of pizza left?

Interviewer:

Yeah [inaudible 00:48:32].

Student H:

There's a veggie [inaudible 00:48:32] veggie.

Student G:

I love vegetables. Oh, wow. [crosstalk 00:48:35].
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Interviewer:

Innovation and creativity is almost the same thing. They're coming from the
same way. Thanks a lot. I interviewed her earlier. I told her to come get a piece
of pizza, but just like Einstein, Einstein said that creativity and innovation is more
important than actually knowledge. If you think about all the inventions, you
guys are potential inventors of technology, of [inaudible 00:49:15]. It is. Most
inventors come from engineering thinking. Whether they went to engineering
school or not, they've come up with things because of the engineering problem
solving, because that's all it is.
You see a problem here, the human beings have this problem, they try to do a
particular thing, and then here's engineering, figuring out an easy way to do
those things, so [inaudible 00:49:45] you're saying that innovation is actually
being fostered by Spumone. Explain that to somebody, explain that.

Student D:

In the design, like he was mentioning, you start off with free reign. You can do
whatever different way you feel like it, and then it gradually limits you, limits
you, limits you, and it does push you to think, and it does push you to learn, but
it's, again, like I was saying before, the fact that it's trying to get you to learn
these specific things is what limits the fact that there isn't … You're going down a
road that it wants you to go down, but that's because you have to learn that.

Interviewer:

You think there should be a little bit more diversity in-

Student D:

No, no. I think it's fine the way it is, but I'm saying that because it's trying to
teach you things, that it's fine the way it is. It doesn't need-

Student G:

Right. I was going to say, too, there will be more room for creativity when we
take 381 with [the] Professor because that's computational methods of
programming.

Interviewer:

None of you have that?

Student G:

None of us [inaudible 00:50:49] no.

Male:

No.
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Interviewer:

Is he using Spumone in that class?

Student D:

Yes, I believe so.

Student G:

Yes, like the guy who was sitting here, he's using it in 211, which we all took, 322,
and 381.

Student D:

He at least was using it in 381. I know he was getting relatively close to the end
of having students use it, I think I heard him say, during our class. [crosstalk
00:51:08]

Student F:

I know in 211 he's not going to use it anymore, because he's got all the data he
needs for 211.

Interviewer:

Now, last question. Go ahead, go ahead.

Student F:

I think the biggest thing – and I noticed this from being in the class and from just
listening to people here – is people get caught up in the fact that it's called a
game. It's called a game, but it's a tool used for learning. People think of
videogame and, "Oh, I got a videogame controller." They're thinking they're
going to sit down, eat a bag of Cheetos, and have a good time, but it's a learning
tool. It's not designed to be a videogame that you're going to be like, "Oh, man,
did you see the new Spumone's out?"

Interviewer:

[inaudible 00:51:46].

Student F:

Yeah, it's meant as a learning tool. It's not-

Interviewer:

Right. No, you're right.

Student F:

Nobody gets that excited over a textbook or over WileyPLUS or something like
that, and I think people get lost in the fact that, "Oh, it should have this, and it
should have that, because it's a game," and it's not a game. It's a tool.

Student D:

On the flip side, with gentlemen like yourself and other people trying to make
educational into a game that they do need to focus on more traditional and
successful qualities to make it more alluring and showcases educational
[inaudible 00:52:24].
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Interviewer:

He's absolutely right. You're hitting on a major nerve of this whole thing. It's
called a game because that's what we identify with, but it's actually a learning
tool.
That's the bottom line of what you're saying, and that piggybacks into my last
question, and that is do you guys feel that if more classes on the collegiate level
utilized this learning technology from commercial games, because basically
you're taking the technology of a commercial game and making it into a learning
technology, taking games and making them learning technology, so do you think
that it would be more effective, especially with your generation having more
classes, not just engineering classes, but other classes incorporating these same
type of [inaudible 00:53:24]. Do you think that would be more effective [or
00:53:26] just uses for engineering?

Student G:

I think it would be more effective.

Interviewer:

With other classes?

Student G:

With other classes, yeah. Math came to my mind right away, calculus. I think
STEM is what it should be limited to for learning games such as this.

Interviewer:

Just STEM?

Student D:

Yeah, because other ones-

Student G:

Sociology would be a tough one.

Student D:

I don't see how you could really go about doing other ones in such a way.

Interviewer:

What's the civilization game that they're using?

Student D:

Oregon Trail?

Student H:

Civilization. [crosstalk 00:53:57]

Interviewer:

Civilization game. What's it called?

Student H:

Civilization.

Interviewer:

[inaudible 00:54:06] using that to teach history and government and all kinds of
things.
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Interviewer:

I'm just wondering – this is one of my biggest questions, especially to you're the
21st-century new generation of learners here – is my research is you guys are
slamming passive education, which is why the dropout rate is so high in the
collegiate level where engineering students are dropping out, computer science
students are dropping out, because they're teaching passive learning.
Passive learning is reading a book, memorizing stuff, then taking a test, writing a
paper, but if they made it into generative learning, which is interactive learning,
because you learn by doing things and seeing things – visual learners, tactile
learners, interactive learners – it will eliminate so much dropout, especially in
high school.
Your whole social life and this is all [inaudible 00:55:13] your whole social life is
dealing with interactivity and technology, right? Your whole social life, the way
you guys interact, my biggest question is, okay, all of you have cell phones. When
you first got your first cell phone, you had a book, a manual that was this big.
How many of you guys read the book?

Student H:

Nobody.

Interviewer:

None of them. Did you really?

Student H:

I was [inaudible 00:55:41].

Interviewer:

You're one in a thousand, million.

Student H:

I was a fifth grade nerd and I loved to read.

Student G:

You had a phone in fifth grade?

Interviewer:

Very few people read the book because these computers are intuitive, so you
just learn by doing and then you master the whole thing, right? That's the same
thing with everything else. Nobody wants to read these [darn 00:56:01] books.
There's one scholar, and I'll say this and I'll be done, one scholar [inaudible
00:56:06] educational game [inaudible 00:56:08] scholars, he said they should
destroy all books and just make everything a game.
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This guy is [inaudible 00:56:15] Dr. James [Gee 00:56:14]. He says they should
get rid of books and just have, if you want to learn something, make it into a
game. They call this gamification. In Europe, they did this incredible thing with
tickets, like speeding tickets, so what they did was they made it into a game.
They call it gamification. If you got caught speeding – they have this thing where
they can tell that you're speeding – and then you get a ticket in the mail, but if
you're consistently not speeding then your license and everything goes into a
lottery and the people that get caught speeding, they have to pay a fine.
Their fine goes into the lottery, and so the people that end up getting picked in
the lottery, they get the money from the speeding tickets, so it's actually
stopped people from speeding so much, because if you speed, okay, you got to
pay three or four hundred dollars, and that goes into a lottery and then people
get picked in the lottery and they get the money for safe driving.
Anyway, that's called gamification, so that's pretty much my spin on this. Did
everybody give me your e-mail? I appreciate you guys.
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QUOTES AND KEY PHRASES

Design
Category

ARCS
Category

Code: Key
Terms and
Phrases

Game Culture:
User Centered

Relevance
Confidence

Previous Knowledge of
Videogame tools.
Familiar learning tools.
Builds user confidence.
Interpretation: According to the ARCS theory,
Relevance is demonstrated when students utilize
previous videogame experience. This design
strategy is motivational and builds students’
confidence by using familiar tools when problem
solving.

Game Culture:
User Centered

Relevance
Confidence

Different graphic elements.
Inviting and appealing to engineering students.
Designed color palette.
3-D look using Photoshop and Illustrator software.

Professor Quote:
The interface is flexible for different types of
users. An example would be to give the students
an option to use the gamepad, or the keyboard, to
solve different engineering problems in the
videogame Spumone. This also builds confidence
because of the students’ previous videogame
knowledge and experience.

Professor Quote:
I designed different graphic elements for the
videogame Spumone to be inviting and
appealing to the engineering students. I have
designed a color palette and graphic elements
that have a 3-D look by using Adobe Photoshop
and Illustrator graphics software.
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Interpretation: An example of the ARCS theory of
relevance is the videogame utilization of inviting,
colorful 3-D graphics. This is relevant to engineers’
problem-solving engagement in 3-dimensional
elements. According to the professor, colorful 3-D
graphics are visually appealing to engineering
students.

Quotes

Design
Category

ARCS
Category

Code: Key
Terms and
Phrases

Game Culture:
User Centered

Relevance
Confidence

Game-Based Learning.
Problem-solving challenges.
Students’ previous experience.
Students are motivated.
Game builds students’ confidence.
Commercial videogames experience.

Quotes

Professor Quote:
Using game-based learning builds students’
confidence. Students are motivated because of
previous experience with commercial videogames
problem solving and challenges.

Interpretation: Students’ previous commercial
videogame experience gives them confidence and
motivation to engage in the problem-solving
challenges of the Spumone videogame.

Game Culture:
User Centered

Relevance
Confidence

Spumone emulates interactive design of commercial
games.
Integrates learning content.
Game design challenges.
Gameplay obstacles.

Professor Quote:
The videogame Spumone is designed to emulate
the interactive design of a commercial
videogame. The videogame also integrates
engineering learning content challenges and
obstacles with gameplay.

Interpretation: The influence of commercial
videogames is used as a motivational tool. The use
of commercial videogame technology builds
confidence because of the students’ familiar
experience.

Game Culture:
User Centered

Relevance
Confidence

Engineering students are engaged.
Changing mechanical parameters.
Interactive computer simulation.
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Professor Quote:
My engineering students are engaged in
interactive computer simulation by changing
mechanical parameters.

Design
Category

ARCS
Category

Code: Key
Terms and
Phrases

Quotes

Interpretation: The process of emulating
engineering with the game genre of virtual
computer simulation is a user-centered strategy to
motivate students.

Game Culture:
User Centered

Relevance
Confidence

Problem solving.
User-centered learning.
Students emulate.
Functions of an engineer.

Professor Quote:
Students emulate the problem-solving functions
of an engineer that produces user-centered
learning.

Interpretation: Engineers solve problems by
manipulating 3-D elements with the laws of
physics. When students emulate engineering they
realize an intrinsic experience of user- centered
learning.

Game Rules:
Instructional
Content

Attention

Building games.
Different level challenges.

Professor Quote:
My strategy is building games that have
challenges with different levels in them.

Interpretation: The game’s instructional strategy of
building different levels of challenges keeps the
game players’ attention and interest. Students’
persistent interest is stimulated from the cognitive
motivational factors produce by different level
challenges.

Attention

First challenge level.
Student gets through.
A “B” grade reward.

Professor Quote:
If the student gets through the first challenge
level, they will get a “B” grade reward.
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Game Rules:
Instructional
Content

Design
Category

ARCS
Category

Code: Key
Terms and
Phrases

Quotes

Interpretation: When the student completes the first
challenge, they receive a modest grade reward of
“B”. This instructional strategy keeps the students’
attention and focus, and encourages gameplay.

Game Rules:
Instructional
Content

Attention

Level of challenges.
Student goes higher.
Receive the “A” reward.

Professor Quote:
If the student goes higher into the levels of
challenges, they receive the “A” grade reward for
their success.

Interpretation: The design strategy of instruction of
challenging the student to a higher level increases
their attention and focus. The incentive of a higher
grade of “A” becomes a motivational factor to
increase the students’ interests and encouragement.

Game Rules:
Instructional
Content

Attention

External reward of the grade.
Some motivation.

Professor Quote:
4
I guess there is some motivation because there is
external reward of the grade.

Interpretation: The external reward of giving the
student a grade is a motivational element. Of
course, as said before, this strategy keeps the
students’ attention and focus in their gameplay
engagement.

Attention

Enjoy most.
Challenge students.
SBOW, a higher level of challenges.

Professor Quote:
The challenge students enjoy most in the game
Spumone is SBOW, a higher level of challenges.
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Game Rules:
Instructional
Content

Design
Category

ARCS
Category

Code: Key
Terms and
Phrases

Quotes

Interpretation: It is important to design
instructional strategies that will keep students
focused. According to the professor, the Spumone
game activity SBOW’s higher level of challenges is
enjoyed most by students.

Game Rules:
Instructional
Content

Confidence
Attention

Motivating and competitive.
Is challenging.
Collecting falling snowflakes.
Is challenging.
Students go around.

Professor Quote:
Students go around and collect falling snowflakes
that is challenging, motivating, and competitive.

Interpretation: This high level, instructional,
competitive challenge builds confidence. Students’
attention is focused on collecting animated falling
snowflakes while completing other tasks
simultaneously. This high-level competitive
problem solving can increase student motivation
through cooperative learning.

Game Rules:
Instructional
Content

Relevance
Satisfaction

Professor Quote:
Students are motivated to develop their skills
because the interactive elements of the
engineering games are intrinsic and relevant [to]
engineering principles.
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Students are motivated.
Games are intrinsic.
Interactive elements.
Develop their skills.
Relevance with engineering principles.
Interpretation: The intrinsic connection between
the interactive problem-solving elements of the
game and engineering principles brings about
relevant satisfaction of the students’ engagement.

Design
Category

ARCS
Category

Code: Key
Terms and
Phrases

Game Rules:
Instructional
Content

Relevance
Satisfaction

Make devices work effective.
Build something.
Their creations come to life.
An engineer’s job.
Become engineers.
In terms of relevance.

Quotes

Professor Quote:
An engineer’s job is to build workable devices ...
that work effectively. In terms of relevance,
engineering students come to college to become
engineers because they like to build things and
see their creation[s] come to life.

Interpretation: Engineers are engaged in building
something and making it work effectively. The
videogame Spumone emulates this process of
problem-solving that is relevant to the job
description of engineers. Students receive
satisfaction in emulating the process of building
things.

Game Rules:
Instructional
Content

Relevance
Attention
Satisfaction

Getting something to work. Solve an engineering
problem.
Engineering videogame.
Vehicles to move.
Students are engaged in programming elements.
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Interpretation: the Spumone videogame technology
gets the engineering students’ attention by getting a
device to work by engaging in computer
programming.
The problem-solving activities of the videogame
are relevant to engineering principles. As an
example: programming a device to move from
point A to point B by solving an engineering
problem of physics. This also give students the
satisfaction of learning skills in a chosen field of
engineering.

Professor Quote:
In the engineering videogame Spumone, students
are engaged in programming elements: getting
something to work by programming vehicles to
move from point A to point B and solving an
engineering problem.

Design
Category

ARCS
Category

Code: Key
Terms and
Phrases

Game Rules:
Instructional
Content

Relevance
Attention
Satisfaction
Confidence

Intrinsic environment.
Making things work.
Game-based learning.
Engineering students.
Connected to the thinking.
Relevant to engineering problem solving.

Quotes

Professor Quote:
Using game-based learning is relevant to
engineering problem solving because it’s more
connected to the thinking of making things work.
In other words, game-based learning is an
intrinsic environment for engineering students.

Interpretation: Engineering students’ attention is
captivated by the videogame problem solving of
making things work. This real-world engineering
learning environment relevance gives students
satisfaction. Student confidence is developed by
emulating the practice of engineering thinking to a
clear path for success.

Game Rules:
Instructional
Content

Attention
Relevance

Interactive elements.
Develop their skills.
Students are motivated
Intrinsic with engineering principles.

Professor Quote:
Students are motivated to develop their skills
because the interactive elements of the
engineering game are intrinsic to engineering
principles.

Interpretation: The interactive elements of the
game captivates the engineering students’ attention
and stimulates problem-solving activity. Here again
the interactive elements of the videogame are
intrinsic to engineering principles.

Game Rules:
Instructional
Content

Relevance
Confidence

Professor Quote:
The best way to build students’ confidence in the
learning environment. Students’ problem-solving
activities in the videogame technology emulates
mechanical engineering principles.
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Learning environment.
Builds students confidence.
Emulates mechanical engineering principles.
Videogame technology.
Problem-solving activities.

Design
Category

ARCS
Category

Code: Key
Terms and
Phrases

Quotes

Interpretation: Students’ confidence is built on a
clear understanding of their focus of the problemsolving activities. The videogame technology is
supportive and relevant to the learning environment
by emulating engineering principles.

Game Rules:
Instructional
Content

Confidence

Right away.
Consequences of their actions.
Students can tweak things.

Professor Quote:
Students can tweak things, experiment, and see
the consequences of their actions right away.

Interpretation: Students gain confidence from the
feedback they receive and reflecting on the
consequences of their actions.

Game Rules:
Instructional
Content

Confidence

Different levels of challenges.
Students continue gameplay.
Designing the game.
Stimulates confidence.
Difficulty increases as students move through the
game.

Professor Quote:
When designing the game I developed different
levels of challenges [so] that difficulty increases
as students move through to different levels of
the game. This strategy stimulates confidence in
the student to continue gameplay.

Interpretation: This strategy stimulates confidence
in the student to continue gameplay.
Confidence develops; the challenge level starts out
easy and becomes more difficult as the student
progresses.
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Design
Category

ARCS
Category

Code: Key
Terms and
Phrases

Game Rules:
Instructional
Content

Confidence
Satisfaction

Student success right away.
A commercial videogame.
Game Spumone is designed.
Start off with relatively easy challenges.

Quotes

Professor Quote:
The game Spumone is designed like a
commercial videogame. It starts off with
relatively easy challenges to give the students
success right away.

Interpretation: The videogame Spumone develops
confidence because it starts off with easy
challenges. Students also gain satisfaction in
playing the game because of the feedback of
success achieved right away.

Game Rules:
Instructional
Content

Confidence

Different levels of challenges.
Confidence to continue.
Motivates students.
Positive feedback.

Professor Quote:
Positive feedback motivates students and gives
them confidence to continue to engage in
different levels of challenges in the game.

Interpretation: Students are motivated and gain
confidence from positive feedback. This encourages
students to continue gameplay, because they can
clearly understand their path to success.

Game Rules:
Instructional
Content

Confidence

Challenges built on previous.
Design four levels.
Problem to solve.
Challenges have eight levels.
Particular challenge.
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Interpretation: The videogame is designed with
different levels of challenges for the engineering
students. Each level challenges is built on the

Professor Quote:
Sometimes I design four levels in a particular
challenge or problem to solve. I also design other
challenges that have eight levels. Each challenge
is built on the previous challenge.

Design
Category

ARCS
Category

Code: Key
Terms and
Phrases

Quotes

previous level of challenge. This is motivating and
develops student confidence because they acquire a
sense of success as they move through the game’s
different levels of challenges.

Game Rules:
Instructional
Content

Confidence

Student continue gameplay.
Strategy stimulates confidence.
Successfully complete level.
Students unable to continue.
Advance to higher level.

Professor Quote:
Students are unable to continue to advance to
higher levels of challenges until they successfully
complete the lower level of challenges. This
strategy stimulates confidence in the student to
continue gameplay.

Interpretation: Students are motivated to continue
gameplay by completing lower-level challenges
before they can advance to higher-level challenges.
This strategy stimulates and develops student
confidence to continue higher-level challenges.

Game Rules:
Instructional
Content

Confidence
Satisfaction
.

Intrinsic motivation.
Sound effect “whoopee.”
Student solves a challenge.
Something good happens.
Factors in assessment.
Shouted out.

ofessor Quote:
When something good happens or when the
student solves a challenge, there is a sound effect
of “whoopee” that is shouted out. This is an
intrinsic motivating factor in assessment.

Interpretation: Sound effects, when a student
completes a game challenge, are a positive
feedback that increases satisfaction and confidence.
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Design
Category

ARCS
Category

Code: Key
Terms and
Phrases

Game Rules:
Instructional
Content

Satisfaction

Student makes a mistake.
Doesn’t complete challenge.
A “laughter” sound effect.

Quotes

Professor Quote::
There is also a “laughter” sound effect when a
student makes a mistake or fails to complete a
particular challenge.

Interpretation: Negative sound effects, the
feedback of laughter when a challenge is not
successful, motivates the student.

Game Rules:
Instructional
Content

Satisfaction

Assessing student.
Sound is intrinsic motivating factor.
Game activity challenge.

Professor Quote:
I use sound effects as an intrinsic motivating
factor in assessing student game activity
challenges.

Interpretation: In the videogame Spumone, sound
effects are used as an assessment tool to motivate
the students when they successfully complete or fail
a particular challenge. Sound effects are feedback
that is motivational and satisfying.

Game Rules
Game Genres

Attention

Engineering educational Spumone videogame.
Different game genres.
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Interpretation: 1 According to research, 45% of
young adults in the American culture play
videogames. Students are familiar with commercial
videogames, and their attention is captivated by the
diversity of game genres in the engineering
videogame Spumone. Game genres such as
shooting, racing, dodging and catching are used to
stimulate and encourage student problem-solving
gameplay.

Professor Quote:
There are many different game genres found in
the engineering educational videogame Spumone.

Design
Category

ARCS
Category

Code: Key
Terms and
Phrases

Game Rules:
Game Genres

Attention
Relevance

Using mathematical equations.
See who has the best time.
Activity of racing a vehicle.
Game genres engage the learner.

Quotes

Professor Quote:
These game genres engage the learner/player,
such as an activity of racing a vehicle to see who
has the best time, [and] balancing objects by
using mathematical equation[s].

Interpretation: Engineering students’ attention can
be captivated with an intrinsic vehicle-racing
activity with mathematical problem-solving. This
activity is also relevant to engineering principles of
physics and math.

Game Rules:
Game Genres

Attention

In the game challenge students maneuver their
character.
Similar to a dodgeball game.
Avoid being hit by objects.
The videogame Spumone.
The game genre.
Objects falling from the sky.

Professor Quote:
One of the game genres in the videogame
Spumone is avoiding objects falling from the sky.
In this game challenge, students maneuver their
character to avoid being hit by objects. This game
genre is similar to a dodgeball game.

Interpretation: Game genres integrated into the
educational content of the Spumone engineering
videogame keep the students’ attention focused on
the challenges of interactive gameplay.

Game Rules:
Game Genres

Attention

Professor Quote:
Another game genre integrated into the
videogame is to maneuver your character from
one side of the playing environment to another
side. The object of the challenge is to avoid being
hit by moving objects. This challenge emulates
the sport of football.
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Emulates the game of football.
Game genre integrated.
Moving objects.
Maneuver your character.
Avoid being hit.
One side of the playing environment to another
side.

Design
Category

ARCS
Category

Code: Key
Terms and
Phrases

Quotes

Interpretation: This is another example of how
integrating game genres in an educational
videogame can create excitement. These game
genre challenges stimulate students’ problemsolving initiative.

Game Rules:
Game Genres

Attention
Confidence

Similar to basketball.
Game challenge.
Throwing objects into different spaces.
Videogame Spumone.

Professor Quote:
The videogame Spumone has another game
challenge of throwing objects into different
spaces. This game challenge is similar to
basketball.

Interpretation: This challenge that emulates the
sport of basketball keeps the attention of the student
because of past knowledge of the sport. Students’
confidence in problem-solving is motivated by the
fun and familiar sport activity of basketball.

Game Rules:
Game Genres

Attention
Confidence

Similar to a commercial shooting videogame.
Students shoot objects.
Flying across the sky.
Game challenge in Spumone.
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Interpretation: This game genre challenge that
emulates the sport of shooting keeps the attention of
the student because of past knowledge of the sport.
Students’ confidence in problem-solving is
motivated by the fun and familiar sport activity of
shooting.

Professor Quote:
There is a shooting game challenge in Spumone.
The students shoot objects that are flying across
the sky. This game challenge is similar to a
commercial shooting videogame.

Design
Category

ARCS
Category

Code: Key
Terms and
Phrases

Gameplay:
Interface
Navigation

Confidence

Build their confidence.
Using a traditional gamepad.
Familiar interface for students. The navigation of
the game.
Gameplay challenges.
Play like a commercial videogame.

Quotes

Professor Quote:
There is interface navigation of the game that
emulates a commercial videogame. Students can
use a traditional gamepad navigation for
gameplay. Students are very familiar with this
interface and it helps to build confidence in
gameplay challenges.

Interpretation: The videogame Spumone navigation
interface is similar to the traditional commercial
videogame gamepad. Most engineering students
have past experience playing videogames. This
game design strategy of having a familiar interface
in the engineering game Spumone builds student
confidence in playing the game challenges.

Gameplay:
Interface
Navigation

Confidence

Playing the videogame.
Build student confidence.
Game machine or device.
Correctness or incorrectness.
Videogame Spumone. Interface program feedback
assessment.
Problem is correct.
Calculates mathematical equation problem.
Will work.

Professor Quote:
The videogame Spumone interface program
feedback assessment calculates mathematical
equations’ correctness or incorrectness. When the
mathematical equation problem is correct, the
game machine or device will work. This can
build student confidence in playing the
videogame.

Interpretation: The videogame interface feedback
calculates math equations for their accuracy. This
feedback of students’ work performance builds
confidence in problem-solving participation.
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Design
Category

ARCS
Category

Code: Key
Terms and
Phrases

Gameplay:
Assessment

Satisfaction

Player is aware.
Videogames have challenges.
When they complete the goal.

Quotes

Professor Quote:
Videogames have challenges. The player is aware
when they [have] completed the goal of the
game.

Interpretation: The game interface assessment
gives the player instant feedback doing gameplay
challenges. This learner feedback gives students or
players satisfaction in understanding their strengths
and weaknesses of performing the game challenges.

Gameplay:
Assessment

Relevance
Satisfaction

Videogame technology.
Visual 3-D simulation.
Problem-solving challenges.
Instantaneous feedback provides progress.
What device is working correctly?
Students have the ability to see 3-D simulation.
Built into the interface.
Feedback to the student is instant.

Professor Quote:
Feedback to the student is instant and built [into]
in the interface of the videogame technology. The
instantaneous feedback provides progress
throughout the game’s problem-solving
challenges. Students have the ability to see 3-D
simulation of what device is working correctly.

Interpretation: The instant feedback is relevant
because it emulates the engineering product
prototype process of trial and error. Instant
feedback also gives students satisfaction and
understanding of what’s working or not in the
assignment challenge.

Attention
Relevance

Moving forward to different levels of challenges.
Videogame technology.
Different levels of challenges.
Instantaneous feedback.

Professor Quote:
Students also spend more time engaged in
learning, problem solving, and moving forward to
different levels of intrinsic challenges. The
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Gameplay:
Assessment

Design
Category

ARCS
Category

Code: Key
Terms and
Phrases
Problem solving.
Spend more time engaged in learning.

Quotes

instantaneous feedback of video game technology
stimulates problem-solving initiatives to continue
gameplay.

Interpretation: The videogame Spumone has
different levels of challenges that are relevant to
engineering problem solving. Students’ gameplay
attention is captivated and encouraged with
continuous instant feedback assessment.
The progression level of game challenges is
relevant as a catalyst for continued student
problem-solving gameplay.

Attention
Satisfaction

The videogame environment.
Creates persistent learners.
Videogame assessment technology.
Continue their problem-solving efforts.
Instant feedback.
Interpretation: The instant feedback assessment of
videogame technology keeps the students’ attention
focused on gameplay problem solving. Students’
satisfaction from positive and negative feedback
develops persistence in achieving success in
problem-solving challenges.

Professor Quote:
The videogame assessment technology of instant
feedback also creates persistent learners [who]
continue their problem-solving efforts in the
videogame environment.

Gameplay:
Interactive Design

Attention
Relevance

Intrinsic with learning engineering principles.
Students’ interactive engagement.
Learning engineering principles.
Students are motivated.
Interactive elements of the videogame Spumone.
Develop their skills.

Professor Quote:
Students are motivated to develop their skills
because of the interactive elements of the
videogame Spumone. The students’ interactive
engagement is intrinsic with learning engineering
principles.
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Gameplay:
Assessment

Design
Category

ARCS
Category

Code: Key
Terms and
Phrases

Quotes

Interpretation: The interactive elements of the
videogame technology of animation, music,
graphics, and special effects captures students’
attention to focus on gameplay challenges. The
cognitive nature of interactive learning is also
relevant and intrinsic with learning engineering
principles of physics.

Gameplay:
Interactive Design

Confidence
Relevance

Students learn the content.
Spumone videogame environment.
Motivates and engages.
Physics interactive simulation.

Professor Quote:
Physics interactive simulation within the
Spumone videogame environment motivates and
engages the confidence of students to learn the
content.

Interpretation: The interactive simulation
environment of the videogame gives engineering
students confidence to learn. The students gain
confidence because of engineering relevance and
intrinsic relationship with interactive simulation.

Gameplay:
Interactive Design

Relevance

Make devices work.
The science of engineering.
Learn to be practitioners.
Engineering students.
Putting concepts into use.
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0

Interpretation: The relevance of the videogame
Spumone to engineering is evident in its interactive
learning that emulates engineering practitioner
strategies to make devices work.

Professor Quote:
Engineering students learn to be practitioners of
the science of engineering by putting concepts
into use in order to make devices work.

Design
Category

ARCS
Category

Code: Key
Terms and
Phrases

Gameplay:
Interface

Relevance
Attention

Mathematical quantities.
Relevant to the problem.
Plots of velocities and accelerations.
Display on the screen interface.

Quotes

Professor Quote:
I display on the screen interface mathematical
quantities that are relevant to the problem, such
as plots of velocities and accelerations.

Interpretation: The interface of the game has a
screen with math qualities of velocity and
acceleration that display feedback for a vehicle
problem-solving challenge. This particular
challenge uses the game interface display to keep
the students’ attention and focus on solving the
game challenge.

Gameplay:
Software
Technology

Relevance

C++ programming language.
The library of the 2-D Boyle framework.
Original 2-D software.
Educational engineering.
Spumone videogame is designed.
Interpretation: The relevance of engineering to the
educational videogame Spumone is evident in the
original 2-D software created with the C++
programming language. The computer
programming language of C++ is a tool used in
engineering to design and develop devices and
products.

Professor Quote:
The educational engineering videogame Spumone
is an original 2-D software that I designed. I
mainly took the library of the 2-D Boyle
framework and created my game. The Spumone
videogame is designed in the C++ programming
language.
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Design
Category

ARCS
Category

Code: Key
Terms and
Phrases

Game Art:
Visual
Communication

Attention

Graphics software.
Using Adobe.
Designed some of the graphic elements.
3-D look.
Photoshop and Illustrator

Quotes

Professor Quote:
I have designed some of the graphic elements to
have a 3-D look by using Adobe Photoshop and
Illustrator graphics software.

Interpretation: The utilization of graphic software
to produce a 3-D look, exciting colors, and special
graphic effects can captivate the students’ attention.
Visual effects can become a tool to stimulate
students’ problem-solving initiatives for focusing
on gameplay.

Game Art:
Visual
Communication

Attention

Coming from above.
Graphic object.
Gives the image.
Use lighting tools.
Reflect on different sides or corners.
Show a light source.
Graphic treatment.
3-D type of texture.

Professor Quote:
I use lighting tools that can show a light source
coming from above and reflect on different sides
or corners of the graphic object. This type of
graphic treatment gives the image a 3-D type of
texture.

Interpretation: Special effects lighting can also
stimulate interest and direct attention to graphic
elements. Lighting effects can cause images to
come forward with a 3-D type of texture. This
treatment will make images stand out with
background contrast.
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Design
Category

ARCS
Category

Code: Key
Terms and
Phrases

Game Art:
Visual
Communication

Attention
Relevance

Translate the physics.
Built a graphic library.
Save these images.
PNG graphic file.
Objects represent.
PNG image, scale and rotate and translate.

Quotes

Professor Quote:
I have built a graphic library in Spumone where I
save these images as a PNG graphic file. I can go
to my graphic library and take a PNG image,
scale, rotate, and translate the physics that these
objects represent.

Interpretation: The videogame is equipped with a
graphic library with PNG images formatted to
manipulate and create special effects to captivate
the students’ attention. The graphic elements’
relevance to engineering is these physics can be
translated into math equations for display.

Game Art:
Visual
Communication

Relevance

Graphic element.
Computer codes.
Graphically speaking.
The Spucraft vehicle.
Has a behavior controlled.

Professor Quote:
Graphically speaking, the Spucraft vehicle is a
graphic element which has a behavior controlled
by computer codes.

Interpretation: The relevance of the graphic
elements is evident in the students’ ability to
control and manipulate their behavior with C++
computer programming codes. This is a typical
practice of engineers when testing and developing
computer devices.

Relevance
Attention
Confidence

Graph on the screen.
Time and acceleration.
Important graphic element.
Data plot of velocity.

Professor Quote:
Another important graphic element is in the
challenges that have a graph on the screen with a
data plot of velocity versus time and acceleration.
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Game Art:
Visual
Communication

Design
Category

ARCS
Category

Code: Key
Terms and
Phrases

Quotes

The challenges.
Interpretation: The data screen with graphs is very
relevant because students can see their data when
they are engaged in the game. This interface
graphics keeps the students' attention with visual
feedback to keep them focused. Students’
confidence is also built from the encouraging
feedback the visual data graphs display when
students engage in gameplay.

Game Art:
Visual
Communication

Relevance
Attention
Confidence

Change colors in the game environment.
Motivating factor.
Students to create vehicles.
Playing the game.
Graphic elements.
Change the look of the character.

Professor Quote:
I would like to allow students to create their own
vehicles, change the look of the character,
graphic elements, and change colors in the game
environment. This can be a very motivating
factor in playing the game.

Interpretation: Allowing students to create their
own vehicles in the game is very relevant to the job
of an engineer of designing things. Students’
confidence, focus, and attention can be built by
motivating independent design decisions such as
allowing students to design vehicles, graphics,
color, characters, and the environment in the
gameplay activities.

Few graphic elements.
Fireworks shooting across.
Students experience.

Professor Quote:
There are a few graphic elements that students
experience when they complete a challenge
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Attention
Confidence

8

Game Art:
Animation and
Sound

Design
Category

ARCS
Category

Code: Key
Terms and
Phrases
Virtual environment.
When they complete a challenge.

Quotes

which emulates fireworks shooting across the
virtual environment.

Interpretation: Students who complete a challenge
and receive an exciting visual feedback such as
fireworks, confidence is motivated. The animation
and sound of the fireworks can captivate the
students’ attention and stimulate problem-solving
initiatives because of the feedback reward
assessment.

Game Art:
Animation and
Sound

Relevance
Attention

Remains in place.
Vehicle will disassemble.
Correct and precise.
Vehicle structure.
Spucraft challenge of landing.
Wrong the structure.
Vehicle structure remains in place.

Professor Quote:
When the Spucraft challenge of landing is correct
and precise vehicle structure remains in place. If
the challenge landing the Spucraft vehicle is
wrong, the structure of the vehicle will
disassemble while landing.

Interpretation: The Spucraft landing challenge uses
animation to give feedback on precise or incorrect
vehicle landing. This challenge is relevant to
engineering because the animated vehicle
disassembles; feedback emulates a nonfunctioning
device designed by an engineering practitioner.
This instant- feedback assessment strategy will get
the students’ attention to engage in correcting the
problem.
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Design
Category

ARCS
Category

Code: Key
Terms and
Phrases

Game Art:
Visual
Communication
and Animation

Relevance
Attention
Confidence

Plotted on the graphic screen.
Mathematical data quantities.
Students view and study.
Virtual environment.
Spucraft is flying, moving, and rotating.

Quotes

Professor Quote:
While the Spucraft is flying, moving, and rotating
in the virtual environment, important
mathematical data quantities get plotted on the
graphic screen for students to view and study.

Interpretation: Students are engaged in
manipulating the animated Spucraft vehicle by
inputting calculations for it to fly, move and rotate.
The visual effects of the animation are plotted on a
small data graph display instantaneously.
Students’ attention and confidence is built because
the data feedback from the display guides them to
solving the game challenge.

Game Art:
Visual
Communication

Attention
Relevance
Confidence

Aids students.
Studied and analyzed.
Relevant to engineering.
Downloaded by students.
The Spucraft vehicle
The data graph calculations.
Solving the landing challenge.
Velocity, acceleration and movement.
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Interpretation: The data graph display visually
communicates the physics calculations of the
Spucraft vehicle. This learning strategy keeps the
students’ attention focused on engaging in the game
challenges. Students’ confidence is built seeing the
visual results of their data input calculations while
problem solving. Students’ ability to analyze their

Professor Quote:
The Spucraft vehicle data graph display of the
velocity, acceleration and movement aids
students in solving the landing challenge. The
data graph calculations can also be downloaded
by students, studied and analyzed, which makes
this very relevant to engineering.

Design
Category

ARCS
Category

Code: Key
Terms and
Phrases

Quotes

physics calculations is relevant and emulates the
engineering process.

Game Art:
Visual
Communication
and Color

Attention
Relevance
Confidence

Students identify equations.
Color-coded arrows.
Mathematical qualities.
Graphic element.
The game Spumone.
Color-coding system.
Mathematical qualities.
Allow students to identify.
Represent velocity or acceleration.

Professor Quote:
Also, another graphic element that is used in the
game Spumone is the color- coding system. This
color-coding system identifies the mathematical
qualities that allow students to identify the
equations that represent velocity or acceleration
by color-coded arrows.

Interpretation: Using a color-coding system with
arrows captivates students’ attention, with visual
communication. This strategy gives students
confidence to quickly and effectively identify the
equations of velocity or acceleration.

Game Art:
Music

Attention
Relevance

Spumone videogame
Music from the World of Goo.
Educational use.
Co-designed by Kyle Gabler.
Music that I use.
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Interpretation: The music for the Spumone
videogame gets students’ attention because it comes
from a popular video game called the World of
Goo. This videogame is an award-winning physicsbased puzzle of construction games and is relevant
to the educational engineering videogame Spumone.
The music itself sounds active and conveys motion.

Professor Quote:
The music that I use in the Spumone videogame
came from the World of Goo videogame codesigned by Kyle Gabler. I’m able to use the
music from the World of Goo because of the
educational use of the Spumone videogame.

Design
Category

ARCS
Category

Code: Key
Terms and
Phrases

Game Art:
Sound Effects

Attention
Relevance

Sound effects.
The challenge.
Blowing up a balloon.
I make myself.

Quotes

Professor Quote:
There are also sound effects that I make myself,
like the challenge of blowing up a balloon has
sound effects.

Interpretation: Sound effects in a game will help
keep the students’ attention during gameplay. A
good example of a challenge is when someone is
blowing up a balloon. The activity of blowing up
the balloon is relevant and intrinsic with the sound
effects.

Game Art:
Sound Effects

Attention
Relevance
Confidence

Related to achieving.
Sound effects.
Throughout the game.
Bells and alarms.
Different gameplay challenges.

Professor Quote:
Also, there are bells and alarms sound effects
related to achieving different gameplay
challenges.

Interpretation: Sound effects such as bells and
alarms keeps the students’ attention focused on
gameplay. During student game challenges, sound
effects become relevant intrinsic feedback of
confidence and encouragement.

Game Art:
Sound Effects

Attention
Relevance

Professor Quote:
When a student dies in the videogame Spumone,
it makes a depressing sound effect. 2 There is also
a “laughter” sound effect when a student makes a
mistake or doesn’t complete a particular
challenge.
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Student makes a mistake.
Laughter sound effect.
Student dies in the videogame.
Makes a sound.
Videogame Spumone.
Doesn’t complete a particular challenge.

Design
Category

ARCS
Category

Code: Key
Terms and
Phrases

Quotes

Interpretation: The laughter of negative sound
effects can capture the students’ attention when
they make a mistake or fail to complete a challenge.
This instant feedback is relevant to the process
which engineers experience when designing a
device that doesn’t work. Negative feedback can be
a positive motivational tool to build confidence
because the instant feedback can identify the
mistake and point toward the correct solution.

Game Art:
Sound Effects

Attention
Confidence

Sound effect of “whoopee.”
Shouted out.
When something good happens.
Student solves a challenge.

Professor Quote:
On the other hand, when something good
happens or when the student solves a challenge,
there is a sound effect of “whoopee” that is
shouted out.

Interpretation: Positive sound effects can captivate
the students’ attention and motivate them with
confidence to continue problem-solving gameplay.

Game Art:
Sound Effects

Attention
Confidence

“Cheer” sound effect.
Confirm the fact.
Sound effect of anticipation.
Complete the challenge.
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Interpretation: The sound effects of anticipation
can keep the students’ attention by building
confidence with the reward of cheering when they
successfully complete a challenge.

Professor Quote:
Also, there is a sound effect of anticipation, and
then when you confirm the fact that you have
completed the challenge, you get a “cheer” sound
effect.

Design
Category

ARCS
Category

Code: Key
Terms and
Phrases

Game Art:
Animation
Special Effects

Attention

Emulate movement.
A little special effects.
Elements I put in motion.
Putting a blur.

Quotes

Professor Quote:
For elements that I put in motion, I use a little
special effect of putting a blur to emulate
movement.

Interpretation: Animation is a great tool to
captivate the students’ attention by utilizing special
effects to make the elements stand and appear to
move faster.

Game Art:
Animation
Special Effects

Attention
Relevance
Confidence

Relevant to engineering.
Being animated.
Physical simulation.
Their physics.
Vehicles and characters.
The entire game.

Professor Quote:
The entire game is a physical simulation of
engineering. The vehicles and characters are
being animated according to their physics, which
makes it relevant to engineering.

Interpretation: The videogame Spumone is
predicated on producing devices that work from
precise physics math calculations, which makes the
game relevant to engineering problem solving. The
game’s simulation of animated characters and
vehicles becomes an epistemic tools for students to
acquire the skills and knowledge of engineering.
Students gain confidence from the game’s
engineering instructional content that emulates the
engineering practitioner’s problem-solving process.
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Design
Category

ARCS
Category

Code: Key
Terms and
Phrases

Game Art:
Animation
and Interactive
Design

Attention
Relevance
Confidence

Used to design animation.
Principles of engineering. Interactive devices.
Student are motivated by animation.

Quotes

Professor Quote:
Student are motivated by animation because
principles of engineering are used to design
animation and interactive devices.

Interpretation: Animation and interactive learning
captivate students’ attention because it is ubiquitous
in the culture of the 21st- century learner. Using
games as a learning tool is relevant and motivates
confidence in engineering students. Most
engineering students’ social life is engaged in
interactive devices, and animation such as
commercial video games, cell phones, music,
videos and computers.

Game Art:
Animation
and Interactive
Design

Attention
Relevance
Confidence

Fireworks and animation.
Videogame Spumone
Sound effects.
Visual effects and music.
Reward for completing challenges.

Professor Quote:
The videogame Spumone has the following
rewards for completing challenges: sound effects,
visual effects, music, fireworks and animation.

Interpretation: Using animation and interactive
design captivates students’ attention and fosters
innovative thinking and learning. Interactive
learning builds confidence with the engineering
students because it’s intrinsic with the principles of
the engineering problem-solving process.
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Design
Category

ARCS
Category

Code: Key
Terms and
Phrases

Game Rules:
Instructional
Content

Attention
Confidence

If it's not correct.
You can actually see if your work is being done
right.
The game won't work.
Plug in whatever hot key that you have.

Quotes

Student Quote:
The fact that you can actually see if your work is
being done right or not. But when you plug in
whatever hot key that you have to set, if it's not
correct, the game won't work.

Interpretation: Students’ attention is captivated
because they can visually see the work that they’re
doing, and receive feedback on what is working and
what is not. Students’ confidence is motivated
because they are directed with instant feedback to
continue problem-solving initiatives.

Game Rules:
Instructional
Content

Attention
Confidence

Things change all the time.
Always a way to improve something.
The big part of engineering.
Learning from your mistakes.
Engineering changes.
Solving problems.
You can always make it better.

Student Quote:
Solving problems and learning from your
mistakes, because the big part of engineering is
engineering changes, because things change all
the time. There's always a way to improve
something, so you can always make it better.

Interpretation: The game’s instructional content
shows students how to learn from their mistakes
and how they can always improve a device. This
again is predicated on the instant feedback and
direction that develops the students’ confidence and
satisfaction in problem-solving.

Confidence

Student Quote:
When playing the game students want to get to
the next level of the game.
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Get to the next level.
When playing.
Students want.

6

Game Rules:
Instructional
Content

Design
Category

ARCS
Category

Code: Key
Terms and
Phrases

Quotes

The game.
Interpretation: Students are motivated by the game
challenges and have confidence moving to the next
level of the game.

Game Rules:
Instructional
Content

Confidence
Satisfaction

See if your solution is correct.
The game’s feedback component.
Testing your equation.

Student Quote:
Also, testing your equation to see if your solution
is correct through the game’s feedback
component.

Interpretation: Students gain confidence and
satisfaction from the game’s feedback component
of testing their equation to see if it is correct.

Game Rules:
Instructional
Content

Attention
Confidence
Relevance

Applied to a real-life application.
See the theory actually work.
We talked about in class.
Biggest motivation.
Seeing it work.
Seeing the theory.
You get everything programmed correctly.
Interpretation: Students’ attention is captivated by
seeing their correct computer programming
working in a real-life application. Students’
confidence is motivated because they can see the
application of useful and relevant engineering skills
and knowledge they are acquiring from the game.

Student Quote:
I think the biggest motivation for me is probably
just seeing it work once you get everything
programmed correctly. Also seeing the theory
that we discuss in class applied to a real-life
application and see the theory actually work.
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Design
Category

ARCS
Category

Code: Key
Terms and
Phrases

Game Rules:
Instructional
Content

Attention
Confidence

Really cool.
Far-off you are.
You can see on the screen.
With your solution.
Get the correct answer.

Quotes

Student Quote:
When you get the correct answer. It’s really cool.
You can see on the screen how far-off you are
with your solution.

Interpretation: The computer screen keeps the
students’ attention by giving them instant feedback
as they are solving the challenge. This learning
strategy gives the students confidence to continue.

Game Rules:
Instructional
Content

Attention
Confidence

Figure out the correct solution.
Trial and error.
Which is nice.
Feedback is basically instant.
Many times as you like.

Student Quote:
The feedback is basically instant. You can work
by trial and error as many times as you like until
you figure out the correct solution, which is nice.

Interpretation: The game’s instant feedback
captivates the students’ attention. This builds
students’ confidence and encourages them to
become persistent in their learning through trial and
error.

Game Rules:
Instructional
Content

Relevance
Satisfaction

Student Quote:
The instructor gives you everything you need to
solve the challenge. If you still don’t get it he has
this online Blackboard discussion group with him
and the students. The instructor responds to your
questions within 20 minutes.
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Online Blackboard discussion.
Your questions within 20 minutes.
The instructor responds.
If you still don’t get.
The instructor gives you everything you need.
Him and the students.
Your questions.

Design
Category

ARCS
Category

Code: Key
Terms and
Phrases

Quotes

Interpretation: Students and the instructor are
engaged in online discussion, which is very relevant
to engineering group problem solving. Students
also get a degree of satisfaction with engaging in
cooperative learning.

Game Rules:
Instructional
Content

Confidence
Satisfaction

Trying to solve a problem.
Good things you might be doing.
Seeing the mistakes that you might be making.

Student Quote:
When you are trying to solve a problem, you’re
actually seeing the mistakes that you might be
making or the good things you might be doing.

Interpretation: The game’s instant feedback allows
students to see their mistakes, and success gives
them confidence and satisfaction. This instructional
strategy is relevant to guiding students toward
acquiring knowledge and skills in engineering.

Game Rules:
Instructional
Content

Relevance
Confidence

Developing skills.
Become an engineer.
Learning from your mistakes.
Solving problems.
Biggest part.
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Interpretation: This instructional strategy is
relevant to engineers because their problemsolving is learning from mistakes. This strategy also
builds students’ confidence because they can see
the growth of their knowledge and skills from
problem-solving.

Student Quote:
Solving problems and learning from your
mistakes is the biggest part of developing skills to
become an engineer.

Design
Category

ARCS
Category

Code: Key
Terms and
Phrases

Game Culture:
User-centered

Confidence
Satisfaction

If you have questions.
He's very, very helpful.
Watch out for this.
He gives you really good pointers.
Does live examples in class.
Pay attention to this.
He's always available.

Quotes

Student Quote:
Yeah, and he actually does live examples in class,
and kind of shows you, “Watch out for this, pay
attention to this, and if you do this, you should go
this.” So he gives you really good pointers along
the way, and he's always available if you have
questions. He's very, very helpful.

Interpretation: The instructor is very user-centered
in explaining and demonstrating the instructional
content of the game. He gives students pointers and
hints that lead them toward successful problemsolving solutions. Students also express their
satisfaction and appreciation for the instructor’s
demonstrations and clarification of the challenges
of the game’s instructions.

Game Rules:
Instructional
Content

Attention
Relevance
Satisfaction

What you're trying to make it do.
Working through the problem.
Coding it properly.
Just the visualization.
Actually seeing the result.
Writing everything out.
Working through the theory.
The visual experience of seeing Spumone.
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Interpretation: Students’ attention is captivated by
visually seeing their problem-solving coding results
as they are engaged in the videogame Spumone.
Students have a sense of satisfaction in
experiencing the results of engineering theories at
work. This instructional strategy is also relevant to

Student Quote::
Just the visualization of actually seeing the
results of working through the theory, working
through the problem, writing everything out,
coding it properly, the visual experience of seeing
Spumone do what you're trying to make it do.

Design
Category

ARCS
Category

Code: Key
Terms and
Phrases

Quotes

the process used by engineers to solve complex
problems of making devices work.

Game Rules:
Instructional
Content

Confidence
Satisfaction

Theory in action.
Solve the problem properly.
When it’s working.
See the physics theory in action.

Student Quote:
When it’s working. You solved the problem
properly and it’s really nice to see the physics
theory in action.

Interpretation: Student feedback builds confidence
in solving the complex videogame challenges
because of the visual results. They also gain
satisfaction by observing and experiencing the
engineering theories of physics at work.

Game Rules:
Instructional
Content

Confidence
Satisfaction

Want to achieve.
Achieve the next challenge.
Kind of addicted.
Achieving the challenges.
Once you start with one.

Student Quote:
Achieving the challenges. Once you start with
one, you're like kind of addicted because you
want to achieve the next challenge.

Interpretation: When students achieve or complete
the challenge successfully, it becomes a very
motivational factor. Students gain satisfaction to the
degree they become addicted in anticipating each
videogame challenge.
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Design
Category

ARCS
Category

Code: Key
Terms and
Phrases

Game Rules:
Instructional
Content

Confidence
Satisfaction

Moving up the different levels.
Playing a videogame.
Very rewarding.
People love videogames.

Quotes

Student Quote:
It's like playing a videogame. This is why people
love videogames; it's very rewarding because you
can see yourself moving up the different levels.

Interpretation: Students gain satisfaction in playing
videogames because of the rewards associated with
achieving success at different levels of the game.
Rewards of achievement also play a role in building
student confidence.

Game Rules:
Instructional
Content

Confidence

You can't give up.
The Professor has an option.
Not to give up.
The response is.
It's about persistence.
I give up.
It's about learning.

Student Quote:
It's about persistence. It's about learning not to
give up. The Professor has an option, like, “I give
up.” And then the response is, “Never give up.”
You can't give up.

Interpretation: The Professor has designed an
option in the games interface called “I give-up,”
and the response is “Never give up.” This strategy
encourages and motivates students’ confidence to
continue problem-solving the gameplay challenges.

Game Rules:
Instructional
Content

Satisfaction
Confidence

Student Quote:
When you complete the challenge you hear the
sound effect of cheers. The game has the sound
effects of dying when you messed up or your
solution was wrong.
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Sound effect of cheers.
Your solution was wrong.
The game has the sound effects.
Sound effects of dying.
Complete the challenge.
When you messed up.

Design
Category

ARCS
Category

Code: Key
Terms and
Phrases

Quotes

Interpretation: The use of sound effects feedback,
both negative and positive, are confidence builders.
These types of sound effects can help the students
understand their clear path toward success. Students
can receive satisfaction from the entertainment
factor of sound effects and amusement.

Game Rules:
Game Genres

Attention
Relevance

Gameplay:
Interface
Navigation

Attention
Confidence

You have to solve.
Step of the puzzle.
There are so many steps.
Engineering question.
The game is like a puzzle.
Interpretation: The videogame Spumone keeps the
students’ attention because of its puzzle-type activities
that are relevant to engineering problem solving. Most of
the students enjoy playing commercial videogames and
get satisfaction out of playing an engineering videogame.

Gives you confidence.
Collect about 20 flowers.
Counter screen.
Need to collect.
Reasonable time frame.
Complete the challenge.
How many flowers you have grabbed.

Student Quote:
There is a counter screen to tell you how many
flowers you have grabbed. Usually you need to
collect about 20 flowers to complete the
challenge in a reasonable time frame, which gives
you confidence.
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Interpretation: The interface of the game has a
screen that counts the number of flowers students
collect. This feedback strategy keeps the students’
attention and helps them understand their progress,
which can build their confidence.

Student Quote:
The game is like a puzzle because there are so
many steps you have to do, but each step of the
puzzle is like an engineering question that you
have to solve.

Design
Category

ARCS
Category

Code: Key
Terms and
Phrases

Gameplay:
Interface
Navigation

Attention
Confidence

Gives you confidence.
Continue the game.
Getting to the target too early.
Math data that displays.
Overshooting it.
Screen shows.

Quotes

Student Quote:
The screen shows you math data that displays
you getting to the target too early or overshooting
it. This gives you confidence to continue the
game.

Interpretation: The students’ attention is captivated
by the game’s navigation interface displays. This
screen shows math data that is generated through
the interactivity gameplay. Students gain
confidence by being able to see their correct or
incorrect math data navigational decisions.

Gameplay:
Assessment

Attention

Code from the professor.
Do it or you don’t do it.
When students complete a level.
Pass or fail.
Text file which has random letters and numbers.
Individual student’s code.

Student Quote:
It’s really like pass or fail. You either do it or you
don’t do it. When students complete a level or
challenge you get a text file which has random
letters and numbers. This becomes each
individual student’s code from the professor.

Interpretation: The assessment strategy for the
students is based on pass or fail, which keeps their
attention focused on persistence. Students have an
urgency to complete the challenge because they
can’t move forward to the next level of challenges
until they complete the current challenge.

Attention
Relevance

A particular timeframe.
Complete it successfully.
Students work.

Student Quote:
Students work within a particular timeframe on
the challenge until they complete it successfully.
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Gameplay:
Assessment

Design
Category

ARCS
Category

Code: Key
Terms and
Phrases

Quotes

On the challenge.
Interpretation: Students are given a time limit to
complete each game challenge successfully.
Creating pressure on the student will keep their
attention and focus on problem-solving gameplay.
This assessment strategy emulates the real world of
engineers working on project deadlines in the
industry.

Gameplay:
Assessment

Attention
Relevance

See how well you're doing.
Assessment is simultaneous.
Playing the game.

Student Quote:
Assessment is simultaneous while you're actually
playing the game. So you can actually see how
well you're doing.

Interpretation: The instant feedback assessment of
the game keeps the students’ attention, and focus on
problem-solving initiative. The visual feedback
communicates to the students if their calculations
are correct or not, which is relevant to engineering
practice.

Gameplay:
Interactive Design

Attention
Confidence

Program the vehicle to fly.
Design their own Spucraft spaceship vehicle.
Choose colors, characters, and parts.
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Interpretation: Students’ attention is captivated by
designing their own spaceship and choosing colors,
characters, and parts. Student also gain confidence
with the trial-and-error programming of building a
spaceship-type vehicle to simulate flying.

Student Quote:
Students had to design their own Spucraft
spaceship vehicle. You have to choose colors,
characters, and parts. Students also have to
program the vehicle to fly.

Design
Category

ARCS
Category

Code: Key
Terms and
Phrases

Game Art:
Visual
Communication

Attention

On the Spucraft vehicle.
Show velocity.
Different colored graphic arrows.

Quotes

Student Quote:
The game uses different colored graphic arrows
to show velocity right on the Spucraft vehicle.

Interpretation: The game applies visual
communication by colo- coded velocity arrows
located on the Spucraft spaceship vehicle. This
visual strategy keeps the students’ attention focused
on computer programming the spaceship’s velocity.

Game Art:
Visual
Communication

Attention
Motivation

Use that as trial and error.
Solve the challenge problem.
Shows display as you are moving.
Makes it easier.
Through the game.
Math data showing up on your screen.

Student Quote:
The game shows a display as you are moving
through the game. The math data is showing up
on your screen. You can use trial and error to
solve the problem. This makes it easier to solve
the challenge problem.

Interpretation: The students’ attention is focused
and captivated by the math data screen display as
they are interactively engaged in trial-and-error
problem solving. Students are also motivated
because the math data screen communicates visual
feedback of the students’ progress.

Game Art:
Visual
Communication

Attention
Motivation
Relevance

Student Quote:
Just the visualization of actually seeing the
results of working through the theory, working
through the problem, writing everything out,
coding it properly, the visual experience of seeing
Spumone do what you're trying to make it do.
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What you're trying to make it do.
Working through the theory.
Coding it properly.
Just the visualization.
Working through the problem.
Writing everything out.

Design
Category

ARCS
Category

Code: Key
Terms and
Phrases

Quotes

Actually seeing the results.
Visual experience of seeing Spumone.
Interpretation: Students’ attention
is focused and concentrated on visually
experiencing results as they work through their
coding problem-solving. Also, motivation is built
from students seeing feedback on the results of
what they are trying to make. This is relevant to the
process of engineers working through theories.

Game Art:
Music and Sound

Attention
Satisfaction

Suggested movement or activity.
More peaceful.
Music was kind of classical type.
Videogame Spumone.
Make a mistake you hear laughter.
Many sound effects.
Complete a challenge you hear cheering.

Student Quote:
The music was kind of classical type that
suggested movement or activ[ity]. It was more
peaceful. The videogame Spumone also has many
sound effects, like when you complete a
challenge you hear cheering. Sometimes when
you make a mistake you hear laughter.

Interpretation: Students love music and sound
effects, which entertains and motivates them to
keep their attention on gameplay. The music that is
constantly played in the videogame Spumone
represents an intrinsic classical action type. The
sound effects of the videogame Spumone entertain
and satisfy the need for feedback through sound,
whether it’s cheering when students complete a
challenge or laughter when they make a mistake.
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